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Boit GRAHAM
GOVERNOR

STATE OF FLORIDA

Once of file 05oVertuir
THE CANTOL'

TALLAHASSEE 32301

Dear School Administrator:

Reco4nizing that the rising cost of energy is having'a
detrithental effect on.school district budgets, we are pleased
to enclose the Florida Energy Management Handbo& for Sohool
Administrators. Designed to help.reduoe the fiscal impacts
of high energy costs, the Handbook provides%a step-by-step
guide for refining existing,efforts or establishing a hew,
comprehensive program of energy management.

A comprehensive program will allow schoot districts to
reduce energy consumption and realize substantial dollar sav-
ings. This Handbook and the technical assistance available
through the Governor's Energy Office should assist you in
your efforts.

.1*
We urge you to put into effect the conservation actions J

suggested.in the Handbook. By doing this and actively 'parti-'
cipating in the technical assistance services available from
the Governor's Ene-rgy Office, you.can increase energy effi:-

ciency in your district's schools.

1.

The Handbook is a,cooperative effort of'the Governor's
Energy Office, the Florida Department of Education, and.many
school administrators ftroun the State. We would like to
express our appreciation to)t

hose school administrators who
helped develop this useful, comprehensive guide that
directly addresses the dnergy programs of Florida's schools.'

Best wishes for success in reducing energy consumption

in your district.

BG/RT/ipb

Enclosure

Sincerely,

Commissioner of Education

-
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

.
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INTRODUCTION

Florida's school administrators agree that their btidgets are tight and getting
tighter. The rapilly rising cost of energy is a majoI contributor to school
budget problems. In fact, rising energy costs, coupled with higher costs for
all ichool operating expenses, are forcing school boards and schobl adminis-

trators to make difficult decisions on which activities or programs to curtail.

In order to pay escalating energy bills, school boards and administrators

have three major options:

- 1. To increase revenues through higher taxes (assuming the maximum
millage rate has not been reached);

2. To reduce the amount of money spent for other needs, such as
supplemerital instructional materials, spectal programs, and salaries;
or

To- increase energy efficiency through energy management.

Clearly, he most acceptable option is to incr e energy efficiency, thus
reducing the impact of energy costs on theisc district's budget. While
efforts t a improve energy efficiency may not liminate the need to consider

other tions, they will allow the school district to reduce the impact of the
most in ationary portion of its operating expenses. In so doing, the district
will enstlre that the other options are addressed only when absolutely

necessary. There are many actions school administrators can take to promote
energy efficiency. Tq be effective, however, these actions must be considered
within a comprehensive framework.

The Florida Energy Management'handbook 'for School Administrators is
intended 'to assist Fliool administrators in establishing comprehensive%
energy management rograths in their school districts. The handbook presents

a systematic, integrated approach to energy management. The commitment
and cooperation of everyone involved; from the school boardand district
administrators to teachers, students, and parents, is required. Only through
implementation of a comprehensive program will school districts realize the
reduction in ,eneigy consumption needed to overcome fiscal problems

resulting from arising energy costs.
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Some school districts have recognized the need to redtiFe energy consump-
tion and have taken action. Many districts have adjusted thermostat settings
and loweredAhting levels. But even though these actions have resulted in
some avings, mUch greater savings could be realized as the result of a com-
prehe sive energy management program. _y

. / .. .
A

. If effortst,o achieve energy efficiency are to be successful, they must consider
the many factors that affect encrgy consumption in school facilities: Unless
these factors are known and understood, conservation efforts may show
results far short of expectations. Five major factors influence the level of
energy; use in school facilities. Two of these, climge and the mandated

. educational programs and activities that must be c-onducted in the facility,
cannot be modified significantly. However, substantial increlsei in energy
efficiency can be made by addressing the other three factors:

?i
1. Buiiding coniponents, and features, including- floors, milings, walls,

-,

roof, windows; and landscaping. Many school buildings were designed
and constructed with initial costs and space netds as the primary
design criteria. This has resulted in the creation of a large inventory
of school buildings that, by today's standards, are not energy-,c.
efficient; -.

2. Energy-uSing systems and equipment, such as heating, cooling,
lighting, ventilation, and transportation; and

3. Occupant habits and facility utilization, inclu ding the way main-
tenance personnel, operating and management personnel, teachers,
students and other-li use the facilities, as well as the hours of operation.

All five factors are interrelated andimust be addressed together for energy
conservation and efficiency measures to be effective. The National Electrical
Contractors Association's Handbook, Total Energy Management (1976)
notes: "Effective energy management requires that the entire pattern of
energy consumption be analyzed so that changes made will be integrated
into the system in full light of the interrelationship which exists and the
various effects which will occur." This handbook discusses all of these
facto s as part of a comprehensive, integrated energy management prpgram.

The following flowchart depicts the process presented in this handbook that
was designed to help school districts identify and address the many facets of
energy management. S
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The Energy Management Process
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As detailed in Chapter I, initiating a comprehensive, integrated energy manage-
ment program requires the commitment of the major decision makers in the

i school district. The school board, the superintencteze and top administrators
must initiate their energy management program through establishment of an
Energy Management Committee, headed by an Energy Management Coordi-
nator for the district. This committee's first responsibility should be to
expeditiously review the material presented in this Handbbok and other
available resources in order to dpvelop a Mission Statempnt for the consici-
eration of the school board". A ceptance Of this mission and its subsequent
promotion by the school board will formal4e the district's commitment to
energy efficiency. The mission statement will provide the overall goal and
direction for the effOrts of the Energy Management Committee. Utilizing
the mission statement, the committee must set specific objectives and
develop a plan of action. Energy Managemen't Teams should be established
at each school by the superintendent and school principals to assist the
district Energy Management Committee in implementing the district's
plan. These initial steps fornikalize and refine the districes.contnitment
and eitablish the basic .organizational structure for energy management.

The district Energy Management' Committeeossisted blf the school Energy
Management Teams, must first determine Where and how energy is being
consumed in each of the district's facilities. Chapter II identifies procedures
for collecting energy-use data at each school. The information gathered by
the school Energy Managetnent Teams on the Building Profile Form
(Appendix A), will provide the information needed by thc Energy Manage-
ment Committee to target specific facilities for more detailed analysis. While
the Energy Management Teams are gathering data, they can use the Ninedi-
ate Action Checklists (Appendix B) to initiate many low-cosf/no-cost
conservation actions.

.

Chapter III identifies how the characteristics of the major energy-using
systems and operations practices affect energy consumption. An under-
standing of the operation of energy-usiag systems can be used to determine
strategies for reducing consumption. The information in Chapter III parallels

. the Information in thc Energy Audit Form (Appendix C) that is used in
completing the detailed energy consumption analysis discussed in Chapter
Iv.

6
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The Energy Management Committee must develop a plan for implementing
the conservation measures that have been identified. But first, the available
manpower and financial resources must be identified. Chapter IV discusses
the resources availa'ble to schools. It shows how a plan can be formulated to
effectively use 'those resources to identify and implement the most effective

. . meaprés.

Bnergy education is an important part of any energy management pr'ogram.
Increased awareness of the energy issueand greater knowledge of the individ-
ual's role in reducing energy consumption is needed to secure the cooperation
of administrators, teachers, students, and others required for effective
energy management. Chapter V identifies strategies iltn- the integration
of energy isgues into existing curricula:

In addition to ongoing energy conservation and efficiency efforts, school
administrators must also be prepared to deal with possible energy supply
Shortages and the accompanying drastic price increases; Chapter VI addresses

______cnergy emergency contingency planning by providing guidelines for designing
plans to deal with moderate and serious energy emergencieT,1ThOuld they

occur.

Estimates have shown that the average school district can expect its energy
ccil)ts per pupil per year to triple by 1985. Perhaps what hurts school districts
mOst is that, unlike the private sector, they cannot routinely pass on higher

costs by raising prices for 'the services or products they provide. With under-
_

currents of a nationwide tax revolt developing, the prospects for obtaining
more funds to pay higher fuel costs are not bright. Reducing the effects of
higher fuel costs on the district's budget through the development and
implementation of a. comprehensive energy management prograin appears to
be the only fiscally-sound alternative.

(

The school district that confront's the energy sitpation with g well thciught-
out program will be years and dollars ahead.

1/47
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CHAPTER I

ORGANIZING FOli ACTION

When schodl administrators begin to deal with the energy problems of their
distyict, their first consideration should be the level of effort and resources.
they,can commit to the...development or an effective program. In dealing'
with energy problems, the amount of time and effort spent is directly related
to the benefits gained. The commitment that the schoolboard, superinten-

/ dent, school principals and top administrators place on their euelFy manage-
ment efforts will determine the.degree to which the will be ablc to solve the
budgetary problems of rising fuel cost& To be effecti e, the district's energy
management program must be an organized, comprehensive effort that is
designed to produce resufts. A com hensive effort ill require the partici-
pation and commitment of perso el froin every fun tional area.of the
school system and the leadership of its top administrat s.

A. DISTRICT-WIDE COMMITMENT

k comprehensive energy management program requires the commitp'ent and

cooperation of the school board and top administrators, combined with the
active participation'of personnel at all levels. Although the board will not be
involved in the day-to-day activities of energy management, its support is
necessary to sustain the effort. The board's commitment must be clearly
stated as a mattersof policy. The best way to do this is for the school' board

, td adopt the mission statement as an official resolution.

Establishment of a district-wide commitment begins when school adminis-
trators realize they can and must do something to reduce energy'consump-
tion and addftss rising energy costs. The appointment of an energy manage-
ment committee for the school district is %Ile important way thaethis
realizatioins translated into action. ' ,

-)



- B. ENERGY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

The Energy Management CompHittee'is the single most important group
in Ived in the energy management progrant. The coinmittee will direct the
acti ies of the energy management program for the entire district. To be
most effective, it should be made up of a cross-section of school district

.4-1 personnel that pp supply the leaClership and expertise necessary to develop,
and implenient -the program. The committee should bte chaired by the.
district's Energy Management.Coordinator, and must have direct access to,
and thefull support of, the district's top adminstrators and decision makers.
The size and composition of the Energy Manvement Committee will vary
from.district to district. IdeallY, it should include seven-to fifteen members
who can work together to produce results.The Energy Management Coor-
dinator should serve as the head of this group. (School districts that have
not already done so, should appoint an individual to sei-ve as Energy
Mapagement Coordinator.) The Committee meMber should be selected to
reptesent a diversity of expertise and should include:

. The Energy Management CoordmatorThis person will be the district's
nd the committee's 'energy leader. This individual should repreent a
balance between energy expert and administrator, possess strong leader-
ship-qualities and, ideally, should fill the position fulltime.

A Board MemberA member of the board represents its interests and
commitment and is invaluable for setting parameters.

A Principal Representative,A school principal knowledgeable in the
concepts of staff development and in-service training can effectively
involve staff and the community in assessing and implemditing change.

A Teacher RepresentativeParticipation of the instructional staff is
essential. This member should be able to gauge general teacher feelings,
represent their interests, and have some knowledge .4:)f energy curriculum
and issues. ,

A Financial AdthinistratorA district administrator with insight into
district-level planning can provide the fiscal guidance needed by the
committee.,

11*
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A Lay PersonA person from the community can lend pertinent expertise
and provide an outsider's viewpoint. A recognized cOmmunity leader
should be sought to fill this position.

A Maintenance Representative An inlividual knowledgeable about
fEe district's energy operations, particularly HVAC systems, will provide
the needed expertise.

A Public Relations Person--Reporting school efforts to the public can be
of substantial assistance in gaining support for the program.

A Utility RepresentativeAn expert from the local utility company can
provide information about cost and supply of utility service.

An Architect/Engineer--An outside energy expert is a must for estimat-
ing costs and future design development.

A Student Representative--A recognized student leader who knows the ,
student point of view and can identify the roles students can play in the
energy program should be included.

Others, as needed, may be appointed.

While the Energy Management Comniitted will be responsible for directing
all phases of the comprehensive energy management process, its first task
will be to become familiar with the energy problems by reviewing this
handbook and other celated references-and to develop aNission Statement
and goals for school board adoption.

C. MISSION STATEMENT - GOAL

To direct the energy management efforts of the district, the school board
must adopt a formal Mission Statement. The school board should charge
the Energy Management Committee with the responsibility for reviewing this
handbook and other pertinent literature to develop a Mission Statement for
the district's energy conservation program. Once adopted, this statement

will direct the nature and scope of the program, and will serve as a refine-
ment and fonnalizatipn of the school board's commitment. .



The goal set by the Mission Statement will vary from district to district,
because sonie districts will have already undertaken energy-savingeactivities..
Different opportunities will exist in different districts. The district's conser-
vation goal should be presented in the form of a percentage reduction of
energy consumption. The Mission Statement should be presented and
formalized in the form of an official school board resolution, such as:

Be It Hereby Resolved That

Whereas the cost of basic energy fuels keeps increlsing, and

Whereas the Board of Education bears a responsibility to provide for the
efficient use of tax dollars, and

Whereas a basic need exists to make all citizens more aware of energy
options, and

Whereas public education can provide leadership in examining life styles
and developing a realistic energy ethic.

Now therefore, the Board of Education of County hereby makes a
tommitmenttaxedlmeenergy constufiption by percent in its facilities
and directs the superintendent to establish the apprbpriate organization to
develop and implement a district-wide energy management program to meet
this goal.

Of course, the goal should be realistic. If the goal is too high, the Energy
Management Committee and teams will becomc frustr"ated trying to accom-
plish thc impossible. If it is too low, mediocre efforts could result.

After the Mission Statement has been form'ally adopted, a plan of action can
be developed. A schedule of Tecific action steps should be developed by
considering the answers to questions such as. When can we statt? How
long will it take to implement the measures we have identified? and What are
the steps necessary to accomplish our goal ? The aqswers to these questions
will depend on the size of the district, the extent of its needs and the
resources available.

143
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i When these questions have been answered, a specific planihmAld be published
by the district board. This plan should be presented, as a sign of the distrIct's
commitment, to personnel participating in the program and as a message to
other district personnel and the general public that The school board is
serious about energy conservation.

/
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D. ENtRGY MANAGEMENT TEAMS

The Energy Management Team is the individual school facility''s counterpart
to the Energy Management Committee and acts as an operational extension
of the committee. Its responsibilities include all on-site data collection
and the supervision of the effort to implement conservatiOn measures in
the school. The Energy Management Team reports to the district committee
arid is responsible for carrying out the district's energy management program

,..,
in the schools.

Energy Manaoment teams should, be established by the superintendent and
the principal in each 'of the district's schools. The membership should be
drawn from among the following:

4

The Principal, who is ultimately responsible for energy management as
the school's top administrator..

Teachers, who control classroom use of ehergy end promote energy
awareness through energy education.

c

Operational/Maintenance Personnel, who operate and maintain the major
energy-using systems.

Coaches, who.fontrol the scheduling of many extracurricular activities.
J , 41: ' .447

Students, who ire a major energy use factor and who influence the
success oft thc conservation efforts.

.
I

Parents and Outside Experts, who provide community support for the
program.

,
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E. 1N-SERVICE TRAINING

st.

,

The Energy Management Tsam members will require some training fn order
to accomplish their assigned tasks. Training sessions should be conducttd by
the nergy Management Cooidin4tór or another "energy experV' to give the,
tmçembers a basionnderstanding of their responsibilities. Detailed ins,

ctiàts on the qse of the Building Profile Form (Appendix A) and the
Immediate Action Cheoklis,ts (Appendix B) should be provided.
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CHAPTER II

,

SURVEYING THE SITUATION/TAKING IMMEDIATE ACTION

KnOwnig and understanding the energy consumption profile and the identi-
fication of the enersi-using systems of each school facility are key factors in
successfully operating any energy conservation plan. Without energy use data
on which to base decisions, actions, and evaluations, an energy conservation
program does. not have a firm base.

The collection and recording of consumption data is important for matiy
. reasons. It:

1

Provides the quantitative basis for the program;
Points out possible areas of waste;

.. Indicates the greatest energy-saving potentials;- .

Provides comparisons;
- Prevents utility overcharges; and

Creates an awareness of,energy use and costs.

Measuring, compiling; and using'energy consumption data for ea.ch school
and for the' entire school district is an essential element of every district
energy management program. The importance of this can not be over empha-
sized, for without accurate and uniform data, there is no basis for assessing
potential conserv.ation actions and no way to evaluate performance of the
conservation steps talcen. `

.A.

The building profile information covered in this section will assist you
in establishing a solid base of information and data on which to develop
your energyfmanagement program. The Building Profile Form (Appendix A)
includes information about the use and structure of each facility, its rate of

' energy consumption ancr its, Energy Use Index (EUI). This infOrmation can
be uscd to complete the N4CPA Preliminary Energy Au 't Form discussed in '

e

Chapter IV.
-

While the Energy Mann ieit -Teams are co cting data, the Immediate
.. Action Checklists (Ap endix B) should be distributed to each of the specific/ groupsior which they were designed. The implementation of the items on

these checklists will produce immediate energy savings while a comprehen-
sive, district-wide plan is developed.

..
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A. INVENTORY AND DESCRIPTION

.41 Establishing an inventory and description of the school facilities is ihe initial
step in forming the bnildintprofile. The Building Profile Form (in Appendi*
A) provides for a sunlmary of building description and energy informdtion.
These forms can be copied, and one used for eac4 school facility. The
information needed can be supplied by the principal or the person most
familiar with the building and its en5gy consumption.

Many factors related to the design and use of a facility affect its energy
requirements. It is essential that the building and all of its energy-using
systems, including HVAC, lighting, and others are properly inventoried. A
comprehensive inventory and analysis of the building's energy use will permit
the identification and evaluation of various energy conservation measures.

13. ENERGY USE DATA

The first step after the facility inventory has been conducted and the energy-
using systenis have been identified, is to collect actual energy use data for
each type of energy used. The measurements and quantities of, fuel types used
at a facility can be obtained from a variety of sources. Some measurements
can be determined from past utility bills, some2froni the internal records of the
Snakeeping department, and still otheri can be gathered on sitei3ecause
12 months of data is needed for analysis purposes, the data for ti e months of
the current ye'ar should be combined with data from the remain' g months of the
previous year to create a 12-month data base..

There are'various niethods for obtaining, measuring, recording and using
energy consumption data. You will be shown how to measure the various
fuel types, how'to record the data on the necessary folins, how to put the
data in a common measuring form, and how to analyze what the data means.

2DR
ef
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1. Measuring Energy Consumption

Measuring energy consumption should begin with an examination of Vast
records. If no special records of energy usage were kept, the utility bills may
have to be located among other routine entries. If you are unable to obtain
the proper information from your own records, the local utility should be
able to Ripply the needed data.

To establish an aceurate data base, the analysis should go back at least one
year (or longer if accurate records are available). The location of electric, gas,
oil, and other meters should,be 'noted, and all suppliers shouldidentified.
After the initial data collection' has taken place, gathering an reporting
energy consumption data can be done on a routine basis. When data is not
readily available frdm past utility bills or when more accurate monitoring of,
energy consumption is required, it will be necessary to read the meters.

a. Measuring Electricity

Electric use is ineasured in two ways: the measure of co sumption,is the'
kilowatt hour (KWH); the measure of demand, which is.,the leVel rather
than the rate of consumption, is the kilowatt (I(W).

Sonie utilities simply bill on the number of kilowatt hours consumed. Others
determine the rate by measuring both demand and consumption. If a facility
is subject to demand billing, both factors, deniand and consuniption, must
be considered.

(1) Measuring Consumptibn

There are three types of electric meters in general use: the four-dial type, the
five-dial type, and the cyclometer, which is a digital type. Four-dial and
five-dial meters are read in the same manner. Four-dial meters record up to
10,000 kilowatt hours andfive-diaPmeters record,up to 100,000 kilowatt
hours. Cyclometers are kligital and read left to right.
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ReacCg el c meters to determine energy consumption is not difficult,
and if some basic meter reading procedures are followed, accurate readings ,
will .be obtained. To'read the meter:

Stand.direetly in front of the meter and start with the right hand dial
(Dial A in Fignre 2-1);

"

Record the lower of theIwo numbers when the pointer is between
numbers. When the pointer is directly on a number, look at the dial to
the right - if its pointer has not passed zero, the correct reading of the
first dial is the nexttower number. (If the pointer has passed zero, the
correct reading is the next higher number.);

Continue reading from right to left.

Figure 2-1. How To Read Your Electric Meter.

E C B

C B

The difference between the two readings is the usage for the period is 1400
KWH.

5
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(2) Measuring Demand

In demand billing, measurement is based on the highest level of energy
used (expressed in kilowatts) over a given period of time'.

Generation and t;agsmission equipment loads Vary in a direct relation-
ship to the demand placed on them. The utilities are willing to supply
greater amounts of electricity, but they charge more for the same
number of KWH when high peak loads occur because of the cost of
providing the, additional capacity to accommodate-the peak loads.
Therefore, many electric utilities have adopted the practice of demand
billing, which provides funding for the capital equipment and mainte-

.-----lmance required to meet the higher demands.

When demand billing is in effect, both the total consumption in KWH
and the peak demand will determine the cost for billing purposes. For
example, if a building consumes 7,200 KWH over a 30-day period, the
average consumption is 10 KW per hour: However, if that same
building reached a peak of 100 KW during the established demand, the
demand factor is 100 KW. The bill for that month will be heavily
influenced by the peak demand. Assuming that the utility charges a
rate of $.03495 per KWH and imposes a demand charge of $5.50 per
KW, the charges for gross consumption would be $252 (Z,200 KWH
x .03495) plus $550 for the 100 KW peak demand. The 100 KW peak
demand, even though it only occurred during One hour of the month, had
a drastic influence on the Unity bill. Different utilities may establish
separate policies on demand billing, and each school district should
check with the utility servicing it for current rules and rates. A separate,
set of instruments records the.peak demand, and Meters record kilo-
watts instead of kilowatt hours.

If your facility is subject to demand billing, you can reduce the demand
charges if ygu can determine when peak usage occurs. By rescheduling
activities and staggering the start-up of electrical equipment, peak demand
will be reduced and demand charges wil) be loweted.

2,4
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Demand charges can increase utility bills dramatically. High demand chaiges
can be avoided by load scheduling. If a load profile can be developed, the ,

daily patterns.and demand peaks Ica& be identified. Some utilities relate load
to time of day When determining demand rates. These utilities can provide

- data that will show a load profile whiCh cun be used in establishing a load
schedule.

..

Developing a schedul for load shedding will not only help, avoid high demand
c6rges, it will also eliminate the unnecessary use of equipment. It can be
accomplished through sophisticated automated systems,or manuallyi, Manual
scheduling is limited, but even a simple procedure, such as staggering equipment
start-up times , can reduce demand charges.

b. \-IsIre'asuring Natural Gas Consumption
. , {

Natural (or manufactiired) gas consuinption is ully measured by vOlume.
The standard units are MCF (thdusand cubic feet) and CCF (hundred cubic
feet). Some utiliiies measure consumption in therms, a unit equal to 10-0,000
BTU or approximately 9 7CF. If bottled gas is used, consumption is usually
determined from delivery records.

-Reading a gas meter is similar to reading an electric meter, except that
the units are measured in cubic feet volume. To read a gas meter correctly,
use the following procedure:

Stand directly in front of the meter'and start with the right hand dial.

Record the lower of the two numbers if the pointer is between
numbers. When the pointer is directly on a number, look ,at the
dial to the right. If its pointer has not passed zero, the correct reading.
for the first dial is the next lower number.

, Add two zeros to the reading you just obtained tO reach the correct
total.

,
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c. Measuring Fuel Oil Consumption

Fuel oil consumption can be measured from delivery records. If oil meters
have been installed on the burners, the exact consumption rates can be
determined if the readings are recorded. The records of oil deliveries will give
an accurate Indication of annual consbmption, but if meter readings are
available, monthly usage can be determined. Using monthly consumption
figures will result in a more accurate picture of fuel oil consUmption and will
allow you to ilimediately evaluate the success of.your fuel oil conservation
efforts.

2. Recording Energy Consumption .
Once the fuel sources are identified and accurate quantities and costs have
been determined, the consumption figures need to be recorded in a logical

and usable manner. Included in the Building Profile Form (Appendix A) you
will find a Data Summary Sheet. One of these should be filled out for each
school facility. The amounk an cost of each fuel used is listed by month and
then totaled for the year to supply annual epergy use figures.

-fr.
-Recording and putting together the paperwork at ,this stage is a hard and
arduous task, but.without this solid base of energy use informatioh future
management efforts could be misdirected. Remember, accurate and well-
maintained data is a key to an effective energy program. .

3. Analyzing the Data

Once the energy-use sources are quantified and compiled by' fuel type On
the Data Sheet, they need to be converted into common measuring equiva-
lents. By arriving at a common measurement of all energy used in a facility,
the total energy pictureof a facy can be observed.

The common thread of conversion is rfiiiish Thermal Unit, the BTU. The
BTU is:

).

the arikulut qf energyAneeded to change the tamperattire of one
pound of water one degree Aahrenheit. A single-wooden march pro-
duces approximately one BTU. Because the BTU is sucW a very small
measuring unit, if is commony measured in units of a titousand
(MBTU).

.

2 i3
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The standard BTU content for each fuel type has been determined, so that
a standard measure of energy consumption can be used t'o calculate the total
energy use in a building. The conversion factor for each fuel tYpe is included
in'the Building,Profile Form. Convert the amount o,f each fueLused to its
corresponding BTU equivalent and add them together to obtain the total
BTUs used in the facility over the given time period. To determine the
number of MliTUs consumed, divide the BTU total by 1000.

a. Degree Days

Another important variable fo be considered in evaluiting energy, consump-
tion data is the Degree Day. Degree Days provide a method of balancing
differences in temperature from one season to the next, so that energy
consumption data for the two periods is comparable.

The Degree Day is a measurement of weather effects on energy
consumption. Actually, two different measurements are made: heating
degree.days inaicate gross heating requirements; cooling degree days
indicate, cooling requirements.

Heating degree days are.based Oh the difference between the mean
dailY temperature and 65°F. For example, if the mean daily temperature
is 35°F, the difference between 65 and 35 is 30,' or 30 degree days.
Daily figures can be adckd to determine heating degree days for a
month or year. Degree Days are an effective indicator of heating
energy requirements.

,
27



Cooling degree days are determined by the same method as heating
degree days but relate to mean temperature above 65°. For example,
if the mean daily temperature 1495°F, the difference between 95 anth-z-
65 is 30, or 30 degree days. Note that the base-line-is 65°, even
though it is not recommended that you maintain such low tempera-
tures during the cooling season. However, cooling degree days are an
indication of cooling energy requirements.

Thisinformation can be used to compare energy usage during two
different years when weather conditions were different. If one wintes
was mild and the next extremely cold, energy consumption might rise,
despite tonservation\efforts. Degree days are used inthe Building
Profile Form (Appendik A).

Your local U.S. Weather Service Office can supply you with informa-
tion on heating and cooling degree days on a monthly basis. Subscrip-
tion to the publication listing Degree Days for yonr local area is
available for approximately $3.30 per month by codtacoing:

ea,

U.S. Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminisgation
Federal Building
Asheville,.North Carolina 28801

b. The Energy Use Index
a

The next step, once all the energy-use data is compiled, is to calculate-the
building's Energy-Use Index (EUI). The EUI is determined by dividing the
number of BTUs of energy consumed by the number of square feet of
conditioned space within the building. Buildings vary drastically in con-
struction type and design, making the use of the kg a comparison tool.
Although non-exact, this index is still useful as a manaRinent tool in,pro-
viding a general indicator of a building's energy efficiency.

The EUI can be used to prioiitize buildings for energy conservation action
and attention, and the available time, money, and manpower can be directed
toNiarccthe nWitriritical areas. a at

.604 tkrt
.AL/tri

The FAH can also be used as a performance indkator of measuring a building
against itself before and after the implementation of the energy conservation
actions and to assure its continued efficient performance in this ongoing
program. This use of the EUI is an accurate method of comparing energy
consumption before and after the implementation of conservation measures.
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The raw data collected by each Energy Management-Teim for the Building
Profiles and the EUI calculated for each facility will provide the Energy Man-
agement Committee with the basic information it needs to develop a dis-
trict-wide plan: While the data is being analyzed, the Energy Management
Teams should distribute and use the Immediate Action dhecklists found
in Appendix B.

C. IMMEDIATE ACTION CHECKLISTS

The Immediate Action Checklists found in Appendix B should be distributed
to each of the specific groups for which they were designed. The items on
these checklists should be implemented while data collection and analysis
is underway to insure that actions to meet the district's conservationgoal are
implemented as soon as possible. The checklists also provide a mean for
getting everyone involved in the,conservation effort.

Many people don't know where to begin their conservation efforts. These
checklists were designed to prdvide a starting point for each segment of the
school system. Each checklist.should be reproduced and distributed to each
group in the school system 'as soon as the Energy Management Teams have
been establiihed.

Immediate Action Checklists have been designed for each of the following
groups:

PrincipalsAs the chief administrator of the school, the principal's
involvement will determine the effectivenessobf the energy manage-
ment program in-the school. The principal must take the lead in the
school's effort to cohserve energy by supervising the efforts of the
school staff and students. s
TeachersTeachers have two major roles in energy conservation: they
can control the use of energy in the classroom, and they can also
increase stydent awareness and understanding of the need for and the
methods f conserving ener.

StudentsStudents should be involved in reducing energy consump-
tion in the school as well as learning about energy conservation. The
active involvement of students can go a long way toward getting
others to participate azid become enthused about savifig energy.

a
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PareiitsPublic support is important, and parents can have a very
positive impact on the schoil energy conservation program.

,
Building CustodianCustodial personnel have a very significant influ- .

ence on energy consumption, since they are responsible for bperating
and maintaining the major energy-using systems in t1;ze building.

Food Service PersonnelFood preparation and service can represent a
large portion of a school's energy consumption. Special checklists "are
directed toward the personnel involved in food serviCes.

.
TransportationTransportation checklists are provided for drivers,
mechanics, supervisors, and administrators involved with the school's
vehicles and transportation system. - ..

Central Office PersonnelParticipation of the district administrator is
important to the success of the program. The central office checklist
is directed toward the personnel of the district's central office and
administratiog,

.,
A

,

It is important that everyo'ne become involved in energy conservation. The
distribution and use of these checklists is one effective way to accomplish
this. Specific tasks can be assigned to help reinforce the individual's commit-

, ment. Because the efforts indicated on these checklists do not require large
expenditures or high-level approval, they can be implemented at once, for
immediate energy savings.
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CHAPTER III

UNDERSTANDING ENERGY USE

,

Once'basic energy consumption data on each facility in the school district
has been collected, you are in a,Po 'don to target 'specific facilities for a
more detailed analysis. CórnparisJi of facilifies by using the Energy Use

Index (EUI) and Building Profile ata Will help you identify and set priorities
for facilities that need immediate 'attention. However, before any detailed
analysis is performed, the Energy Management Committee and Energy
Management Teams should gain a bask understanding of how the energy-
using systems in their facilities work. The team members should know how
the operation and maintenance of these systems affects energy consumption.
This chapter is designed to provide the committee and team members with a
better understanding of the relationship between energy-using systems, .

operating practices, and energy consumption. The discussion of these items
parallels their assessment in the Energy Audit Form (Appen*dix C).

nergy conservation opportunities in a school facility fall into two major
groups: actions that affect the energy-using systems of the physical structure,
and actions that affect operation procedures. This section discusses energy. .
conservation measures affecting the physical plant, and energy conservation
measures directed at reducing energy consumption by modifying operating
procedures at the facility; Solar and innovative designs, which can be incor-
porated into new structures or remodeling projects, ate also covered in this
section. t
ENERGY SYSTEMS

This chapter explains how the characteristics of the building envelope, _
t energy-using systems, and operating practices affect energy consumption.

The following descriptions provide a general overview of 'n11 the energy $

systems of a building. The Energy Audit Form (Appendix C) may be used in
conjunction with this discussion of energy systems to determine which
conservation actions arc appropriate. The Energy Audit Form lists no-cost/
low-cost recommendations, as well as higher-cost capital improvements,
that May be consiclered for each energy-consuming area. The information
in this Fhapter can be used to help explain the Energy Audit Form.
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A. Bujiding Envelope

The bu ding envelope is made up of the roof, exposed floors, exterior walls,
windows, and doors. Heat is lost or gained through the envelope by heat
transm ssion (transfer through the surface), ventilation (intentional intake or
exhaust of air) and infiltration (unintentional air movement through a
passag ).

1. Heat Transmission

Transmission is a predominate cause of heat loss and heat gain. Since heat
must be supplied at the same rate it is lost during cold months, or removed
at the same rate it is gained during' warm months, transmission is a very
important energy consumption factor.

Thc amount of heat that is lost or gained through the building envelope is
governed by three factors: '

The difference between indoor and outdoor temperatures;

The exterior surface area; and

The heat transmission resistance of the building envelope (R value).

Heat transmission is usually greatest through an uninsulated roof; however, if
there is extensive glass arca, the loss from windows and doors may be even
greater. Transmission losses through Coors are usually small.

Adding insulation, window shades and windotl, film are common methods
for reducing heat transmission. (See the Energy Audit Form, Appendix C,
for specific recommendations.)

2. Ventilation

Air intentionally admitted and expelled from a building's windows, ventila-
tors, and exhaust system is called ventilation.

Heat loss (or gain) due to ventilation is.governed by four major factors:

Fresh air intake and exhaust rates;

33



The length of time ventilators operate;

The difference between indoor and outdoor temperatures; and

The difference in relative humidity between indoor and outdoor
air.

*Proper veiRtilation has a significant impact,on the energy use in a building.
At times'it will be beneficial to let outdoor breezes into the enclosed space
for their cooling effect. At other times, the intake of outside air must be
restricted to insure efficient HVAC system operation.

Ventilation system type and operation will vary from blinding to building.
Some buildings are designed to depend on mecli`anical systems, offering
no opportunities to utilize natural ventilation. Older buildings often Have
an advantage because natural ventilatimi can be used. (See the Energy Audit
Form, Appendix C, for specific recommendations.)

3. Infiltration

`** ----The unintentional movement of air through joints and cracks is called
infiltration. enveloPes are rarely airtight, so unwanted outside air
enters through gaps around windows, doors, and other openings. This
untreated outside air increases the load on the HVAC systems and drastically
affects energy consumption.

c,
Heat losses due to infiltration are governed by four factors:

Building orientation;
Wind velocity and direction; a ,
Size of crack; and
The difference between the indoor and outdoor temperature.

Infiltration is greatest where Operable windows seal against window frames
and through ventilator fresh air intakes. Wind blowing against exterior fresh
air intakc grills can cause air to enter the building at more than the intended
ventilation rate. A serious, but easily avoided, infiltration problem is caused
when windows are left open while the heating system is operating.

3,i
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Remedies for correcting infiltration problems are usually simple Ind involve
little or no cost. Caulking around door and window frames and weather-
stripping around doors and windows are excellent low-cost measures that,
will reduce air infiltration. (See Energy Audit Form, Appendix C, for specific
recommendations.)

B. Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (H-V-AC) "---
__---

...' Heating and cooling a building can consume as much as 40% of the energy
used in a facility. In many cases, energy efficiency was_not a priority when
HVAC systems weredesigned, resulting in inefficient operation.

4

Three major variables influence the amount of energy used in an HVAC
system:

(
The condition of controls and equipment;
The indoor temperature and humidity requirements; and

. The length of time the system is operated.

Although outside environmental conditions are significant factors in HVAC
energy consumption, they cannot pe controlled. Therefore, control settings,
maintenance and operating procedures are important conservation measures.
Implementation of many of the recommendations addressing HVAC effi-
ciency will require a detailed systems analysis that should be performed by
qualified service personnel. There are, however, a number of operational and
maintenance techniques that can be applied ill order to substantially reduce

,
energy consumption. _

-,.
I. Modifications to Operating Practices

_

Changes in operating practices can reduce energy consumption even if the
system itself is operating efficiently. Most changes to opefating practices
will affect the temperature and humidity conditions in the facility; therefore,
the comfort needs of the occupants and any other special climate control

,..
requirements must be considered. (See the Energy Audit Form, Appendix C,
for specific recommendations.) ..
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2. Maintenance Modifications

The implementation of a good maintenance program is vital to the efficient
operation of HVAC equipmeiAt. I(' lot only will effective maintenance ensure
energy-efficient operation, bui it will also prolong the useful service life of
the equipment. Money spent on maintenance programs will be more ithan
recovered from longer life and reduced energy costs.

e

Improvement in the efficiency of boiler combustion offers one of the
most cost-effective ways for a school facilit)', to reduce energy consumption
and save money. Proper calibration of the school facility boilers can reduce
fuel bills by 20 percent. School maintenance personnel must be instructed
on the use of the necessary testing equipment and shown how to analyze the
resulting data to calibrate the boiler for maximum energy efilciency. A
periodic, systematic boiler calibration program should be established by the

§chool district. Through a contract with the Governor's Energy Office, the
University of West Florida has conducted a series of training workshops
throughout the state. Instructors at vocational education training centers
have been through these workshops and can assist in the training of school
Maintenance personnel.ii list of vocational education instructors trained in
boiler calibration can be obtained from the Governor's Energy Office.

All operation and maintenance manuals supplied by equipment manufac-
turers should be kept where maintenance Personnel can use them for refer-
ence. 131 following the manufacturer's recommendations in manuals and
service bUlletins, thc equipment can be operated at peak efficiency. (See the
Energy Audit Form, Appendix C, for specific recommendlions.)

3. Control Adjustment Modifications

Modifying and adjusting a HVAC system's controls can add to the energy- ,
efficient operation of the overall system. The controls that were originally
installed were probably selected on .the basis of initial cost, not energy-
efficiency. Additionally, after five years withodt adequate maintenance, the
controls may be out of calibration. The controls should be checked and
adjusted at the time the HVAC system is adjusted and balanced. (See Energy
Audit FOin, Appendix C, fpr specific recommendations.)
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C. Hot and Cold Water

Depending on the type of hot water system in a school facility, water
heating may represent a considerable portion of the facility's total ener
consumption.Chilling water for drinking fountains also consumes a consider-
able amount of energy. The primary method. of reducing energy costs
associated with the water system is to use less hot and Cold water.

Repairing all leaks and fi4ig the use of hot and cold water will minimize
water consumption and reduce the amount of energy required to heat and
cool the water. (See the Energy Audit Form, Appendix C, for specific
recommendations.)

D. Lighting

Electric lighting is a major consumer of _electrical energjr in school facilities.
Most school lighting systems were designed to provide the maximum level of
light at the lowest possible equipment cost. As a result, these systems are

_
very energy inefficient. It is possible to reduce the energy requirements of
lighting systems through the application of some modifications that have
been identified by recent resealth. These modifications can substantially
reduce the amount of energy consumed by the lighting system while main-
taining acceptable righting levels for various tasks and functions.

Before undertaking any change, it must be recognized that a lighting system
is just that a system. Its manY-Ckmentsarr<interrelated, just as the lighting
system itself is interrelated with other systems in the building. While energy
can be conserved by properly removing lamps and luminaiFes, it must be
realized that such action should be taken only after the entire system has
been analyzed and all options evaluated. Therefore, system modifications,
other than disconnectingUnused lamps and ballasti, should be considered
only after a professional Technical Analysis has been performed -(See ChapteN
4). While conservation of energy is important, it must be achieved in a
manner consistent with other requirements. Lighjngjddress productiv-
ity, visual comfort, aesthetics, and federal, state, and local mugs and ordi-
nances. It is especially important to tecognize that major alterations to a
lighting system can have a significant hvpact on heaemg and cooling systems,
especially if they were designed to compensate for or incorporate heat giveli

3 7
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, ofilly the lighting system. For these reasons, it is suggested that competent
te nical assistance be obtained before any significant modifications are
made. . . ,

Energy consumption in the lighting systems can be reduced in several whys.

1. Usage Pattern Modification

An excellent method to "ireduce the amount of energy used for lighting is to
modify light usage patterns. One way this can be accomplished is through a
"lights out"campaign and the establishment of lighting usige guidelines.
(See the Energy Audit Form, Appendix C, for specific recommendaIions.)

2. Maintenance

Proper maintenanc of lighting systems will keep the systems operating at
peak efficiencrA..00dprograin not only conserves energy, but also extends
the life of the tips and luminaires. (See the Energy Audit Form, Appendix
C, for siecific- elimmendations.)--7

lit,

3. Illumination Levels

,.

,

;--------- - ,

Adjusting illumination levels to the minimintk legal requirements will assure
that proper lighting requirements are being met, while reducing energy
consumption. Lighting levels are frequently over-specified because the
building designer does not know the specific end use for the interior spaces
and wants to assure adequate'lighting levels. Using a light meter, a facility's
lighting levels can be checked and reduced to Meet minimum requirements.

The Florida Department of Education has published minimum design
standards for new and remodele4 buildings in its regUlations. These standards
call for the ability to provide 70 foot-candles for the work surface in class-

, rooms. A reasonable design should specify dimmers so that the lighting levels
v can be adjusted to varying levels up to the 70 foot-candle requirement.
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The following table provides general recommended lighting levels:

Foot-candles

Classrooms, Library, Offices 70
Cafeteria, Gym 20-40
Corridors, Stairways 10
Restrooms, Stockrooms, Storage Rooms 10

4. Lamp and Luminaire Modification

There are many ways to modify lamps and luminaires, including: the e '-
nation of lamps, utilization of lower wattage lamps, and conversion t ore
efficient luminaires. Lamp modification should be selected based on lighting
efficiency tables and current lamp costs. Luminary modifications should not
be undertaken without the advice of a lighting specialist or reference to the

' Illuminating Engineering Society Lighting Handbook.

It is important to select the most efficient lamp for the intended application.
The charts on page 3-9 indicate the efficiency and cost for varying lamp
types. With the exception of fluoresce t and incandescent, the lamp types
listed are mainly for outside use. The f st chart indicates the relative lamp
efficiency in lumens per watt (the hi er the number, the more efficient the
lamp). The second chart relates lam urchase and operating costs with color
quality and expected life.

$43
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LAMP EFFICIENCY IN LUMENS PER WATT

High Pressure Sodium

Low Pressure Sodium

Metal Halide

Fluorescent

Mel:cury yapor

IncandescenT 11.1
1 I a

' 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

Lumens Per Watt

LAMP COST, COLOR QUALITY AND LIFE EXPECTANCY

Incandescent

Fluore scent

Merry Vapor

Metal Halide

High Pressure Sodium

Low Pressure Sodium

Initial
Cost

Operating
Cost

Color,
Quality

Expected
Life-(Hrs)

Low High Excellent 1,500 - 12,000

Moderate' Moderate ,

Moderate Moderate

Good

Fair

10,000 - 12,000

24,000+
1

High Low Good 7,500 - 15,000

High Low Fair 24,000+

High Low poor 18,000
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OPERATING PROCEDURES

This section-addresses emergy efficiency measures relating to procedures
and activities within the school facility diat affect the facility's energy
consumption. These activities can be broken down into several main areas.

Facility Utilizationdeneralguidellies for reducing energy coistunp-

4 tion'by changing use patterns and scheduling.

Transportation ManagemenrGeneral guidelines for managing a
school transportation system are included. The topics of fleet manage-
Ment and preventive maintenarice are covered,

.

Procurement Practices--Generafpolicies and guidelines relating
to efficient buying procedures, the utilization of life-cycle costing, and .

specifying energy-efficient equipment are discussed.

E. Facility Utilization

The way that school facilities are used haia major impact on energy consump-
tion.,Schedujing, space utilization, extracurricular activities, and occupant
habits are important variables that can affect energy consumption. Mbdifica-

`.. don of these practices cart result in much lower energy consumption, with-
osit any "caPital outlay. Therefore, modifying facility utilization represents
one, Ot the moit cost-effective ways to reduce enerfly consdmption.

Of course, mOst ot the instructionalactivities must take place during specified
times, SO scheduling flexibility is/limited. However, extracurricular activities
like asiemblies, athletic events and cornmunity education programs can be
easily rescheduled to regtice, energy Costs.

1. Scheduling

Thcre are two -major sched ih considerations that shotild be addressed.
One is the number fif hours the facility is in use. The other is the way
that the school's ktivities are structured withinthe operating hours. Both
can have a positive or negative effect on energy consumption.

4
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(a) Hours of Operation

The amount of energy consumed in a facility is directly proportional to
the number of hours it is in operation. This is true no matter how efficient
the. energy-using systems are. The scheduling of activities durini( normal
'operating hours can also affect the level of energy consumption.

-
Total operating hours may be reduced by consolidating some evening or
weekend activities. This will also allow for more effiCient use of -all of the
energy-using systems, particularly heating and cooling systems. School
schedules can also be adjusted to account for the seasonal changes in heating,
cooling, and lighting requirements. For example, winter heating loads are
higher in the early morning, while summer cooling-requirements are higher in
the afternoon (see the Energy Audit Form, Appendix C, for specific recom-
inendations).

r7
(b) Space Utilization

The way interior spaces are used is another important factor that influences
energy consumption: The nature of educational programs Often dictates

e way interior spaces are designed and used. Room_ size, group size, task
ting requirement; and the time orday influence energy consumption ,L

wiØin the enclosed space. The space selected to house a particular function
s ould be selected on the basis of group size and function. The room shoila
be just large enough to house the expected class size, without being too
large. If a small class meets in a large room, energy is wasted to heat or cool
and light empty space (see the Energy Audit Form, Appendix C, for specific
recommendations).

(c) Extracurricular Activities

ExtracurrAcular activities can have a negative influence on energy consumption
by extending facility operating hours. However, the scheduling of these
activities can be very flexible. Therefore, their energy impact can be mini-
mized through efficient scheduling. All extracurricular activities should be
scheduled to reduce energy consumption.

iv
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All extracurricular use of school facilities should be scheduled through the
school prhwilial or another administrator. The schedules should be consoli-
dated so that several groups may use a building zone or pod at the same time
to regulate the energy load more effectively. Sequential use of the space may
reduce energy requirements further. Extracurricular activities schedules
should be determined so that each group occupies a space appropriate to its
size andfunction..

If some fee is charged for the use of a facility, it should reflect the extra
eilergy required to support a group's activities. The energy consumption
can be estimated, and the cost of the energy used can be included in the
fee charged for use of the facility.

The facility manager should make sure that thr group using the faeility is
fatniliar with the lighting, equipment, and controls they are using. They
should also be told about any special operating procedures that may affect
energy consumption.

If any in-school workshop;are planned, a representative from each group
using the facility should be included. They shoufd be familiar with, and
involved in, the school's energy conservation program.

(1) Athletics .

I
Athletics are the most energy intensive of all extracurricular activities. Night-
time events, such es football, baseball, track, and tenni; require energy for
field lights. Indoor events require lighting, heating and cooling. Swimming
and. diving meets held in heated pools are perhaps the niost energy intensive
of all extracurricular activities, because they require such a large energy

. input for each participant. The energy tost of any of these 'activities is
greatly increased if out-of-town:travel is:required. -

.4 r
.

Ofsourse, reducing the level of actilAty in the athletic program is not the
aiisfvor. Most people wOuld agree th4t the henefits CiiiIvicight a teasonable
cost. However, there are somC ways, a goo,dithleti4trogram can be main-
tairied and energy consumption' reduced::

,
By reseheduling night /events tO the afternoon, lighting ceqUirements may.be
eliminited or reduced. Afternoon games mai, rgquke no artificiallighting if
they ait started at an early holm. If reschefuliin 'eve ts th weekday after.
noonkis objectionable; games cart be icheauled o wee:kends.

c
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Schedujes should J3Lsieveloped -to reduce out-of-town travel requirements.
ConfeienCe and district boundaries mty have to be reconsidered in order to
reduce travel requirements. By doing this and making every effort to schedule'
games in the immediate area, long-distance travel requirements can be
reduced.

Gyms can be used more effectively by adjusting schedules to hold more than
one event per evening; for example; two basketball games, played back-to-
back will require only one heat-up or cool-down cycyle from the HVAC
system. Other activities can be scheduled befog or after a basketballgame
both to save energy and to increase attendance at these events.

(2) Assemblies

Large assemblies should be scheduled only when necessary, because the
assembly space may require heating .;r cooling, and lighting. The HVAC
system will also remain on to maintain temperature in other areas, such
as classrooms, temporarily vacated.

If an assembly is necessary, consider the time of day and the outside temper-
ature when determining the schedule. During the cooling season, loads are
lowest in the early morning, so assemblies should be scheduled during the
first hours of the sdiool day. In the heating season, the lowest loads will
occur later in the day, so asseniblies should be held during the early after-

.

noon.

When weather permits, outdoor assemblies are de,sirable from a conservation
standpoint. If an assembly is scheduled to kick off the energy management
program, you could hold it outdoors to help drive the point home. Some
other types of assemblies are particularly appropriate outdoors. Pep rallies
can be held out on the practice field.

,
at,

..:(3) Community Education -. t,

44hoot facilities:are often cared upon to prOvide. space-14 Othet. ..trat
curricular Activities:. Suc h.. alTer-tiouse of the, 4cilities'Anegaso 'prkelly
consumptiourbit thissxtfa Iciticatil:igeduced,througi th'e uWofihoti,4hi-"
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2. Occupant Habiis

Occupant habits also affect energy ConsumptiOn. If lights are left on need-
lessly or thermostat settings are coustantly changed, energy will be wasted.
The building occupants must operate the energy-using systems' efficiently
and effectively in order to redUct energy consumption. This can only be
accomplished by .securing the cooperation of everyone involved in the
operation of the school, including the students.

One method for obtaining du.; cooperation is to use the Immediate Action
Checklists found in Appendix 3. These checklists should be distributed
to every occupant group by the Energy Management Team to get the program
started. In-service training.should also beprovided to develop energy aware-
ness among the school staff. Incentives and rewards could be offered to
insure staff involvement in the program.

F. TranspOrtation Management

School transportation consumes a iignificant portion of a school district's
energy requirement. The cost of motor fuel has risen alarmingly;makine
transportation a major drain on the education budget. This section includes
some general guidelines -for Managing school transportation systems to
reduce energy consumption.

The tiansportation manager faces die challenge of controlling the costs of
equipment, fuel, and maintenance. The cooperation of the, energyManage-
ment team in the effort to reduce franspoitation costs is critical, because
txansportation is directly tied to school schedules, attenddrice boundaries,
and zoning. Transportation policy ,cani.hecoe 4rk emotional, Or iven a
political issue, involving public dehate;So the itrarisitortation,manager,
school board, and ,admitlistraiors ulUst deyelop,.and enforce,A ''effeetive
polidy, and secure publiC Coopeiati66...1' 14A

.,. ,
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One of the best tools available to the fleet operator to maximize economy is
a good fleet management program. Whatever the size and composition of the
fleet, a program can be developed to suit its needs. The objectiVe of fleet
management is to ensure that the vehicles required to render a 4thcific
service are available when needed, and are in good operating cohdition. This
,should be accomplished with a minimum number of back-up vehicles;
thereby keeping the fleet at its optimum size, so that a sufficient number of
vehicles are available for service at a minimum cost. The fleet management
principles of equipment purchasing, maintenance, routing and scheduling,
record keeping, and disposal that are relevant to all fleetioperations are
discussed here in the context of school fleet managemene

1. Policies

'Transportation ,costs are affected by the content and enforcement of the
school district's transportation.policy. The policies adopted by the school
board can be an important factor in determining how many routes are
needed and how many students must be transporthd. If thete policies are
lenient or not strictly enforced, transportation costs are maintained at an
unnecessarily high level.

Special considerations for physically handiCapped and special education
students shouldt-also be made a matter of policy. Many of these students . ,

will be pattidpating in 'special programs and will not be attending their
neighborhood schools.. Becanse of this, and the need for special equipMent,
differerit standards will apply.However, in order to miximize the efficiency
of the system and effectively deli;ier,the special services required, the same
principles of fleet operation should he observed. Where students are main-
streamed, their special needs for transportation must be considered. Every
effort should be made to include them in regular schedules and.routes.

Consideration should also be given to cross-district attendance. Cross-district
attendance may offer another opportunity to\conserve energy and reduce
transportation costs. Students residing near.the edge of the district may be
closer to a school outside of the district, and if they can attend the out-of-
district school, the total transportation costs may be reduced. If the saving
in transportation do not offset the loss in revenue, the loss may be recover
able thiough the agreement with the other diitrict, or by adding students
from outside thc district. ..A



s 2. Stop ,and Route Assignment

Stopand route assignments should be madeon the basis of economy, not
accommodation of the students. The primary considerations should be safety
and efficient routing. As a matter of policy, bus routes should be designed
for safety and efficiency.

Bus stops should be assigned where the greatest density of students exists
along the roUte. In densely populated areas, only one stop may be required if
studenti`are required to walk to the bus stop. Door-to-door service will
increase bus operation costs substantially, and minimizing stops may allow
double tripping so that one bus can cover more than one route.

-
Load fattors s,hould also be considered. The actual load is usually somewhat
less than the total eligibility. Many students are transported by parents, and
some secondary students provide their own transportation. A survey may,be
necessary to detennine the optimum route and.bus size, particularly
secondary schools. Load factors may be determined by comparing eligibility
factors against load counts from the previous year. During the year,.actual . -
load counts should be taken to determine the correct bus capacity for each
route. Buses should be loaded to near maximum capacity, so that the fuel
consumption ger student is maintained at the most efficient level. School
buses, like all other mechanical systems, are most efficient when used at or
near their rated 'capacity.

1
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The first step in developing an efficient transportation system is for the
school board to adopt a realistic transportation policy within the state's
guidelines. The transporiation manager should%propose a policy to the board
that considers walk zones, walk to bus stoP distance, number of students per
stop, safetx, and the transportation needs of younger and special education ,
students. Other variables may be present in a particular 'case, but an adequate
service that meets the basic needs of the students and preserves a high
standard of-safety should be provided.

If you are proposing a pew policy that alters some features of the service
that has been provided, you should expect to Put forth an efrort to justify
yOur proposal. If you can estimate the cost savings involved and.demonstrate
that the safety of the students will not be adversely affected, you should
receive the support of a board and superintendent who are committed to
conservation.

Securing public cooperation to implement improved transportation manage-
ment may be the most difficult part of the program. Changes in policy, 'the
implementation of new bpixoutes, and changes in schedules will be noticed
and are 'bound to inconveniente some students and parents. You should
make sure that evei-yone affected knows about any changes in advance and'.
that they know why those changes are necessary. Making changes at the
beginning of a new school yeai shoUld make them easier to implement and

"create the leastnegativc reaction.

3. Eligibility

Student eligibility for transportation must be a matter of policy that is
strictly enforced. The board must establish the ivinc zone for each In
some cases, the zones may be imaller than the standard two-mile limit
because of safety factorxbut once reasonable zones have been established,
no exceptions should be granted. When the safety of a walk route becomes a
factor, the board should consider what improvements are necessary to make
thc routc safe. The board should then reconunend those improvements to
the county, city, or state transportation agency resPonsible for road main-
tenance and construction along that route.

Whendefining eligibility, no exceptions should be granted. If one exception
is made, another will be requeited, and another? and so on, until more 'buses
and routes will be required to accommodate all 9f them.. Almost any exception
will cause increased fuel consumption, even on existing routes, especially if
thc students requesting special consideration are spread over a wide aka.

&AI
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In some sittations it May be cost:effective to subsidize public transportation
for secondary studentiattending tirbOii schools. Adjusting school times and
school bus routes can resultin the elimination of some buses andxeduce the
total number of Tones traveled. Coordination ot the school schedule with
the transportation system can result in a large net savings in fuel and total
transportation costs. The cost per student is generally much lower when the
transit system is used. If public transportation is available, the cost benefits
of such transportation should be considertd.

When all. schools 4thin a district operate on the same schedule, staggering
school hours may result in a substantial savings. Staggering schedules, can
allow one route to serve more than one School, so that two buses are not
required to carry elementary and secondary students to schools that are.in
proximity. Also, buses can cover more than one route, which will reduce
equipment costs, and allow the disposition of older, inefficient units:

4. Rou te Planning

Most school districts develop and update bus routes on a historic basis.
That is, the current year's routes are based on the precedirig par% routes.
Also, many features of these routes were developed as o-result of special
requests made by parents, school administrators,or school board members.
As a result, many routes are haphazard and inefficient because they,include
many more stops than necessary and do not follow the most direct route.

If historical routing has been therpractice in your district, it should be
abandoned. Routes tfiust be based on an economic rather than political
expediency if your conservation efforts are to be effective. The board
and superintendent must support this effort, and they will-it they are
truly supportive of the conservation program. There are three goals that
you should have in mind in planning the transportation program:

Delivering the riquired level of -service;

Developing the shortest possible routes; and

Meeting safety 3ton-dards and the board's
transportation policy.

4
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Route planning can be accomplished in several ways. It is possible to lay out
routes on a map using school enrollment and other information to plot the
routes. But even a simple route can have many possible permutations.
For example, a route with eight stopo may have more than 40,000 possible
routings. Therefore, a computer using a simple program will be very useful.
The DePartment of Energy recommends that if your distxict operates 20 or
more routes and has access to a coMputer, you consider doing a computer
analysis of your transportation plan.

r's

Elimination'Of utinegessary routes will drastically reduce operating costs by
reducing the number of units needed. The same number of students m'ay be
served by combining routes in order to eliminate units without reducing
service. By reducing thi number of routes and units operated, not only will
fleet fuel consumption be reduced, other operating expenses will be reduced
as well. .

Distance traveled can also be teduced by restructuring routes. Each route
should be planned so that the bus follows the most direct path from the first
embarkation point to the school or schools served. This is accomplished by
changing routes and stops, perhaps by eliminating stops. Door-to-floor
service should be eliminated, and stops planned so they are convenient for
the bus, not the student.

Changes in school schedules can also affect bus routes. In Section IV, the
relationship between facility use, zoning, and transportation wts mentioned.
The Facilities Manager and Transportation Manager must work together to
establish efficient school schedules and bus routes. Staggered hours, zoning,
walk routes, and other factori peculiar to your district, must be considered
to develop an effective and efficient transponation program.

411*
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The cost effectiveness Of any route changes can be evaluated by completing
the following questionnaire:

Last year's rider eligibility

Current rider eligibility

Number of buses reduced/added buses

Driver time reduced/added hours,

Driver.pay reduced/added dollars.

,
Level of Serowe

Stops - Greater walk to, stop distance
Less walk to stop disthnce
More stops
Less Stops

Routes - Average Increase/Decrease in route times minutes

Average No. of routes per bus routes

Increase/decrease routes per bus bus

Average bus loads Elementary

State Reimbursement

Junior High Schools

Seniar4ligh School

Has state aid increased/decreased due tO rerouting? -

This form can be used to analyze an 'individual route, or the entire system.

02 0
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5. Preventive Maintenance

Another.responsibility of the transportation manager is the establishment
of a fleet preventive maintenance program. Prrentive maintenance is tHe
systeznatic inspection aie servicing of equipment to maintain it in serviceable
condition. The.establent of a program of prevenfive Maintenance should
aid in the detection and correction of minor problems before they become
major4 expensive, and time-cOnsuming repairs, thereby reducing operating
costs 'by increasing service life, decreasing down-time, and increasing fuel
efficiency.

To be effective, the program must have the support of management and
include the participation of the vehicle operators and maintenance personnel.
Improvements in fleet efficiency will be,moit pronounced when there is a
cooperative effort among all personnel involved in fleet operation and
maintenance.

Each-fleet>shogrl have its own preventive maintenance program. The general
characteristics ofa fleet that will have a direct bearing on preventive mainte:
nance are:

e0 size
vehicle type(s)

:"levels of maintenance
terrain
climate

5 4,0 ,
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Some specific maintenance actions that should be included in any program
of preventive maintenance include:

Tune ups--replace spark plugs and points (if installed), adjust timing
and carburetor settings;

Replacement of fuel and-air filters;

Servicing of automatic transmissions, inc mg adjustment and
fluid and filter changes;

Oil changes;

Inspection of fluid levels;

Tire inspection for wear and proper inflation;.and

Wheel alignment.

Service intervals as recommended by the vehicle manufacturers should be
observed.

6. Record Keeping

One of the most imPortant concepts in effective fleet management is an
accurate reporting (or record keeping) system. The sy3tem should serve
as the basis upon which management decisions are miKle. It provides fleet
managers With data On operating, diaintenance/repair, and depreciation
costs for each vehicle. Mileage 18tAls andptchase costs should also be
available. These record's, prepired o a4ionth1y basis, track each vehicle's
performance and operating cost , providing the manager with an effective
tool for making decisions con erning vehicleipurchase, reconditioning
and disposal.

.f.
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Basic records should include a master inventory of each vehicle used. Pre-
pared monthly and maintained yearly, the inventory will provide a profile of
each vehicle a%well as fleet trends. The record of each vehicle should include:

Mileage/engine hours;

Fuel/oil_consumption;

Maintenance/repair cosis by category of expenditure;

NG/Mt ;

Cost/mile or costs/hour.based on fuel and maintenance costs; and

Idle time/down-time'.

Again, an effective program requires the participation of everyone. For
example, each driver should keep accurate records of fuel_consumption and
distance driven for evaluation purposti Every time a unit is serviced, the
arnount of fuel added .and (Idometer reading should be recorded. This

m
in

p
fo

g .

nn ion should be used on a monthly basis to calculate each vehicle's'

/
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Record keeping can alsn provide' a mechanism to increase accountibility
for fuel. Pilfering can be controlled by restricting access to supplies and
providing attendants in refueling areas. This can also be achieved by using a
key card system, which allows operation of the fuel dispensers only when a
magnetically encoded card isnsed. These systems are often connected to a
computer that records transaction data for each vehicle. Stich a, system no/
only provides Control of refueling operations, but it can also provide fuel
consumption data.

7. Purchasing New Eqdipment

Purclasing new, more efficient equipment may or may not be host effec-
tive. The district's procurement manager will apply certain formulas to -
determine payback periods, annual depreciation costs, and return on inyeit-
ment. You should also calculate these factors in order to make the appropri-

<ate equipment requests.
N

Payback period is calculated by using the followirt formula:

Initial Cost,- Salvage Value Payback Period
Annual Savings

4' Annual Depreciation Cost is required to calculate Return on Investment.
it is determitied by:'

Iniiial Cost - Salvage VaVue Annual Depreciation Cost
Expected Lie

Return on Investment is:.

Animal Savings - Annual Depreciation Cost Return on Investment
Initial Cost - Salvage Value

The most important factor for your consideration will be the payback
period. This will help' you determine the budgetary impact of a new, purchase
versus retention of existing.equipment. Return oninyestment will determine
thA real savin that can be realized through rep6cernent. These factors,

auld also b considered when purchasing additional equipment dol:rdplacing
f *rapped equipment.

IPP
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8. Driver Awarenes1

When y6u are attempting to reduce fuel consumption, you are 'asking drivers
to change their behavior. This requires motivation, and there are several
simple methOds'to accomplish this.

<

An incentive program for suggestions and economical operation.

. Establishing driving habit guidelines and maintaining them for evalua-
tion purposes.

Analysis Of vehicle fuel efficiency is important. You may start by comlbaring
fleet and driver fuel consumption to the national average, which is 7.4 miles
p* gallon per unit..Using this figure is, of course, accurate Only for grosi
comparisons, because fleit composition, district size and other geographic
factor.s tan affect fuel consumption.

Each Aver should keep accurate records of fuel consumption and mileage
"

sciwered for evaluation purposes. Every time annit is serviced, the amount of
fuel added and odometer reading should be recorded. The fuel mileage data
could be posted to create a friendly competition among the driyers.
fives Can be awarded to the driver that achieves the highest mileage and those

showing the greatest improvement.

Drivers, having been made aware of the fleet's conservation program, must
)3eprovided with the information they need to improve their driving habits.
This can be acconiplished by implementing an in-service driver training
program. DECAT (Driver Energy Conservation Awareness Training),
developed by the Departracut-of-Energy, is one of the hest,available programs
of its type. DECAT is'a method by which drivers of fleet vehicles are taught
to increase their fuel economy through vehicle care,,planning and driving in

an energy-efficient manner. Using slides, films and in-Vehicle training, DECAT
effectively demonstrates the need for and methods of achieving energy-effi-
dent:

, Driving habits (adherence to speed limits, moderate acceleration,
smooth driving maneuvers and anticipation).

Scheduling and routing (avoidance of traffic congestion, consolidation
of short trips). -

.
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Maintenance practices (aWarenessof need' for maintenance and,p6rfor-
mance of scheduled maintenanc4 ; ,. ,

.. . :

Equipment usage (use of real tires, use a downsized and apPropriate
vehicles). . .

-, :
..

49.

These and many other measures, often of small conseqUerice wheri taken
separately, can yield substantial fuel and cosf saving ! when conscientiously
practiced. Using DECAT can result in an average fuel savings of 15 percent.
Further information concerning DECAT is available' from the Governor's
Energy Office, 301 Bryant Building, Tallahassee, Florida 32304.

a
The following driving tips should be passed on to the drivers:

Do not make courtesy stops.

Accelerate smoothly through the gears. Avoid jack rabbit starts and /
r sudden stop.s.

Anticipate traffic flow.

Observe speed limits.

Do not ride the brake.

Do not idle theengine more than one minute. Shut the engine do
for prolonged stops. Don't idle the engine for warm up, but driv
away immediately.

Do not pump the gas Pedal.

Stay on your assigned route.

In conclusion, the application of sound transportation mahagement ractices
in the area of policy, fleet maintenance, and driver awareness can re it in
significant savings.. Transportation is one area that hai receive,d a ot of
attention because of the large amounts of energy coniumed.
districts have made tremendous gains in this area, but th m for;
further improvement that will result in even more saving's.

/
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The energy management effort will encompass many aspects of school
admitilitiation, including purchasing. Purchasing will belLnvolvid in energy '
manageinent ti.ot onli in administering contracs with Consuldnts, b qt

also in an ongoing effort to PrOcurc the mpst energy-efficicnt.equifiment
z . .

-'0:nd facilities,: -. ?

v-

. PA.

. .

The administrator wlio acts as the strict's.purchasing agent will have the (,
primary responsibility to review bids, proposals; and specifications and will
have to make many of the purchasing decisions.

The purchasing agent must do his homework. He should be able to make a
sound decision, based on specification and price. Whenever possiblepurchas-
ing decisions should be based on such factors as energy efficiency and life -

cycle.costing.

I. Purchasing Research

PurchaSklig decisions Must be made on the basis of fact. The information
needed to generate specifiations and make decisions'wAl come 'from a

number of. sources. These sources inchfde manufacturers' catalogs and bro-

chures, salesmen, vendors, other purchasing agents, and variotks types of

reference works.

There a..e a nuMber of standard references that list manufacturers, suppliers,

and products. All orthem can be helpful in locating suppliers and identifying
products. Some of them incliide detailed inforination on specific products

and carry full specifications, normally as:reprints from manufacturea--
catalogs.

These references include:

Thomas Register of American Manufacturers
Conover Mast Purchasing Directory
McRae's 4111,e Book

I Best's Safot); Directory
Domestic Engineering Caialog Dleotory
Institutions Catalog Directory
Patterson's American Educational/Difectory

. Sweet's Catalog File
...and others.
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(a) Present. Worth Technique:

The present worth technique discounts all future costs to a present value.
Applying the present worth technique to the purchase of one of two HVAC
systems we have:

System A Sysir B,

Total First Cost ,$ 1,000,000 $ 1,100,000

Annual Maintenance Cost 25,000 20,000
Energy Cost 95,000 70,000
Total OgcM Cost $ 120,000 $ 90,000

System A has the lowest initial cost b $100,000. 1Po/he purchase decision is
made by the low bid method, Systein4 wins. However, the projected
operation and maintenance costs for Sy m B are $30,000 less than System

A. Assuming the cost of money to be 6% per annum, and the useful service
life of the equipment to be 20 years, the present worth is calculated:

System A System B

Present Worth of
Initial Cost $ 1,000,000 81,100,000

Present Worth of
Annual Operations Cost (120,000 x 11.47*) (90,000 x 11.47*)

1,376,000 .1,032,000
Total Present Worth $ 2,376,000 1 2,132,000

*Calculated as P.W. = (1 + i)n - 1

i (1 + i)n

i = interest rate
n = project life

In this case, System B is chosen because its total present worth shows a
savm. gs of $244,000, even though a simple bid analysis would have selected
System A.

$0$
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Another way life-cycle cost can be calculated using the present worth
method is shown below. It is similar to the first example, except that it tries
to account for an assumed escalation of O&M costs. This must be carefully
considered because the rate of cost escalation (inflation) usually varies from
the cost of money (interest).

Using the same example:

Present Worth of
Initial Cost

Present Worth of
Annual Operating Costs

Tota,1 Present Worth

System A'

. $ 1,000,000

* Calculated as P.W. = a (all-1)
a-1

'where a = (1 + escalation ratel
1 + iriterest rate

(120,000 1 year
escalating at 3% per
annum)

120,000 x 24.48* =
2,938,000,

$ 3,938,000

n = project life

System B

$ 1,100,000

(90,000 1 year
escalating at 3% per
annum)

90,000 x 24.48* =
2,203,000

$ 3;303,000

Again, Systeml is chosen. Notice the effect of inflation on the cost differ-
ential.

/ ..

NOTE: In the first example of the Present Worth Method, the use of a
highei interest rate would show System A to be more cost-effective. How-
ever, the escalation factor included in the second example would cancel this

. out because it considers the infra-don factor. Th ond of the two' P.W.
calculations would be used when the cost of money d inflation is a factor.
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(b) Annual Cost Method

The Annual Cost Method also evaluates all ,eash outlays in terms of the
time - value of the money. Money value is determined by its cost, that
is, the interest rate. In this method, the initial cost of the system is allocated
as an equivalent annual cost. Using our example again:

System A System B

Total First Cost $ 1,000,000 $ 1,100,000

Equivalent Annual Cost 1,000,000 x 1,100,000 x
Substituted for Capital .08718* = .08718* =
(Jost 87,000/year 96,000/year

Annual Cost
Maintenance 25,000/year 20,000/year
Energy 95,000/year 70,000/year

Mal Equivalent
Annual Cost

* Calculged as CRF = i(1 + i)11

(1+ i)n - 1

i= interest rate
n = project life.

$ 207,000/year $ 186,000/year

In general, the Annual Cost Method provides-a better visualization of ite
actual costs than the Present Worth Method. The use of either calculation
method is optional, provided the appropriate interest and escalation factors
are used in Present Worth calculations.
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(c) Payback Period

The payback period is the amount of time after installation before savings
begin to accrue. It is useful in determining the budgetary impact of.a new
purchase versus retentio, of existing equipment.

The payback period can be calculated by using thc following formula:

Initial Cost Salvage Value Payback Period
Annual Savings

Return on Investment is:

Annual Savings Annual Depreciation Return on Investment
Initial Cost. Salvage Value.

Calculating return on investment will determine the real savingselhat will be
realized through replacement. It is psed as a management tool to analyze and
justify new capital expenditures.

The calculation of life-cycle costs, payback perioa and return on investment
should be used to evaluate the "real" cost of any large item, particularly
energy-using systems and equipment. It is apparent that the use of life-cycle
costing techniques can result in sub stantial.savings over the low bid methebd.
The application of life-cycle costing to bid evaluation also results in the
purchase of better equipment, because equipment that is morc efficient and
has less down-time works better in the long run.

-4. Spe fications

Another m od that can be used to insure that high qtiality, enerkefficient
items are p sed is the practice of ispecification. Specifications are
commonly used to sure the quality of: construction, functional equipment,
and other purchased i ms. They can also be used to rate the energy efficiency
of various components and insure the energy efficiency of new construction.
The purchasing agent willbe concerned with the procurement of replacement
ainits for existing buildings and equipment. Efforts shoulfibe centered

,

around obtaining replacements that are more energy-efficient than t on

nal.
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Specifications published by manufacturers can be used as a guide to purchas-
ing the most energy-efficient equipment, but the buyer must understand'
some of the basic terminology. Electric motors and appliances.are rated by
amps and watts. Lower numbers mean lower energy consumption, and lower
capacity. Gas and oil heating units, and air conditioners often carry an
Energy Efficiency Rating (EER). A higher EER number indicates higher
efficiency, but is not related to capacity, which is expressed in BTU output.
EERs in the range of 8-10 are generally considered good. Lower ratings
indicate that the equipment is inefficient, The EER is useful in evaltiating
smaller equipment purchases, where life-cycle costing is not practical. The
efficiency of motor vehicles is rated in miles per gallon of fuel. Capacity is
indicated by cross Vehicle Weight (GVW), or passenger,capacity.

Manufacturer's specifications are useful for determining the energy consump-
tion of appliances and equipment to make simple ,comparisons, and' to
estimate energy costs to make life-cycle cost comparisons. For example: a
fluorescent light fixture rated at 40 Watts has the s'ame light output es an
incandescent fixture at 200 watts. The 40:watt fixture would consume .96
KWH in 24 hours of continuoUs use, while the incandescent fixture consumes
4.8 KWH.

The capacity of any item should be matched to the work required of that ,

unit. All energy-using systems are most efficient when all of their components
are operating at or near Opacity. Replacements should be of the same
capacity as the original equipment unless the original was overloaded. In no
case should excessive reserve capacity be specified.___

Manufacturers generally publish all pertinent specifications in their c
and other literatureNThe manufacturer's specs can be used as a guide for
writing bid specifications or making comparisons when issuing purchase
orders.

In conclusion, thc use of efficient purchasing practices, such as the application
of life-cycle costing techniques and the use of specifications, will result in
significant reductions of energy ine and considerable cost savings. These

-----Methecli should be incorporated into every school district's purchasing
procedures in order to save money and energy.
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OLAR ENEIVirANDINNQATIVE DESIGN

Opp'atunities exist for using solar and other innovativ signs to reduce
energy consumption. Solar and other technc130- .1 innovations should be
considered during the design and' specificatinii phase of any new construc-
tion or remodeling projecv2*,,Kopriate, cost-effective, energy-saving innova-
tions should be incorporated wlitnever_ possible. Qualified advice from an
architect or engineer 'should be utilized at an early stage in the planning
process whenever a soliT6ilwirovative.design application is contemplated.--
This section provides an oVerview of some of the solar and other innovative
design applications currentjqavailable forlichoollacilities.

More detailed information, iiitechnicaI assistance, is available from':

The Florida SolarZnergy Center
300 State Road 401
Cape Canaveral, Florida 32920
(305) 73-0300

H. Building Design

Building design and orientation can have a tremendous impact on energy
use. In the past, energy efficiency was a low priority in building design,
but sincp energy costs have risen dratically, more emphasis has been placed'
on energy-efficient design.

There are several design principles that should be considered:

Building orientation, window size and location, and shading to
minimize heat gain during the cooling season and maximize winter
solar gains.

tir
Propec insulation and sealing for the building envelope.

The inclusion of innovative design, including solar, in design priorities.

A building's basic design specifiCations shonld include energy effic*ncy. The.
school 4strict should emphasize energy efficiency as a design priority when
negotiating with the'architect and engineer during the planning and desisgn

..

.
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\\any\of new facility. Design rums that are familiar with state-of-the-art,
energy-e. fkient methods, and life-cycle costing methods should be selected.

Keep in rrlind that decisions made during the designchase will affect energy
consumption thioughout the life-cycle of a building. The building's orienta-
don, -msulatiOn,°window area and placement, HVAC system, and lighting
system will all determine how much energy the facility will use. BUildings
designed with energy efficiency as a priority will require substantially less
energy to,operate than those that are designed with construction cost as the
predominate consideration.

f

I. Solar Water Heating

Solar water heating has been around for orer 40 years; some systems have
been in continuous operation for morel than 30 years. Today's solar water
heating is energy-efficient and cost-effective. Application of solar water
heating should always be conside d in the design of new buildings. Retrofit
of solar water systems can be cost-e fective, particularly when older equip-
ment must be replaced.

The availability of sunlight is only one of several factors that must be con-
sidered when evaluating solar systems for heating water. Another considera-
tion is,whether the roof is strong enough to support the collectors.

Collectors can be ground-mounted, but, if so, it is generally recommended
that they be mounted on a structure approximately four feet above the
ground to facilitate maintenance. If ground-mounted collectors are to be
used, provision must be made for protecting the Ilect5iilroin vandalism.
Also, the zoning of surround st be checked to insure that noin
buildings or stru ade the collectors at some later date, and deed
restrictitra should be negotiated to assure solar access.

Similar care should be observed for roof-mounted collectors so that they
may be maintained adequately. The strength of the roof structure must not
be jeopardized, and access for roof repairs should be provided.

Orientation is another factor to consider. In order to operite effecthely, the
-solar collectors should be installed at the prover angle to maximize the solar
energy collected. The collectors should face south, but a directional deviation
of 15-20 per nt is still effective.

(3/



J. Oiler Solar Applitations

The solar domestic water heating system is the most pra c lar system to
consider in the design of new facilities and in retrofit plicati s. However,
it is possible to use solar energy for space hea d cooling in uildings

and to provide electrical power.

Photovoltaic collectors for solar-to-erearir rsionaare. very.
so they are not cost effective at this time: tit because they can be effective
generaiors of electricity, reducing the cost of photovoltaic system a major
research priority.

Solai space heating can be accomplished with air sy ems or hydronic
systems. Combined systems that pro "de domestic t water, spac. e heating
and cooling are also available. However, oth space eating systems and the
combined systems are not always cost ef tive.

K. Earth Sheltering 14r

-An- cellent design for preventing heat transmission in buildings is to
either ild the structure underground or pile earth up on the sirles (berming).
This age-old technology may seem extraordinary, but it has been uSed on

, schools in 'N.rginia and in Osceola County, Florida. Careful design can include
an acceptable nurnber of windows, and still take advantage of the moderate,
even temperatures experienced year-round a few feet beneath the surface.
Such buildings in southern and central Florida could be built near the
surface using earth berming to cope with the high water table. The major
adyantage of this type of building its energy efficiency, but they are also
less sublect to storm or vandalism damage.

L. Landscaping

Landscaping can affect the energy consumption of the facility. Shading and
windbreakk can have an- impact On building temperatures and thermal
comfort. Landscaping at new sites, or where old sites are being renovated,
should be planned by a liuldscape architect in' cooperation with 'the building

design team.
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ConsiderOons are:

The highest priority for energy-conserving landscaping is the place-
ment of trees and shrubs that will shade windows;exposed to solar
radiatiorkluring peak-load hours in the hottest months.

The second priority area for energy-conserving landscaping is blocking
prevailing winds, if the,school does not depend on natural ventilation
for cOoling. For a building in which air conditioning will be.used only
minimlly, the vegetation near windows facing prevailing summer
winds should not block these breezes, and in fact, should be strategi-

. Gaily positioned so as to funnel-the breezes into the windows in order
to niaximize naturarcopling.

1

Another priority area for landscaping'is to provide shade around
window, air cOnditioning units. A tree should be planted fairly close to
the unit so thatilits canopy will extend over the roof of the building. In
addition, shrubs should be positioned and prunedq4.that leaves and
branches do not interfere with the air flow around the air conditioner.
By shading the unit, the ambient operating temperature will be
reduced, thus reducing the cooling load on the unit.

,
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CHAPTER IV

FROM PLAN TO ACTION

The implementation of the items on the Immediate ction Checklists is an
important rust step toward reducing the school district's total energy con-
suxnption. However great these, savings may be; they axe limited and will be
short-lived unless a comprehensive energy management plan that addresses
systems modifications and improvements, as well as operational changes, is
developed and implemented. Implementation of these more complex
measures should be considered only after a planning process that establishes
priorities has been. undertaken.

The goal of this planning process should be to SAVE IT:

Specify the goal;
Accumtilate the data;
Verify the data;
Establish,the plan;

Implement the plan; and
Test the results.

In order to save it, the plan must consider existing energy conservation
efforts, identify and assess available financial and organizationgiesources,
select and prioritize facilities for detailed analysis, and identify the specific
policies that can be implemented to-increase-fix- Eirereiicy cif -die
district's operating procedures. When a comprehensive plan, sitch as the one
described in this handbook, is implemented, energy.and money will be saved.

The chart on the following page proAdes an overvev of the energy manage-
ment piocess.

fit;
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A. DEVELOpING THE ENERGY MANAGEMENT PLAN

The Energy Management Plan is a blueprint for addressing the que5Lion of:
"How does t1ie school district alter the use of energy to meet its energy-
conservation goal?" The ability of the school district to develop such a
blueprint is directly related to an understanding of the nature of current
energy consumption and the factors which affect it. The energy management
plan will provide:

A reaffirmation of commitment;

A statement of support for efforts to implement the Immediate
Action Checklists and to expend other ongoing energy management
efforts in the schools; =

1k.
An established policy of directives ahd guidelines to insure energy-
efficient operating procedures;

A prioritization and scheduling of facilities for detailed energy analysis;

A reporting/monitoring mechanism; and

A guide for energy management efforts in the schools and the district's
offices.

1. Analysis of Energy Consolation Potential

The first step in developing the Energy Management Plan for the district
is the analysis of facilities and operating pract.ices to determine the potential
for energy conservation. Thisanalysis should consider: the status of existing
school energy management efforts in the district, the Energy Use Indices for
the facilities developed through completion of the Building Profile (Appendix
A), and the existing operating procedures at the district and school levels.
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a. Status of School Energy Management Efforts

To analyze the energy conservation potential of the district, the established
.efforts at the individual schools must be considered. The potential for
energy conservation is greater in a school where fewer efforts have been
directed toward energy conservation. Since Nall schools should be ixnple-
menting the items identified by the Immediate Action Checklists (Appendix
B), every school should already have undertaken some.level of energy
management. An understanding of each school's involvement in energy
management, combined with an analysis of its energy consumption, will
provide.criteria for further analysis. Facilities with high Energy Use Indices
and relatively low energy management efforts would be obvious targets for

z.,detailed energy analysis (Energy Audit and Technical Analysis) and action. .

b. 1,Prioritization of Facilities for Detailed Analysis

To ideniify which facilities to target for detailed energy analysis and action
requires knowledge of current efforts toward energy management in each
facility. An understanding of die facility's energy consumption and how that
consumption compares to other facilities in the district is also needed.

The Energy Use Index (EUI) for each facility in the district; calculated
by the completion of the'Building Profile Form (Appendix A), should be
listed in order from the lowest to the highest rating. Since the type of
construction aRd the use of the facility (scheduling, type of activities and
number of occupants) will affect the EUI, the facilities with high EUI ratings
should be compared to develop the priority list of facilities to target, for

tailed energy analysis,(Energy Audit and Technical Analysis). The number
of facilities on the priority list that will eventually be selected for detailed
energy analysis '$tould be determined only after a review of available re-
sources.

c. Analysis.of Operating Procedures

The discussions and recommendations relating V) transportation, procure-
ment and facility utilization provided in Chapter III should be considered
with respect to an analysis of the district's and each individual school's
operating procedures. While the constimption of energy in facilities is the
primary consideration of a district's energy management program, the
operating procedures in these three areas can also have a significant impact
on the district's energy reqt`lirements.

40



Along with the many other considerations associated with the transporta-
tion of students, the district must consider energy efficiency. A. number
of specific actions can be taken to, reduce consumption while providing
the flexibility required for the district to dontinue to address its traditional
transportation needs and requirements.

Purchasing poliCies can also have a direct impact on the energy consump-
tion of the school district; therefore, these policies should be addressed
in the energy management plan. Through purchasing research, evaluation
of commodity efficiency ratings and use of the state commodity purchasing
contract, an energy-efficient procurement policy can be developed.

It has been pointed out that the required hours of operation dictated by
the established schedule is the most important factor in a facility's energy
consumption. While some scheduling and space utilization issues are inflexi-
ble, the hours of operafion and the usc of space during those hours can be
managed to effect energy savings.

Operating procedures for the district and each school should be thoroughly
reviewed, and practical recommendations made to increase the energy
efficiency of the facility. The plan must provide specific policies and guide-
lines to address these operating procedures. Many operating procedures
based on occupant habits and tradition can be altered to voduce greater
energy efficiencies With little inconvenience.

2. Methods for Detailed Energy Anaysis

Facilities that have high ELM should be subject to detailed analysis, in order
to determine what conservation measures should be implemented. This is
accomplished by conducting an Energy Audit (see Appendix C) and com-
pleting a Technical Analysis of potential capital expenditure measures.
The Energy Audit is designed to identify the facility's deficiencies, identify
specific, low-cost/no-cost corrective measures, and indicate potential capital
expenditure measures. The Technical Analysis will include a detailed evalua-
tion of the capital expenditure measures in terms of energy savings potential,
initial cost, and return on investment,

1(4
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a. Energy Audit

An Energy Audit (EA) is a detailed examination of the ph'ysical characteristics
of facilities and an analysis of energy consumption patterns. Low-cost/no-cost
operations and maintenance recommendations for immediate action and
appropriate higher cost measures requiring ettrther study are determined
from the results of the EA. Low-cost/no-cost measures should be imple-

inented immediately. Higher cost, capital investment measures should be
subject to further study Before implementation. '

Energy Audits should include:
--

A review and verification of all data on the Building Profile Form
(Appendix A);

An on-site survey to observe conditions, gather additional terrature
ant humidity data, and measure lighting levels;

Retommendations of specific low-cost/no-cost measures that should
be implemented immediately; and.

Identification of capital expenditure measures requiring further study.

The tnergy Audit Form can be completed by qualified in-house personnel
or by a certified energy auditor. The quality of the EA will depend on the
knowledge of the person completing the audit. The individual(s)'selected
to complete the audits should be completely familiar with the audit form
and the natdre of energy consumption in school facilities. The auditor must
be able to detect problems and identify specific solutions. It is recommended
that two to five person audit teams, with a divehity of expertise, be estab-
lished. A member of the Energy Management Committee, preferably the
Energy Management Coordinator, and a representative of the facility's
Energy Management learn should be part of the audit team. The audit tcam
may a,lso. include a qualified engineer and the building superintendent.

4
The hasic procedures to follow in completing an Energy Audit arc:

Study and analyze data 9n the Building Profile Form (Appendix
A), to become completel familiar with the facility configuration and
energy consumption pattern before conducting the on2site survey.
Review the building plans, if available.

71,0



Contact the school principal and arrange for:

access to alb facility;

coordination with the Eneigy Management Team (or include
a member on the audit team);

access to all equipment; and

assistance prom the building superintendent.

Obtain and becothe proficient with required measuring instruments,
which include:

- light meter;

- thermometer;

100-foot tape measure;

sling-psychrometer (measures wet-bulb Wand dry-buib tempera-
tures to obtain relative humidity); and

infrared heat detector (optional).

Conduct the on-site survey by completing the Energy Audit Form
(Appendix C):

take teniperature/humidity readings in each room;

check temperature measurements against thermostat settings
to check for proper theFmostat calibration;

take lighting level measulementiin each room to determine illumi-
nation levels; and

check for air leaks around windows and doors.

Analyze findings to determine appropriate low-cost[no-cost measures
for immediate action' and to identify capital expenditure measures for
further study.



The Energy Audit Form can be used by the auditor di audit team to . deter-
mine which itemsand system components to review. It also recommends
specific corrective measures. However, the ability oT the auditor or audit
team to identify an energy consumption problem and determine appropri-
ate remedies will influence the potential benefits to be derived from the
energy au cr it.

b. Technical Analysis a

To take advantage of every energy conservation opportunity, it will be
necessary to make som e capital expenditures. If the initial investment
for such me:sures can be recovered within five years, their implementa-
tion should be seriously considered. A Technical Analysis (TA) should be
conducted prior to implementing any capital expelicliture measures. The TA
will calculate Costs, savings, and payback periods, allowing the.school district
to ettablish priorities for implementing capital' expTditure measures. A
'fechnical Analysis should be completed by a qualifieZ architect or engineer
or by a certified Technical Assistance Analyst. A list of qualified arlysts is
available from the Governor's Energy Office.

Technical analysis of capital investment measures should include, at a
minimum:-

A complete inventory of energy-using equipment;

The eneriy builget for the building;

The...current deviation from the.energy budget;

4 An estimate of fuel and cost savings that would result from imple-,
menting the suggested changes; and

An estimate of the capital investment required and the payback
periods for replacement or retrofit of equipment and other capital
investment options.

ol
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3. Assessment of Resources

The district's energy conservation potential depends upon the availability
of resources to effectively impleinent the specific energy conservation

measures that are identified by the Energy Audit and Technical Analysis.

The Energy Management Committee should make a complete evaluation of
the district's resources that can be used to develop and implement the energy
management plan. The committee should identify all available sources of .
funds, in-house expertise and manpower, and outside sources of assistance.

Based on their findings, the Energy Management Committee should Make
recommendations to the Superintendent and school board on funding ,

requirements. The district's budget should reflect these recommendations.

a. District Resources

When evaluating the resources available to the district.the Energy Manage-
ment Committee should consider both financial and manpower resources.
The resources the district is able to commit to the energy management.
program will influence its ability to reduce energy consumption and contro -

costs. With proper planning, the need for financial resources can be plinimized,
and in-house expertise and manpower can be utilized to produceignificant
savings.

It may he necessary to redirect school budget funds previously dedicated
to other projects to implement the plan. However, the Energy Management
Committee should attempt to idenWy other sources that can be used before
resorting to re-allocation. The financial assessment should review the current
amount budgeted for energy management.and conservation activities and
the amounts budgeted for utility expenses. By analyzing the projected
expsnditures for energy conseivation activities and utilities, the Energy
Management Committee can establish a recommended budget tfor energy
management efforts.

In-house expertise and manpower are significant resources available within
the school district. The.school district possesses an often-overlooked wealth
of talent and expertise that can be Used to. solve enerrproblems. For .

example, influstrial artt and vocational teachers can design class projects to
implement 'some of the no-cost/low-cost mAsures.

(30
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The Energy Management Committee should ider innovative approaches
to obtain the assistance of in-house manpower. Incentive programs can be
very effective in promoting the involvement of district personnel in energy
conservation efforts. One type of incentive program to encourage ttacher
participation isp provide in-seryice credit toward certification renewal for
certain activities relating lioth to the energy program and to their subject
field. Another type of incentive mechanism is to offer a rhate .ofmonies
saved at each school tatility to tkit individual school for use in its discretion-
ary budget. Both of these motivational techniques are discussed in detail
later in this chapter.

b. Outside Sources of Assistance

In addition to resources available within the distriet, the Energy Management
Committee must identify outside sources of assistance. Assistance is available
from community programs, utility companies, .and state and, federal pro-
grams.

.#0-1

Utifity companies often have information, educational materials, and techni-
cal expertise that can be useful in promoting and implementhitthe energy

, management program. Most utilities have representatives who can provide
infoimation on the utility's policies and procedures and assist the EnergY
Management Committee by identifying efficient energy managinient
methods. The local utility should be contacted to determine what specific
assistance they can provide. A list of utility contacts is provided in Appendix'
G.

Information and assistance are available from several agencies at the state ,
and federal levels. On the state level, the/Governor's Energy Office provides

71
. ".,

- assistance for energy management planning and energy education curriculum

.

.

. . tional information about the services availble, see Chapter V or contact:

pdevelopnient.

This office maintain's current information on all aspects of
school energy management and has full-time staff available to assist school
districts with energy conservation and energy education efforts. Foi addi-

.
The Governor's Energy Office
301 Bryant Building
Tallahasssee, Florida 32301
(904)488-2475

. .
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The Florida Department orEducation, Office ironmentalyAncation,

provides assiStance school districti in the areas of eneigy edUcation
and energy management planning. For more information on the services
available throui this office, see Chapter V or contact:

Office of Environmental, Education
Department of Education

2
Knott Building ,

Tallahassee, Florida 32301
(904)488-6547 . .

The U.S. Department of Education, Energy and Education Action Center,
administers a program that provides technical assistance and information,

assists in the development of , curriculum materials, supports in-servite
.1training, and identifies career and vocatimial edUcation programs. This

program engages a network of technical experts from various federal agencies,
universities, and private consultanp. For more information contact:

Energy and Education Actlion Center
De ailment of Education
R Om 1651, Donohoe Building

0 6th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202
(202)472-7777

c. Sources of Funding

Sources of funds for Energy Audits and'Technical Analyses must be care-
t

fully analyzed. ,

Two directions can be taken in addressing the funding issue. The school
district either can utilize its own funds and resourcesor can seek funding

assistance from the National Energy ConservatiOn Policy Act (NECPA).

NECPA is the only established grant program available for schoolsto proceed
with more detailed analysis: This'program provides 50/50 matching funds for

conducting energy audits, detailed technicaL,engineering studies, and the

installaiioreof energy conservation measures.
A

6
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.Prticipation in the NOPA program offers tli4Abte.fiti ci direct funding
to procetil ciith iidgy anhlytis and conservation measures. Thc 4irogram
parameters-should be:leviiwed in detail sand compact:1 with the benefits
orughig district furic1 s. and. manpower. Specific. ,intern0 distridt factors,

tas.availability.cff hi-house sorpertisli 'ind4thO sti-ucture of the district's
budget; will hatie a, beari9g on the dccision to aOply for a NEC/PA:grant. In
general, thc prospects for thi dialict to receive funds to implement energy..
.conservation measures and the continued availability of funds from .this
progrOn, will determine the advisability of participation intherNECPA
isro'idures, for Efiergy Audits and TechniCal. AnalYsis. The Governor's,.
;EneTgy Office ertgoprages. all school districts to, consider participation in this

. , .
t , 7 . 7 s '

.

Thc PkpCA. prOgram", commohly called the Institutional Building Grant
Program (430,is.diviaedinto two mairi phases:* ;

-. ,Phascl:Trelhniriary.. Ehergy Aildi'e (PEA) 4-41 Energy Audit JEA),.

, ¶ .1,

"
r'

.

. ".

4

The. Preliinin. Energy Audx iis a data:collecting activity used to
dqermine the OVeralOhnetv'prafile for 'the, building.; the 'audit can be
condUcted by. in-him:se staff. The Building Profile Porni*(Ap;pendix A)
elbstrly paiallets,the data contained in the NEP/e,i Ireliminary Energy

' Audit add proyides all ,pertinentinformatioq for'ampletion of'the
P0A,

. . ,..
..

: '..The En'OrgY *Olt isla More CretaiIed ,exaMinlition of the biding
y .#nd ..theenergy-using'..syitems.,Energy Auditi accejitable ;Oder the. . .

. iliOp7nUste conducted by a state-certified Efiergy Audiioi,. Matching
fimds, trpto $450 per building,,are available ta pay for Energy 'Audits.
klIst.of certified Energy'AuditorsislyailaBle froni th0,overriber .,
Energy Office. ,,

1'

. / '
* a * ,

, , a : - t ,' la.

.
ilbse IL-Technical Assistance ProFam (TAP) and Enero Udns5-

. vation MOsutei (EN. s) .
.-

''.. . . . .
. .....

The TechKeal.Assistance Program is a cictaild brigMeeribg analysii Of e,
1

thebuilding and its energrUst. Thii analysikre,s0 s'in.i detailed ./,

report estimating 'the/post., of apAicable building', 4ifkitions. and` -

installation pf neW.tquipnient recOmmended- in the ¶nry :Aildit: Thé
TAP mUst be performed by a ficenkd eUgineerPOr;4rehitect who has
heen Certified hy the state. AiiSt '611, ockili.0 erleneèrs .1.1si arcNtects .

is available from the Governoes 4-iergy Office. AL applications :

for matching TAP fundi will l2e,ranited.acebrding to the,state plan.4(
. /

,

,

,

a

'
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.Funds will bt awarded according to the state's ranking Procedures
until federal funds are exhausted.

The Energy Conservation Measures (ECM) phase' includes the design,
purchase, and installation of materials and-equipment that will reduce
energy consumption or substitute an alternative energy source. Appli-,

cations for ECMs will be ranked according to the state plan, and funds
will be awarded in the same manner as TAP funds.

The Technical Assistarice Program (TAP) and Energy Conservation Measures
(ECM) are subject to funding cycles established by the federal government.
While the future of this program isnot known as of this writing, it is expected
that additiOnal funding cycles will be scheduled. Sthool districts are advised
to keep informed regarding thViates and amounts of funding available in '
future funding cycles.

In contrast to TAPs ana ECMs, Energy Audits art furide44ndependently of
the funding cycles. This means the,EA funds are ayailable on an as-submitted
basis, as long as funds are available. School districts should utilize the avail-
able EA funds andleep abreast of changes jn the, funding requirement for
possible inclusion of local government facilities for TAP and ECM monies.

EA, TAP and ECM grant awards are based on a 0 knatch with local(non-
federal) -funds. In hardship cases, additional fc -money (up to 90%-
of the cost) can be awarded. Theshardship must be dOcumented atrid evalu-
ated to determine the arnoud of hardship fu ds for which a facility is
eligible.

4N.z,
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. 'AIM . .. -

,,.
.,

.-As re'afffimation Of com;nitment. to energy conseiVation -and the-.. _
e,.... . . &Strict's goal fo thluce,energiz.cosumptionf

. . -..
, , ,; , -.-:, .. - /.. . . ..- ' /

4Vgate.infnt 6fsuppOrt for efforts to impleinent the itent4 in the%
. . -

.4.. Immediate Action Checklists and, to ogian'd other 'mid:sing .energy, , .

. ...... r- managemcntefforts in theiehocasi :,, -. . ..
. . .

,., , ...

Applicadon for patticipitiq in the NECPA program can be made through
the Governor's EnergyOff ce.. Grant applications are reeeived, evaluated'
and awarded in accoraanc with the state prOgrain. TAPs and ECMs are
subject to approval by the ederal Depailment of Energy.-AdditiOnal infor-
mation can be obtained m:

. .

The Gove or's Energy Office
301 Bry. Building
TalJahaSse , Florida 32301

. (9041488- 764
. , t,

Other grant sources sho d be explored by contacting the appropriate
state and federal'. ageici One source of additionakgraniS for schdol energy ,

conservation is throulli e State Department of rthication, 'OffiCe of
Environmental Educati n. This office pilovides kindinito school, districts,
schools, and individual ichers for the development of enerb edtication
and conservation progrrnsr14ini.grants are available to school diStricts and
to hcaividual schools' d teachers. More information onthis program,
including application rocedures, is favailable rom:

. .
.

Off-ce of Ernaronmental EduCation
D partment Of Eaucation

-)knott Building .'

, //Tallahassee; frorida 32301
= -(904j488-6547.* - ;

,

4

4. Aillueprint for Action
,

Once the pcitcritial for energy conservaiion has been deterinincci, t4,methods
'for deeailed eile.rgy:analySis have been'studied, and the availabilitY of re.
soured has been assessed; die energy niariagethent plan can be developed.
The cnergy-inanigerneneplart.Will proVide .a.blueprin(0 Oitie ghergy
Management efforts in the schools and iri aistrict 6'ffite.s. This bl4print wiil.
inaude:

/

?.



Policy directives and guidelines to insure energy-efficient operating
procedures in transportation, procuremen and facility utilization;

A prioritizatiOn and schediting of facilitiepfor detailed energy analysis '
. (EA and TA); and

A reporting and monitoring mechanism.

Together, these items will constitute the district's plan for meeting the
energy goal. and reducing energy costs. The district's energy conservation
goal provides the needed foundation for plan implementation. The level of
commitment gitien to the plan is directly related to the prospects for sayings.
The original mission.statement, with The established goal, should be included
in the plan to reaffirm this commitment,

The operating procedures in the areas of transportation, procurement,
and facility utilization must be carefully reviewed and the suggestions
included in Chapter III should be considered. The development of policy
directives and guidelines to address-operating procedures must be included
in the plan. Given the nature of issues to be addressed, thc District Superin-
tendent, school principals, and ttp administrators should be involved in the
analysis of all operating pibcedures. THe district may elect to assign the
responsibility for reviewing current prneedures and for otleveloping recom-
mendations for specific policy directives and guidelines to the Energy
Management Committee. Whatever method is employe& to review operating .t:
procedures, the analysis must be thorough and the resulting policy directives
and guidelines must be explicit.

The plan cannot wait for the' detailed energy analyses (EAs and TAs) to be
completed. Instead, the energy management plan should establish priorities
and a.schedule for detailed energy analyses of facilities based on an evaluation
of present consumption patterns and availablg-resources. The schedule for
completion of Energy Audits wilLhelp determine thc implem'4ntation
process. Through Continuous monitoring and .evaluation, the process of
undertaking EAs and TAs will be reassessed.

A
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The plan must provide a reporting mechanism to facilitate evaluation.
The reporting mechanism muqt provide for both ite upward and the down-
ward flow of information. The district office usually receives all utility
bills and controls budgeting for energy use, without much involvement by
the schools themselves. Therefore, the plan must provide some mechanism
to insure that the principals and the Energy Management Teams receive
information on the facility's energy budget and monthly consumption.
This information will provide immediate feedback to the schools concern-
ing the effectiveness of their energy management efforts.

The energy management plan must also provide a reporting mechanism to
insure that the Energy Management Coordinator receives sufficient informa-:
tion about each individual school to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan.
The reporting system adopted by the district in its energy management plan
should provide a direct flow of information from die Energy Management
Coordinator to the Energy Management Teams and then back. This structure
will allow the Energy Management Coordinator to collect, review, and
prepare all the necessary forms at the district level and then distribute the
appropriate data back to each school facility.The Energy Management
Teams can then review and verify the data-covering their facilities and use
the information to increase the effectiveness of their programs. The reporting
mechanism established in the plan should be made mandatory by the Super-
intendent and SchooLBoard.

The exact reporting procedures and fOrms can vary, 1;ut should include atr ,
a minimum:

A detailed accounting of the energy consumed at a,facility q fuel
' type, on a monthly basis;

A comparlson of monthlrenergy consumption at each racilitY with
the previous year's consumfition for that month (from Building Profile
Form);

.A calculation of energy savings at eachiaciity, as compared to the
previous year's consumption for that month, in total BTUs, dollars and ,
percent decrease (from Building Praile Form);

44

A graphic depiction 4the thergy consumed at each faci14 for the
months Of the current year"sin total BTUs and dollars; and

A. monthly, narrative status report on current energy conservation
efforts at each facility.

Om(
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The q1ssho.fd receive the reports op their facilities and a copy of
the di rict report. Accurate reporting is essential if the plan is to be success-

, ful., With accurate data and information, the plan can be fine-tuned to
prciatice even greater savings.

B. -ADOPTING THE ENERGY MANAGEMENT PLAN

Once the energy m4nagement plan has been developed, it must be adopted by
the school board ahd'superintendent. The adoption process should provide
for input and possible modification to the plan prior to fornial adoption.
The degree of additional input at this point can vary, but should include
comments from the Superintendent and school board along with final iriptit
from thc Energy Management Committee, the Energy Management Teams

, and the public. The procedure for obtaining and refining those comments
should bc coordinated by thelEnergy Management Committee -at the district
level end the Energy Management Teams at the school level. The possibility
of holding a special meeting of the school board to solicit comments may
be considered. . ,

The energy managementldan, after, it is refined, will then be presented
to tl# school board for final 4-eview and approval. Once'adgpted by the'
,schcol board, the plan wilLguide the district's energy conservation effoits. A
good plan will provide the following:

Acknowledgement and endorsement ()tall energy conservation activi-
ties currently undcrway hi the district;

. .

r '
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Formal adoption of all policies and procedures intended to reduce
energy consumption and promote energy efficiency in the school
district's operating procedures; .

Prioritization and scheduling of facilities for further energy analysis
--(Energy Audits and Technical Analysis); and

Establishment of reporting requirementS and a monitoring network to
provide Tor periodic revision and updating of the plan.

C. TAKING ACTION

While the adopted energy management plin represents a significant effort,
tke district's energy cost will not .be reduced if the plan is uot actively
implemented. Implementation will require the involvement of all segments
of the school district,,led by a reaffirmation of commitment by The school
board and top adminii-frators. The plan and its provisions must be promoted
to ensure that all segmerits of the district are faniiliar with the plan, why it
will be implemented and what their responsibilities are. The policies and
guidelines for increasing the energy efficieliey of the district's operating
procedures should be communicated throughout the district by the Energy
Management Committee and the Energy Management Teams.

Cornbined with previous efforts, and the implementation of the items on
the Immediate Action Checklists, the adoption of policies and guicrelines
relating to transportation, procurement, and facility utilization will establish
the formal energy management effort at each school. Low-cost/no-cost recom-
mendations resulting from Energy Audits must be incorporated into each

4chool's program as the audits are completed. The capital expenditure
measures that the district decides to implement after a Technipal ;Analysis
will represent a further refinement of already well-established diwict and

'school energy management programs. The school board and Superintendent,
with the assistance of the Energy Management Coordinator, must assume a
leading role in promoting the district's plan andits implementation through-
out the district.

,r
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1. Promoting thc Plan

The effort to change attkiudes and habits will require an effective public
relations program. The dihr4ct's public relations program should seek to
dire-ct many different intereiSts toward a common goal of energy efficiency
by producing energy awareness in each individual and group. If the public
relations effort is lacking, both the school system personnel and the public
will focus on the perceived inconveniences, rather than the benefits that
result from effective energy management.

The goal of the energy management program and the effect that attaining
this goal will have ori the school district's budget must be clear to everYone
involved. The responsibilities of each constituent group must be shown as
"part of the overall effort. Initiating a training program can facilitate this

4.

understanding. /

Training Caic play an important role in producing acceptance of the.plap
,and.determining the effectiveness with which it'is implemented. Training
is a forin of motivation that produces involvement to achieve the desired
goal and, at the same time, produces an intereqt in the effort. Providing
in-service credits is an excellent method of creating involvement and partici-

,.pation in the training programs.. ,

Thc School Flag Awards Program provides another resource for promoting
the school district's program. Under this program, administered by the
Governor's Energy Office as part of thi "Save It, Florida" campaign, school
districts with established energy management programs and energy consump-
tion reporting mechanisms arc eligible to receive two "Save It" flags for their
district. The first flag is flown at the district office build4 and the second
flag is periodically rotated among'schools in the district based' o'n the effec-
tiveness of their energy management efforts as determined by tile district.
Flying the flags symbolizes the energy management efforts, to peopje in"the
school system'and the public. Participation in the,Sch6ol Flag Awards Program

' signifies that the scRool district is acting oresponsibly to reduce energy
consumption.

Cr 4
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.Another excellent method for promoting the'plan'is to establish a rebate
mechanism that returns a percentage of the en'ergy dopars saved to the
school. Under this system, the principal of the school receives a,portion of
the savings resulting-from his school's conservation effOrts in the form of a

,
rebate for use ih the school's discretionary budget. This money can then be
used to purchase extra hooks, provide for adaitional teacher's aides, or for
'other sChool-related needs. The criteria and procedures for using a mecha-
nism such as this should be developed by.the Energy Management Committee
and approved by the school board and Superintendent. Once approved, the
Energy Management Coordinator can administer the ebate in accordance
with the energy use data collection activities. This ethod of creating
involvement, participation and enthusiasm in a school district plan has met
with tremendous success in several school districts and should be considered-

_

when evaluating resoarces and motivational techniques.

If the district elects to incorporate in incentive rebate mechanism to reward
ichools for energylaving efforts, an.accurate reporting system is needed. The
rebate program shduld be established as part of the reporting syftem. It
should be based on a percentage Of energy dollars saved as determined by
schOol boatd policy.

2.' Modifying Operafidg Procedures -

Operating procedures should be modified in accordance with the recommen-
dations of the plan. The Energy Management Committee should take the
responsibility for clarifying and expanding the policies and guidelines of the
plan. Each1area should be addressed independently, and workshops held for
the appro riate personnel. Based on the results of these workshops, the
conimitte should develop an' expanded set of imRlementation guidelines
for presentation to the Stiperintendent, who is ultimately charged with
implementation of the plan., Once adopted, these guidelines should be
used to redirect'the activities of all operational personnel and io reorient
facility utilization procedures throughout the distrkt. The Energy Manage-
ment Committee and Teams, must work directly/with the key operational
personnel to insure effective implementation. /

l3b2
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3. Refining School Energy Management Efforts

The energy management efforts coordinated by the Energy Management
Teams at the individual schools are'to be refined .and expanded to address
the plan's policies and guidelineiThi district operating procedures. Althouth
essentially a central districi Activity, the new policies and guidelines for
transportation and pfocurment will require input from the schools to be
effectively implemented.

While. the Energy Management Committee's iMplementation guidelines will
provide general-direction, the Energy Management Teams and the occupants
of the individual schools must develop and adopt specific procedures tojaddress thei particular circumstances. Other than som of the major capital
expenditure measares, enety-efficient facility uti ion procedures can
have the most significant impa& on the reduction of energy costs. As noted
previously, hours of operation and the use of space during these -hours have a
significant im'pact on energy consumption.

. - ,
V

The school energy management efforterepresent the implementation of
district-wide policies and guidelines within the context of the particular
circumstances at eacl facility.,The distItict-wide goal adopted by the school
board must direct each school's energy Management efforts. The policies and
guidelines refined, by the district's Eperg 'Y Management ColEmittte will
provide direction to the schools for meeting the district goal'. .

'
-4. Implementing Selected Energy Audits/Technical Analysts

to

After the 'facilities to be audited have been selected, Energy Audit teams
must be selected.,Every member of the Energy Audit Team should be
familiar with the auditing pacess and possess the necessary skills to effec-

.

tively complete the audit.

Each team should include two to five members. Potential team membtrs
...;

..i4clude: an engineer or energy auditor, the Energy yylagement Coordinator,
4(epresentatives of the facility's Energy Managemefirrer, and the building
Superintendent. Every team member should be famili a! with the Building
Profik Data, the Energy Audit Form, and the contents o,f Chapter III.

itZ1M
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Tke completed Energy Audit for a facility will provide a set of recommended
low-cost/no-cost measures for implementation and an identification of

' capital expenditure measures for further review. The audit team should
,repOrt the recommended low-cost/no-cost measures to the principal for

immediate incorporation into the school's energy management program. The
capital expenditure measures identified by tfie Energy Audit should be
reViewed by the Energy Management Cooidinafor and prejsented to the
Superintendent. After the Energy Audits have been completed, the Superin-
tendent and Energy Management Committee must determine whether to
conduct a Technical Analysis for identified capital expenditure measures or to
perform additional.Energy Audits. The' dtstrict might choose to audit the
highest priority facilities before undertaking TechniCal Analyses or imple-
mentiiig capital 'expenditure measures. The availability of resouices will be a
determining factor.

Implementation of the low-cost/no-cost measures identified by the Energy
Audits will e ance school energy management efforts and assist the district
in reaching itgoal. The Energy Audits, Technical Analyses, and capital
expenditure measures should be implemented adcording to the priority
schedule established in the p.11.n. Through continuous monitoring of the
district and school level energy management efforts, the Energy Management
Committee can determine the effectiveness of .ongoing actions and suggest
possible changes to the energy management plan..

D. MONITORING ANIAVALUATION .,
. .

The'en rgy management-plan implemented by the school district and the

, individual schools was designed to reduce,energy consumption in accordance
with the goal set by the Energy Management Committee. The effectiveness
of the measures in addressing the desired reduction of,energy consumption
must be evaluated/ &process of continuous monitoring of energy consump-
tion during the program is required to evaluate the success, of the plan and

. to identify changes that might be required to reach the goal.

The mopitoring antl evaluation procedures iiiust be designed to provide
timely data to the Energy Management Coordinator. The Coordinator should
report this data to the Energy Management Committee and major decision-
makers concerningsthe effectiveness of the energy management plan, and
its impleMentation. Each Energy Management T,earn or principal sfiould

6
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appoint an individual to monitor the specific activities and measures imple-

mented at their facility. The data provided by the plan's reporting mecha-
nism will allow individual schools to evaluate their efforts and, after being

consolidated with data from other facilities, will provide necessary informa-

tion for the central district to evaluate the district-wide p'rogram's effective-

ness in meeting the goal.

The data collection process is essential to the continued operation of the

prograM. Every district should establish mandatory reporting require-
ments for eacH school. The data collected 'should be accurate and complete.
All data should be analyzed by thc Encrgy Management Coordinator in
order to evaluate ,the progress made at each 1,ki1ity and in the district

as a whole. The Coordinator's analysis should be reported to thc Superin-
tendent and the school principals on a regular basis. The coordinator's
reports should include a comparison of energy consumption for the reporting
period to the EUI for the same period in the previous year. With this infor-
mation, the effectiveness of the conservation effort at each school, and in

the district as a whole, can be evaluated.

The monitoring and evaluation process must be continuoeus..While thenew

. operating procedures and scheduled Energy Audits are underway, the
monitoring and evaluation will provide a determination of whether the
goal is being met and if changes are warranted. From this determination,
the district's plan can be periodically updated, allowing the full potential

for energy conservation to be realized.

1, A
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CHAPTER V

ENERGY EDUCATION

Preparing' students to meet the challengeof cl}anKing.energy realities requires
the concerted efforts of every educator. Our society's energy consumption
habits were developed whentfuel _was inexpensive and serngly plentiful.
The new energy realities of iigher coasts and dwindling resres dictate a
change in our old habits. Thi change will require that our youth be prepared
to respond to the new energy ealities. Energy education must be a major
concern of every educator.

, The magnitude of the energy problems Confronting society tends to generate
a feeling of helplessness in most people. The problems seem to be so large
and complex'as to be beyond control. A common response is to look to
government, business, and science to produce a technological solution.
While the efforts of these institutions are necessary,,it is equallf important
that individual citize n be aware of the measurelp4tektin implement tg,deal
with the day-to-day ef ects of the energy sityatal6n. If citizens are td take
effective action, they must recognize the limitations of institutions and take ta,

individual reksponObility to prepare themselves for changes in energy supplies' \
and prices, and the resulting changes in life-style. Students must* prepared .

to actively and responsibly address their energy future.

Toaay's students will be called upon to find solution:51-6-the eneityprobleni.
They must be provided the educational background deeded to meet t)his chak
lenge. The complexity of energy issues requires that energy education be in-

. corporated into every discipline. The past cannot be changed, but the present
and future can.

A. COMPpNENTS OF AN ENERGy EDUCATION PROGRAM

-\n ongoing energy education program vill greatly assist the diitrict and the
irlividual schools in their energy management.efforts. Similarly, the digtrict-
wiat energy management program and:the specific efforts at the school will
provide forum to expand energy eduCation--by demonstration..

,

The.purpose of pnergy -education is to elp people th understand basic
energy concepts an4 give them ,the-ability to make informea decisions
regarding energy utilization. The following five objectives are components
of an energy education program that would meet this general.goal:

*
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1. To enable people to understand the nature and importance of
energy.

Energy forms (heat, light, and motion) and states (potential and
kinetic);

Energy sources (depletable and renewable);;

Energy uses; and

Energy flows (extraction, distribution, use, and dispersal).

2. fo provide information about changing supply and demand factors
for various energy sources.

Historical trends;

Present conditions;

Future possibilities; and,

4

.0",

,)

Mathematical implications of growth.

3. 'to prepare people to consider the individual and societal impDcations
of different energy sources at the local, regional, national ancr interna-

1
tional levels.

Economic implications:

* Supply, demand, and price of energy and other related goods
and servIces.

* Employment ramificatlions.

Politicalimplications:

* Domestic.

* International.

* National security.
al



Social/lifestyle implications for various sectors of society.

Environmental/ecological impacts.

Scientific and technological considerations, including production
system options' (centralized and decentralized, renewable and
non-renewable).

4. To prdivide information about conservation.

Rationale for conservation.

Conservation techniques.

5. To prepare people to make personal and societal decisions related to
energy supply disruption.., A Ant" %

Career.

Consumer.

Environmental;

Political.

A comprehensive energy education program contains numerous .ihterrelated
components that can be introduced as basic coricepts and carried to increasing
levels of complexity. While energy concepts can be taught in specialized
courses, it is not necessary to isolate energy education as a separite discipline.
Instead, it can bc integrated into a wide range 'of existing subject; at all grade
levels. The important consideration is that students develop competencies
associated with the above list of objectives, regardless df instructiodal
organization.

B. HOW TO DEVELOP AN ENERGY EDUCATION PROGRAM

4The first step toward establishing an effective energy education program
is an assessment of current efforts. This assessment should provide a ,
clear understanding of the current status of the school's energy education
program and should reveal the nature of the actiods that must bc under-
taken to address thc five objectives of an effective energy education program.
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Such an assessment will require a carpful review of established curriculuth
and an analysis of the efforts of individual teachers.

With a clear understanding of the status Of energy education, efforts to
initiate a comprehensive program!, On begin. While the nature of actions
a) be undertaken to provide an effective program will vary- from school to
school, the following list provides guidance on specific actions that should be
incorporated:

1. Develop a good teacher in-service program in energy education.

2. Establish a faculty committee to incorporate energy into the curricu;
lum.

3.-Develop a source book or list of lopfal organizations or institutions .
providing free technical assistance.

4. Develop a source book or list of available instructional materials4d
sources of funding for energy education activities.

5. Develop a system or committee to assist in obtaining funds for
energy education activities.

6. Provide samples of available instructional materials in a central loca-
tion.

7. Develop a mechanism for communicating energy education efforts
to faculty, students and their families.

8. Establish a program to educate faculty and students as to the energy
-systems used intyour school.

9. Consider energy conservation in the delivery of insiructional programs
and extracurricular activities.

10, Establish specific exercises for students, such as:

. Cohducting an energy survey of a school building;

Staging an Energy Fair for the school and community;

,
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Conducting a.poster contest;-

Staging a school-wide ,Energy Week;

Constructing'solar projects, such as cookers, greenhouses, and
other devicei;

Forming a Student Energy Speaker's Stireau/Debate Club;

Conducting field trips to energy production/distribUtion plants;

Conducting Student Home Energy Audits;

Having students contribute energy articles to school/community
newspapers; S .

Having students design plays, pupplt shows, role playing and
media presentations;

naving students investigate local energy issues/concerns;

Haying students research historical patterns of energy use;

.` 'Using math and art classes to de-sign and construct graphical repre-
sentations of the school's energy consumption patterns; .

Analyzing the pnergy c nsumption of various stepsern food pro-
cessing and preparation

)
. ,

Analyzing gasoline consumption in school and/home transporta-
..

. - e A \

tion patterns; and

Having students design energy-efficientIschools/homes, utilizing
alternative sources of energy.

These activities can be the basis for development of an energy education
program. Since each school has its own particular set of circumstances
and in-house expertise, the programs at each school should be expanded
to address existing circumstances and to capitalize on available xpertise.

i.
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C. SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE

In developing their energy education programi, School districts should
review the efforts of other districts. Many school districts in the state have
already established effective programs that can provide guidance and direct
assistance. Reviewing the efforts of other districts at the outset of developing
an energy education program can facilitate program development and
increase the dissemination of creative approaches.

An Energy Management Coordinator and an Energy Education Curriculum
Coordinator have been appointed in each school district, establishing a net-
work of energy contacts throughout the state. Ongoing communication
betwedn these indiViduals has been established and promoted through the
efEorts of the Governor's Energy Office and 'the Florida Department of
Education. The office of Environmental Education has a field staff that
maintains continuous communication with these contacts. The expertise of
the energy education coordinators should be utilized in the developnient
of the district's energy education program.

Over the .past few years, the Governor's Energy Office and the Department
of Education, Office of Envirbnmsntal Education, have worked closely
with the representatives from the school districts and other individuals
and groups to develop instructional materials, a series of curriculum guides
imd the Florida Master Plan and Action Guide for Energy Educ,fn. These
materials have been develoPed and distribAted. at workshqps conducted .

throughout the state. They arc available free to school districts from:

Office of Environmental Education
Department of Education
Knott ,Builcling
Tallahassee; Florida 32301
(904)488.6547

Governor's Energy Office
301 Bryant Building
Tallahassee, Fiorida 32301
(904)488-6143

.1

A series of teachers' guides entitled Energy and My Environment for teachers
in Kindergarten through Grade 12 are among the inst 'onal materials
developed for use in Florida's schools. Theseguides designed to increase
energy awareness and teach specific skills in relation to energy conservation.

1.0
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The seven concepts covered at each grade level include:

1. Energy is the ability to doitwork4

Energy comes in inany forms;

AI<
3. Energy can be changed from one form to another;

4. The sun is the earth's chief source of radiant energy;

5. Peopre use energy to satisfy their needs;

6. Energy supplies arc limited; and

7. Ljving things are inserdependent with one anoth-er and their environ-
z..cent.

.4

t
There are three lesson outlines covering each of these topics, for each grade
level covered in the curriculum guide. These lesson out.nes are excellent
starting point for exploring the subject matter. The teacher may, ifter using

; these lessons, develop more lessons and activities, using the outlines as a
guide.

. ..-

, Supplemental energy education materials have been developed c:ir use in
conjunction with the Energy and My Environment teaching guides. An,

4- abstracts booklet available from the Offic'e of Environmental Education
and.the Governor's Energy Office lists and describes many of these materials.

AdationM energy education curriculum materials can be obtained from:
t

U.S. Departmettt.of Energy
TechnicalInfolmation Center
P. O. Box 52
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Florida Solar Energy Center
300 State Road 401
Cape Canaveral, Florida 32920

- 102
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National Seience Teacher's Association
1742 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

. $-

'PK Division of Voc4ional Education of the Florida Department of Educa-
. ,

tion is developing new ener education materials for use in eslablished.
courses. New carçers and jobs in e crgy dictate that thc vocational-tcchni-
cal' schools begin training programs to fill the-need for personne1/21P
those positions.

,- -

D. COORDINATING ENERGY EDUCATION AND ENERGY
MANAGEMENT ^

The district's energy -education and energy management efforts should bc
co.ordinated. The energy education program provides the awareness and .
understaniling of energy issues essential for effective implementation of .
an energy management program. Conversely, thc energymandgement program
conducted,by the school district provides a specific resource to demon-

.
strate energy issues. While the energy., management program outlined in
this handbook includes thc direct involvement of teachers and students,
the cncrgy education program must provide thc training necessary for their
acceptance and successful implementation4le superintendent and principals
must ensure that these two efforts are complementary: When energy manage-
ment and energy education arc well integrated, schools save dollars and

, , -

students learn that saving energy makcs sense. .,

'

,
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CHAPTER VI

EMERGENCY CONTINGENCY PLA

Florida is particularly,vulnerable to ene'ry emergencies because most of
the state's energy needs come from sources outside the, state. If energy
supplies were interrupted or cut back substantially, the "normal" services
schools provide may need to be curtailed. This curtailment of services
might be in response_to the limited availability of fuel, accompanying higher
fuel costs and the inevitable higher cost of:other goods and services.

In the event of an energy emergency, schools might also be exliected to
assist the community in coping with the emergency. Schooli have tradition-
ally been important community resources in time of crisis, being used for

emergency shelters or communication centers. ,

The best time to adsdre emergency planning is before ihe situation occurs,
not C1uri4g the emergency. 'Me term "Emergencykanning" implies the
projection of various scenarios and the development of contingency plans to
cope with probable 'conditions. By examining,optkms ahead of time, In`

. efficient and effective respo'nse to the emergency can be &veloped. Imple-
menting an.effective planning process for addressing potential problems is

what contingency planning is all about. In essence, the basis for the plan is:

"If this type, of emergen ccurs, these actions will take place."

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an understandinig of the actions
that must be tOcen to develop and implement a district plan and to outline
some of the considerations that should be incorporated into the school
emergency contingency plan. It is important to formally adopt a plan of
action that incorporates The specific actions to take in a given emergency
situation. In this way, the school system will be grepared to reipond quickly Le
and effectively to the emergency situation when it arises. Minimizing disrup-
tion and maximizing available resortrces are key objectives and benefits of
the emergency contingency planning process.

A. DEVELOPING A PLAN

As in the development of the district's ongoing energy management efforts,

the request for development of an emergency contingency plan for the
cschool district must be initiated and supported by the school board. The
method for developing and adopting the plan oncc the commitment is made

4049
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by the board can vary, but should always be based on efforts to address
specific direction from the school board to providea _course of action
that can be implemented readily if an emergency arises. The Energy Manage-
ment Committee, in coordination with the established Energy Management
Teams, should be charged with development of the contingency plan. The
school board and top administrators should provide continuous feedback
in the plan's formulation and should act to approve the plan. The develop-
mem of this zolan should be a resPonsibility of the Energy Ixlanagement
Coordinator.

Development of the emergency contingency plan should consist of a logical
sequence of steps that build on one another.

-\
1. Identifying the Problem

Plan developMent begins with exploration arid ideniification of options
available to dettl with the varying types Of energy shortages; for planning
purposes; multi-level or phased scenarios should I* examined. For example,
the first level could be a moderate energy emergency that would be a shortage
in which energy supplies would be cut to a degree that would disrupt nornlal ,

operation, but not severely restrict the district's ability to continue most of
its important activities. The seconii level would bes serious energy enner-

o

gency, a situation 'where a severe shortage or interrUption of the energy
supply would result in disruption-of normal activities.

Planning for and monitoring the enerky situation will allow the development
of the most appropriate set of respones to ,an.anticipai.41 set of emergency
conditions. By asking questions such as, How would an energy,e ergency
affect our school system? and What 4p.ctions would we take to ope pith
the emergency?, you will begin to establish the frainewo on which to
build an effective plan. -

2. EvIluating Current Cpnditions

In order to determine the most appropriate actions in an energy emergenCy,
an assessment of those, current conditions that would be affected by a
curtailment of energy supplies needs to be undertaken. This assessment
should include an evaluation,of:'

Fuel use pattern by end use, storage capacity, inventories, suppliers,
and fuel type;
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. .
Existing emergency plans, including city, county, state, privatsbusiness

. .

and utilities as thcy relate to the school system, utilities 'and-public
traniportation; and a

.,-

,
The school system's legal authority and responsibilities as they niight

' relate to energy emergency-situations.

Ft lel storage capacity should be cbnsidered duiing the planning process id-\
order to determine how well the district can cope with a serious,shortfall.
If fuel reserves,are maintained at fairly high levels, it may be possible to
cushion the impact bf 'a fuel shortage. If the district's storage facilities are

'not very large, adding more capacity shouldebe considered.

Alternate suppliers should be located, and the necessary atrangements made
-'`to purchase any additional quanlities of fuel should the normal suppliers not

be able to deliver all the fuel needed.

3. Developing Appropriate Measures

Once thc di'strict has analyzed the potential implications of a fuel shortage

on its ability to maintain operations, the next step is to develop and select
the specific measures to implement in an cnergy emergency. These measares
should be developed according to the specific set of conditions existing in

the school district. Each measure considered should be evaluated in...terms of:

The impact of each measurg on the school system;

'Projected energy savings;

Monttary, student, and convenience costs;

(
Public acceptance; t,

Funding and budget considerations; and'

r

.s

Legal implications.

The measures considered shduld address the policies and programs of the
district's schools concerning the following activities/services:

On.site food preparation;

ty-f
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Athletics and other extracurricular activities;
. .

Heating and cooling;

TrAnsportation;

Adult educatimi and community programs;

Schedules,
;

'Lighting.
0.1

,

4

Appendix D contains a isting of njçIorImended enlergency measures devel-
oped by a group of Flor 4 educa rs and energy managers. While this lid
does not cover every possile,acion, it does provide a basis for determination
of measures to-be incorporated in the distrietplan. The %district snould also
inc'orposate other possible measures that address its Articulas needs in tife
event of a fuel shortage.

4. 'Concept of gpkation
r

V.

If a plan is to work effectively in the event of an actual.energy emergency,
it must provide for the acliohs Accessary to implement the meaSures in
the sehool system organizational structure. This means co`nsideration of
the lollowing questions:

.. WhQwill do what?

Who has authority to select and 'direct the implementation of
measute0, and

What is the chain of command, both withiu th county as a whole and
within the school system?

These questions need to be answered',
group need to be clearly ,outlined and
einergency occup.

and the actions expected of each
accepted well before any enagy

The school district's energy emergency plan should be coordinated with
the continency plans ofother agencies andsgoverntqcntal units. There
may he demands.Placed on the school system by other contingpcy plans.
For exampleisschool buildings may be.needed for emergency shelters,.and

.1
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school buses rnay, be required to provide ern gency transportation. In
developing the plan, this requirement should e considered and incorporated.

When a county-wide plan itbeing dettelope , the school officiali should
inVolve themselves to insure that the needs of the schcfol are effectively
met.

Early in die planning process, the personnel responsible for dsveloping
the emergency contingency plan for the school district should Aview contin-
gency plans developed by the state and federal qnstrgy agencies. These plans
can serve as models and provide some of the information that the energy
management team will peed, to assure that .the school's plan is consistent.
with plans already in pl cc.

5. Consideration fo pecial Funding

Them are presently no provisions fpr schools to receive special, priority
fuel allocations in the event of i cutback in gasoline, motor fuel, and heating

shortfall or disruptionin supply will result ivIrastic price increases
and an even greater shortfall in the ability of budgeted funds to provide

v
needed supplies t6 maintain or deliver services. Thu is, t is nicessary for
school distiticti to plan for and provide a means of purchasing essential fuel
at drastically increased prices if an eriergy.crisis should occur.

6. Consideration'of BUilding Shutdown
ar

-As a last resort, schools may need to b,e closed down in the event of an
extended or severe energy emergency. If complete shutdown of a build-
ing becomes necessary, sbme precautions must be, taken to avoid damage

a to the building and equipment. The guidelines presented in ApOlidix D
will assist in insuring that the Building and its subsystems have been safely and
completely shut down.

B. ADOPTING TH PLAN
%

Once the plan is developed fy the committee; it should be presented to
the school board for review and ttdoption. The school board should be
informed of all ispects of the pl'an and ate conclusions of allassessments
made. Presentation of the plan should delineate financial, legal and imple-
mentation considerations, as well as how other existing' contingency plans
are incorporated anconsidered.
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After presentation, review, and possible revisions, the plan should be adopted
by.the school t oard. The plan then becomes a formally adopted planning
tool ready to be implemented in the event of an actual energy emergency.

C. IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN

The plan is in effect once it is adopted by the school board; hOwever,
implementation does not occur unless actual energy eMergency conditions
'develop. In the event of an energy emergency, the plan is implemented in
accordance with the procedure's established in the plan relative to the degree
of the emergencY.

All admihistrators in the district sh. ould be made aware of their iespon-.
sibilities in the,eVent of an energy emergency. This carbbe accomplished
by developing and distributing checklists that identify specific actions
that should be undertaken if an emergency is declared, Individuals.must
be aware dt what they should do, shlhey can act quickly, without con-
fusion, to implement emergency procedures. Thisinformation should
be developed find distributed prio? to any aqual energy emergency.
'Contingency planning must be integrated into the'energy management
process.

During an actual emergency,the lines of cominkTication should be kept
open. The first information released should indicate the degree of the
emergency and the appropriate actidns. The Energy Coordinator,with the
approval of the board or superintendent and the assistance of the Energy
Management Committee, should be placed in cliaige of initiating the emer-
gency measures. 131;' establishing a central authority to direct the school
district's energy polky ii an emergenCy, effective direction can be given to
the effort at every level. The Energy Coordinator willhe able to give direction
to dch school facility manager (or other responsible member of the staff),
who, with the assistance of the school's Energy Management Team, can
diiect the efforts of the rest of the staff.

The energy emergency plan should be updated periodically to reflect changes
that may have occurred in technology and the schoOl district's facilities and
operations. This updating will alio ensure that new decision-makers are
aware of, and in agreement with, its provisions. School district personnel .

involved in.the plan's implementatiqn should be informed of any changes, so
that they will be prepared tchalie appropriate action in the event of an
energy emergency.

;
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APPENDIX A

I& BUILDING PROFILE
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NOTE: This form closely parallels the" NECPA Preliminary Energy Audit
Formand includes all pertinent information required for completion of the

NECPA Preliminary Energy Audit.' '
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BUILDING PROFILE

I. INVENTORY & DESCRIPTION

School or Facility:

Address:
(Street).

(CitY) (Zip)

Principal: Phone:

Energy Contact: Phone:

Facility Use:

Elementary High School Administrative

Secondary Vocational Other (Explain)

'Construction Type: ____Masonry Wood Frame

Brick Other (Explain)

Building Configuration & Orientation Sketch;

A-1
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BUILDING PROFILE School or Facility:

Lighting

Type of Lighting: Incandescent %

. , Fluorescent J % Other

Sciare,, Fed of Conditioned Space%

Occupancy Pattern (include all periods of partial use, civic group use, and
vacations as applicable):

Daily/Hourly Usage Average Occupancy Days Hours,Per Hours Per
(No.). Week Year

----t0---

Custodial Hours Per Week
.After Dark Hours,Summer
After Dark Hours, Winter
Saturdays
Sundays

thru

thru

thiu

$.
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BUILDING PROFILE

MAJOR ENERGY USING SYSTEMS:
Primary Heating Systems Terminal Heating & Cooling

GAS Delivery System
Hot Water Boiler Reheat
Sti Boiler Finned Tube Water

nit eaters Finned Tube Steam
rnrre'a Radiator Steam.
Dual Fuel Radiator Water
Other Air

Window Units
OtherELECTRIC

Heat tuinp
Hot Water Boiler
Steam Boile,i
Unit Heaters
Infrared
Other

STEAM'
Purchased Steam
Coal Fired
.0ther,Q_

OIL
Hot Water Boiler
Steam Boiler
Unit Heaters
Other

'Y.* .. Primary Air Handling Systems
Constant Volume
Varible Volume
Dual Duct
Hot/Cold Deck
Roof Top Units
Multi-Zone Units
Other

Domestic Water
'Electric
Gas
Oil
Steam Coil
Hot Water Coil
Other

Primary Cooling Systems Special Systems
Heat Pump .Kitchen
Absorptive Laundry ,

Central Elec. Swimming Pool
Turbine Driven Lighted Athletic
Incremental Elec. _Field
Other Oth' tc."--\__...... .

,ftev
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ANNUAL ENERGY SURVEYt BUILDING(S) YEAR

MONTH
ELECTRICITY
COST KWH

GAS
COST MCF

NQ. 2 OIL
COST GAL

NO. 6 OIL
COST GAL

COAL
COST TON

BOTTLED GAS
COST GAL HEATING/COOLING

JAN
--

/

,EB i /

MAR .
/

APR - /

MAY /

JUN , /
.

JUL . /
4

AUG /

SEP
,

. .
/

NOV
---,

.

DEC ,... /

TOTAL I
a.

ELECTRIC DEMAND RATE (IF APPLICABLE)

.

MON1 H JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL
.

AUG
'

SEP OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL TOTAL

KW.KVA 41

POWER FACTOR
...' '

COST )
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vir BUILDING PROFILE

HI. ANALYZING THE DATA

BTU CONVERSION
Fuel Type:
Electricity:
Natural Gas:
Fuel Oil No. 2:
Fuel Oil No. 6:
Coal:
LP Gas:

School or Facility:

Units Used x Gonverstorira-Ctor4

KWH x 3,413
MCF x 1,030,000
GALs x 138,690
GALs x 149,690
Tons x 24,500,000
GALs x 95,475

= BTUs
BTUs

BTUs
BTUs

= BTUs
BTUs

BTUs

TOTNL ENERGY CONSUMEI) IN BTUs

DEGREE DAY COMPARISON
Heating/Cooling Heating/Cooling
Previous Year or Preient Year
Base Year(s)

BTUs

Difference
Heating/Cooling

N _I
D / _I _I,

ENERGY USE INDEX (EUI)

EUI = Total Energy Consumption 4- Square Feet of Conditioned Space.
STEP 1: Obtiin Total Energy Consumption in.BTUs..
STEP 2: Obtain Square Feet of Conditioned Space from Sheet 1.
STEP 3: DiVide Figure froin Step 1 by Figure from Step g.

BUILDING EUI = BTUs Per Square Foot Per Year.

A-5
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APPENDIX B

IMMEDIATE'ACTION CHECKLISTS
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PRINCIPALS CHECKLIST k,

E::::] Make sure thermostats are set at 65°F in winter and 78°F in rnmer.

E Whet? outside temperatures are moderate, turn off heat and air condi-
tioning units and use open windows or air handlers for ventilation.

Make sure doors and windows are kept closed while heat or air
conditioning is on. Drapes on windows that receive direct sun-
light should be closed when air-conditioning systems are on and'
at night during the winter.

Et ConsidCr reducing the lumber of breakfast and lunch periods, and use
the cafeteria at full capacity whenever possible.

:,.

E Do not use assembly areas, such as the auditorium or gymnasium,
for small groups tbat can comfortably rn,eet in smaller areas.

Cl Avoid holding assemblies at times w en heating and cooling deniands
are high., In the winter, hold asse blies in the middle of the day. .
Summer assemblies should be held in the early morning.

Ei
.

Schedule as many actiVities as poisible outdoors. Avoid using audi-
toriums and gyms for pep rallies and other activities thai can take .
place outdoors.
r

El Schedule the use of classrooms and other spaces to reduce energy
consumption. Do not allow teachers or students to use vacant class-,
rooms. Use the fewest number Of rooms necessary for,summer and
night programs. Schedule teachers into one room for preparation

-periods, and place support staff in fewer rooms, if possible. Turn off
the room size HVAC units and close thc registers when the room is
not in use.

El Avoid fire drills when the outdoor temperature is below 45°F or
above 85°F.

eE Do not allow the use 'of portable electric heaters.
<

El Schedule classet to, maximize the utilization of classroom space in
permanent buildings. Avoid classroom vacancies during any perioel of

the day.

,
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0 Maintain user logs fot all reproduction machines.,

0 Establish a window, door, and transom check at the end of each
school day to instire that they are closed..

El Implement a lighting policy. Keep lights off where space is unused.
(

Schedule office hours to make the most of natural daylight.

LJ Reduce night lighting 4oyfiOuildings. Replace old security lights with the
sodium vapor type.

Use portable units for support services rather than as classrooms, when
possible.

Reduce the movements astudents and staff in and out of buildings.

Close off unused storerooms, and combine Storage areas.

Centralize food preparation in the school kitchen. Elim,inate office
refrigerfitors, hot-plates and other such food preparation appliances.

El When repainting buildings, specify light, reflective colors.

0 Establish a resource center for energy education in your school.

0 Solicit feedback from students and staff on energy conservation.

El Worm the public, parents, and other groups about your school's
energy conservation efforts.
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TEACHER'S CHECKLIST ,
E 'Do not block classruom air supply and return grills with furniture or

displays.

D Kcep classroom doors, windows, and,transoms shut when heat of air
(conditioning is on.

J..

0 Open windows when outside temperatures are moderate' and heating
or air conditioning is off.

D Close and lock all windows, doors and transgms when leaving the
classroom at the end of the day. '

0 Use natural light whenever possible. When aip conditioning is on, close
the draperies or shades on windows that arc subject to direct sunlight.

E During winter, open drapes on south-facing and east-facing windows
to take advantage of Solar heat gain. Close thc drapes at night to trap
some of.,the heat (provided that this action is consiktent with school
policies regarding security).

0 Encourage students to use botk.sides of their,paper.

D Avoid reproducing printed materials whenever possible.
..

0 Do not cover or adjust thcrmostats.

Do report faulty thermostats and other equipment.
..

0 Wear warm clothes in col& weather, and cncourage Students to do the
same. :

0 Hold classes outdoors whcn wcathcr is pleasant.

0 Have an exercise period) in the classroom during the heating season.
This will generate heat/which will warm the room.

D Combine classes when practical, especially whcn using AV equipment.

,
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BUSINESS TEACHER'S CHECKLIST

pRestrict the use of electric typewriters and office machines,to class.
and practice periods. ..

E Use task lighting instead of overhead lighting, when practical.

El Keep office machines in proper working order. Machines that
re out of adjustment waste energy.

A ,

El Make sure all office machines are turned off when not in use. Teach
itudents to switch off equipment during breaks and at the end
class.
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HOME ECONOMICS TEACHER'S CHECKLIST
k

h

El Reduce pre-heating bf ovens. Ten minutes is usually sufficient.

Turn off pilot lights at the gas supply valve when equipment wt
idle for an extended period of time.

E] Don't open oven doors until coOking is complete. Use timers.

Attempt to use all burners on a range top at the same time. Don't use
'more than one range unless necessary.

ri
ri Use the lowest setting on ovens and burners that gives satisfactory

results. Glass or ceramic containers allow lower oven settings.

El Use covered pans for cooking.

Use tea kettles instead of sauce pans for heating water. .

ri Always use the smallest appliance that Will do the job.

Ei Match the pot size to the size of the range burner or dement.

I I

( I

Load the &ire Oven at one tinie.

Cook several dishes&
4

Li Don't use ovens as spaCe heaters.

ovem

I 1 Keep ovens and burners dean. Follow appliance manufacturers'
recommendations.

Adjust gas flames so they are blue. If flame stays yellow, call a service
representative to adjust the gas-to-ait ratio.

Aliow frozen foods to thaw before cooking to reduce cooking time.

L..] Cook vegetables by steaming, or cook a short time in a small amount
of water. These techniques preserve nutritional valut as well as saving
energy.

"0,
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ri Design menus that minimize cooking and baking.

ri Open refrigerators and freezers only when, necessary. Keep them
as full as possible."' 4

n Check door seals on refriggators and freezers for cracks and leaks.
Have leaky seals replaced.

40V.ri Clean dust from coils on back of refrigerators.
%

Report malfunctions in &ens, ranges, and refrigerators immediately.

Use dishwashers only when. full, setting the shortest possible cycle.

Turn off all-appliances and serving machines when not in use.

fl Pisconnect irons when not in use.

Use range hoods only when necessary. Do not use them'a)s)supplemen-
tary ventilation.

Conduct an energy survey of equipment-to de.termine which units are
Most efficient. Maximize the use of the most efficient appliances.

Develop a preventite 'Maintenance schedule for alleguipment.

Use the lowest effective temperature in clothes washers. Rinse clothes
in cold water.

;..
-

Clean dryer lint filters after each use.

Dry loads consecutively whenever possible, to avoid te-heating a cold 't

dryer.

Include a unit on energy conservation in your curriculum. Teath
students to follow these guidelines in school and encourage them to
practice conservation at home.

Pm-
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SCIENCE TEACHER'S CHECKLIST

El Do not turn on equipment or burners before needed.

Have several students share burners and other equipment.
,

E Avoid buying materials that require refrigerite*torgge.

ED If you have refrigerators and freezers, make sure they are in good
repair and the door seals arc tight.

0 Keep hot water temperatures at a minimum and wash equipment in
cold water when possible.

DessFAveiii running water continuously.

0 Report water and gas leaks immediately. ,

'turn off pilot lights or-niius2d equipmeitt.
4;.

Turn off lab exhatftt fans when not in use. Don't use exhaust hoods

for ve.ntilation. ,

EJ Ue fluor,gsceni'or natural light for terrariums, aquariums, and horti-

cultural:experiments.

0 Include energy and resource conservation units in the science
cufriculum.

rt .

r.
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VOCATIONAL TEACHER'S CHECKLIST

E3 Have several students share equipment when possible.

Plarrshop projects to provide useful services, such as buildirig mainte-
nance and improvements.

El Malce,,sure.all equipment is off when not in use.

[=1 Have defective equipment repaired immediately.

Emphasize preventive maintenance. Follow manufacturers' recom-
mendations for lubrication and maintenance. Keep cutting tools
sharp.

Do not start ecluipment under load.

Do not load equipment beyond capacitN

It

B-8
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D VER TRAINING TE1CHER'S CHECKLIST
4

I

Use simulators as much as posstle. Limit road instruction, to a mini-,
ft

0 Use the most fuel-efficient cars available/
, A

r
[12 Teach students fuel-consming driving and maintenance habits..

,.,

0 Have several students share one car for range and road instruction.
/

E Take full carloads on road instruetion and allow each student to drive
a short distance. Have students observe.each other and surrounding
traffic as a learning experience.

,
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHER'S ANDiOACH'VCHECKLiT,
Monitor the use of showers.

El Install flow restrictors on ithowers.

Reduce hot water temperatures.

. Consolidate and reduce swimming pool operating hour$ for heated
pools, and reduce heating temperatures.

El Have class and practice sessions outdoors whenever possible.

El

Limit the number of night events. Use lights only when necessary.

Keep swimming pools covered when not in use.

ri Have students supply and launder their own towels and uniforms.

El Limit the number of "away" games requiring travel.

El Shut off ventilators and lights when gym is not in use.

Use electric-scoreboards only during games.

isw"N\



CUSTODIAL SERVICES CHECKLIST

Check for proper thermostat settings and function.

Check for overheated and overcooled areas.

0 When possible, rn off air conditioners 30 minutes before, the end of
classes, but continue to ventilate until classes end. Shut down equip-

,- ment when school is not in session.

FT Check all building insulation, caulking, and weatherstripping. Repair
caulking and weatherstripping as necessary.

1-1 Secure all attic and roof hatches.

E3 Inspect heating and air conditiaing equipment periodically. Replace

worn seals, fittings, traps, etc. Check ducts for leakage. Check
hydronic systems for leaks and damaged valves.

1-1 Insulate ducts and hydronic system pipes which pass through uninsu-

lated spaces.

ni Adjust dampers to reduce the number of air changes per hour to

tthe legal minimum.

Remove unnecessary heating and cooling writs.

El Turn off power ventilato s and exhaust systems when not needed.

n Isolate unoccupied space from heating and cooling systems.

El Keep.door closers in good working condition.

El Inspect Windows and aoori for proper closing.

Repair damaged window; and &oh, immediately.

Fl .Turn Off lights in unused spack

+A,

V
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E] Measure lighting levels throughout the facility. Remove unnecessary
lamps and ballasts.

Et Adjust security light timers to coincide with changcs in sunrise and
sunset.

\

0 Keep refrigeiator compressors and condensers clean.

0 Inspect drinking fountains for proper operation and leaks.

El Check all plumbing for leaks.

E Reduce hot water temperatures to 105°F except in food prepara-
)tion areas.

n Disconnect all unused electrical equiPment.

of*
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FOOD SERVICES & CAFETERIA CHECKLIST

El Plan memo to minimize cooking, especially in warm weather.

El Keep refrigerators and freezers as full as possible.

O Consolidate baking to one day a week, whenever possible, to meet
that week's needs.

El Do not open oven doors except when cooking is complete. Use
timers.

0 Do not use ovens as space heaters.

El Make sure appliances arc completely off when not In.use.

Keep ice makers in proper working order. Servicing should be done by
qualified personnel.

El Do not operate ice makers when school is not in session or during

vacations.

El Use dish"wasiters only when full. When hand washings dishes, ur
a ftergrik or pan. Do all rinsing at onc time.

E.] Turn on steam tables 30 minutes before use and keep them covered.
Turrroff steam tables and food warmers as soon as possible.

0 Set refrigerators at recommended operating temperatures. Lower
teMperatures reduce equipment life and waste energy.

El Keep stored products away from cooling coils.

Ej Turn off 'the light when leaving walk-in refrigeration units.

, Allow hot foods to cool in sh allow containers before placing them in

, refrigerators.

El Remove unnecessary packaging on refrigerated items. Packing retards

I product cooling.

110 B-1L3
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ED Keep a tlaily record of refrigerator and freezer temperatures. Report
any critical variations to maintenance personnel.

ED Make sure there is.adequate ventilation around condensers and com-
pressors. If air flow is restricted, equipment life is reduced and energy
is wasted.

ED Follow' manufacturers' recommendations to defrost freezers.

ED On gas ranges, adjust the flame so it is blue. A yellow-orange tip means
the flame should be turned down. If you cannot get a blue flame by
turning the flame down,' clean the burner with a stiff, wire brush. If
the flame is still too yellow, have a service representative adjust the gas-
to-air mixture.

cp Clean encrusted food from gas bu rners by soaking burners in water
and a good grease solvent. Boil burners in a solution of salt, washing
soda, oi detergent at least twice a year.

ED Keep kitchen hood filters clean.

E] Keep the ovens clean to maximize heat transfer to the food. Don't
orget to clean the heating elements.

ED Check oven temperatures with a thermometer.. Have thermostat
recalibrated if necessary.

ED Keep pots and pans covered when cooking.

ED Adjust gas flame to just cover the bottom of the pot. Match pot and
element size on electric units. On all ranges, the base of the pot should
be in complete contact with the Weating surface.

0 When food boils, turn heat down to simmer position. More heat
will not cook the food faster; it will only waste energy.

El Preheat ovens only when bakin-g. sake with a full oven whenever
,possible.

B-14
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E] Cook at the lowest temperature that giVes satisfactory results. Slow
cooking not onl)i saves energy, it reduces meat shrinkage and preserves
nutrition. '

0 Use exhausts and hood fans only during food preparation.
.0 Make sttre ranges are thinpletel% off when not in use.

..0 Keep lights off in dining,area when not in use. Heat or cool the dining
area just before and during serving hours only.

Special procedures .are 1-equzred for convection ovens:"

,0 Always use the fan when using the oven.
,

,?

D Set oven time and temperature at the recommended settings. Times
may be reduced after the oven has been.used, When reducing the time,
make sure the meal is properly heated.

0 When using convection ovens, do not thaw meals, but move them
quickly from the freezer to the preheated ovens. Ovens must be
preheated and work most efficiently with a full load.

. E] Remove meals at the end of the warming period. Do not remove the
foil coverings; they keep the meal warm. '11 he students can remove
the covers. Don't keep mEals in the convection ovens longer than the
recommended timc, or over-cooking will result.

a In the summer, dutt the convection exhaust outside.
-

...

i
I.
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TRANSPORTATION & DISTRIBUTION PERSONNEL CHECKLIST

Vehicle Maintenance

Establish and follow a routine maintenance schedUle foraall vehicles.
Scheduled maintenance should include:

El T- une-up engine .

Check tires for wear and proper inflation.

Check all fluid levels, hose's and belts.'

F=.] C- heck ll lights and safety equipment.

E:=1 Change engine oil apd lubricate' chassis.

F=.] C- onsider the use of radial tires as replacements.

El Considerffie use of gas-saving synthetic lubricants. Theithigh4r cost is
more than offset by fuel savings and longer oil change intervals.
Conipare with standard lubricants on a life-cycle cost basis.

Keep maintenanceIngs on each vehicle.

C.:11 Record gasoline usage and,calculate fuel economy. Identify inefficient
vehicles eqrepair. Phase the most inefficient vehicles, out of service or
place them in back-up service.

,

E. Keep fuel supplir tanks full to avoid excessive evaporation.

Keep fuel supplies under loc1 and key to curtail unauthorized dis
pensing. Consider the installation of a "key-card" system tO control
and record fuel and oil dispensing.

Do not heat or air condition garages or storage areas.

0,^
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Vehicle,Operation

E] Warm up the engine by driving the vehicle slowly for the first few
minutes.

If the vehicle will stand idling for more than two minutes, shut off the
engine.

43/41,

Observe al speed limits.

El Do not make courtesy stops. Pick up and discharge students at
scheduled stops only.

Fl Do not ride the brake.-

EI Maintain a steady speed.

ansportation Planning

Plan,bus routes so they:

Avoid unpaved roads.

' Use the most direct ioute possible.

ED Limit the number of stops.

Include more right turns than left turns to reduce idling.

Cari serve more than one school. -

El Use the smallest arid most efficient vehicles on the longest runs if
they have adequate capacity.

1-1 Consider-installing trip meters to record and control vehicle-tice.

Buy the smallest, most efficient vehicles that will do the job.

-
El Set up satellite parking for buses. Park buses at the last school where

they discharge studehts and shuttle drivers back to the terminal.

I.
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ED Plan truck loads and regular delivery routes to reduce the mileage
driven.

.
I:3 -Install two-way radios in buses and trucks to redirect operation when

necessary. ffave truck drivers call in from each location so that schedule

.
'

changes may be made while they are enroute.

Inc e driver and mechanic in-service training. I lude traini on
econom'cal operation and maintenance of vehicles

El Consider awards or Oiicer incentives for reducin fuel consumption.

ri Consolidate field trips to utilize full buses.-
,

El Limit the number of field trips.

El Use chartered transportation for long-distance trips.

El Eliminate bus transportation for after-school activities.

k-'4
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STUDENT'S CHECKLIST

El Conduct a survey to discover energy use in the classrooms and hall-
. ways.

Finct out what energy sources are used on the sdhool site.

Find out how energy use is measured with light meters and thermom-
eters.

El Find out how to read electric and gas meters, and learn what these
measurements mean. ,

.

0 Identify the misuse of energy, such an unnecessary lighting, heating
and cooling.

piscuss labor saving vs. energy saving equipment.

0 Identify alternative energy sources.

El Develop problem-soiiing activities by analyzing real or fictitious
consumption figures for buildings, bus routes, and equipment._

Participate in effortrto keep doors and windows closed and lights off
when not in use.

0 Dress appropriately for the season and weather.

-

It
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PARENT'S CHECKLIST'

ED Have children dress appropriately for the weather and school
conditions.

Pack student'llunches, reducing the school kitchen load.

Express concenileoglitiol officials for more energy conservation and
education activitiës

Participate in energy conservation workshops.

>

I
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CENTRAL OFFICE PERSONNEL CHECKLISTS

s'et office thermostats at ,65°F in winter and 78°F in summer.

OWhen weather is moderate, open windows and use natural venti-
lation.

EI Keep windows, doors, and transoms closed when heating or cooling
equipment is on.

Keep drapk5ed on all windows that receive direct sunlight when
air coni1ning is on.

0 Open rapes on south-fadng windOws during the heating seagon to use
heat from the sun. Close drapes'at night to retain heat.

El Turn lights off when norin use,

ODo not'use portable eleCtric heaters unless the use of dIgZsuwa..cd.
them allows a large unit to be shut down.

Wear clothing appropriate far the season and weather.

Shut off electric office equipment when norin use.

Redtice inter-school travel by using the telephone. Review travel
activities to identify opporpnities to consolidate trips.

Combine instructional and support functions in fewer buildings.

Review building and space utilization at all district schools. Consider
relocation of support.staff'and changing attendance assignments to
maximize building use. Close buildings and rooms that are not needed,
starting with portables and older, inefficient buildings.

ED Prepare energy and resource conservation bulletins for schools.

Establish a district-wide energy monitoring program to measure
energy use.

.1111 B-21
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El the energy-saving specifications when considering any new equipment.
Evaluate large equipment purchases by life-cycle costing.

'o Upgrade insulation and equipment in older buildings.

Establish in-service training programs in. energy coniervation for all
level's of staff.

El Nforufor the use of reproduction machines with written logs. Consider
the use of auditrons to control copier usage.

*
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APPENDIX C

ENERGY AUDIT FORM
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A. BUILDING ENVELOPE

1. HEAT TRANSMISSION

CHECKPOINT
Has the building insulation been
checked?

Yes [ ] No [

Notes:

.01.

CORRECTIONi
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Idspect insulation in roof, ceiling
arid w;11s. Make insulation correc-
tions on the basis of an expert
technical analysis.

CAPITAL EXPENSE
. Make sure roof insulation is

adequate. Add roof insulation, --
or insulate the ceiling and install
a vapor barrier.
Insulate all 'exterior walls and
walls adjoining unheated spaces
if practicable. ,

Upgrade or install insulation under
floors above unconditioned spaces.
Use insulated metal doors as
replacements for exterior doors.
Add roof deck insulation, espe-
cially op older buildings.

C-3
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CHECKPOINT
Have drapes and shading devices
been installed and used?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Notes:

4dORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

-Keep drapes 'and shades in good .
repair. The use of shading devices
can catt transmission through
windows by 50%.
Keep shading devices dosed
during hours of direct sunlight
when A/C is on.
Keep shading devices closed at
night.
Install opaque or translucent shad-
ing materials on unused windows.

CAPTTAL EXPENSE
Consider installing reflective or
heat absorbing film on windows.
These films can reduce solar heat
gain by as much as 80%, but they
also reduce light transmission.
Line drapes with reflective mate-- n., .

al to reflect solar heat when
drapes are shut.
Install light-colored indoor
shading devices.
Install outdo& shading devices,

" such as louvers, sun shades or
solar screehs;to reflect heat

-before it enters the building.
When reglazing, consider double
glazing or insulated glass.

,



CHECKPOINT
Were the grounds landscaped with
energy efficiency in mind? ,

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Notes:

2. VENTILATION

CHECKPOINT
Have mechanical ventilation systems
beenkinspected recently. Has routine

2
maidenance been performed?

Yes [ 1

Notes:

No [ ]

, CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Plant trees to provide shade in
summer, sun in winter.
Plant evergreens to provide wind-
breaks vhere necessary.

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Limit outsi'de air supply to prop-
erly balance the system.

. Inspect, adjust, or repair outside
air dampers.
Reduce exhaust air quantities.
Close the outside air dampers
during the firseand last half hour
of occupancy.
Close &rapers on exhaust vents
when unit is off.
Shut down mechanical systems
when the building will be closed
for an extended period.
Regulate restroom exhaust fans by
wiring them to the light switches.
Adjust air dampers th-proportioh
air intake to :occupant loads.
Consider cutting off 'outside air
th restroom andothe, odorous '
areas; instead, allow air to
migrate from other areas and be
exhausted.
Inspect and replace filters on a
regtilar basis.

91,
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CHECKPOINT CORRECTIONS
is natur ventilation used to the LOW-COST/NO-COST
maxfinum tical extent? Open windows to use natural air.

Yes [ ]

Notes:

No [ ]

3. INFILTRATION

CHECKPOINT
Have all doors been inspected
recently?

Yes [ ] No .[ ]

Notes:

4-

movement when building design
and weather permits.

# Open interior doors, if necessary
.. to take advantage of natural

ven ation.
Sup1ement air movement with
fahLin order to remove heat,

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Replace worn or broken voather%
strips.
Rehang misaligned doors.
Caulk or recaulk around cloor
frames.
Inspect automatic door closers. .-
Install signs next to doors to
remind occupants to keep doors
Closed.
Direct all personnel to keep doors
closed.



CHECKPOINT CORRECTIONS ,

LOW-COST/NO-COST
Have exterior surfaces been inspected Caulk, gasket or weatherstrip all .
for cracks and open joints? exterior joints, such as those

between walls and foundation,
roof, and wall panels.
Caulk or seal all openings provided .-
for pipes, conduits, air louvers,
outside cooling units, etc.
Cover all window.and through-the-
wall units when not in use. Fitted
covers are aimilable at loW cost. .
Repaint or clean exterior walls
and roof to improve reflectWe
characteristics.

Yes [ ] No [

Notes:

CHECKPOINT
Have windows and skylights been in-
spected recently?

Yes [ ]

NoteS:

No [ ]

go

CAPITAL EXPENSE'
Consider building vestibule or air-
lock type entrances.
Considerinstalling economizer
enthalpy c&trols on air handling
units to minimize Cooling energy
requirements by using the proper
amounts of outside and return air.

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

. Replace broken or cracked win-
dow panes. .

Replace worn or broken weather
strips.
Caidk or recaulk around, window
frames.
Itehang misaligned windows.
Make sure that all operable
windows have sealing gaskets and

Install signs beside operableatn-
dows to remind occupants to close
them.

C-7
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I.
B. HVAC CORRECTIONS

LOW-COST/NO-COST
1. OPERATING PRACTICES Observe proper thermostat set-

tings, including nighttime setback.
CHECKPOINT . Do not cool the 'building below

Is the heat and air cdnditioning 78°F.
operated in an energy-efficient Isolate storage areas froths
manner? occupied areas. Do not heat or

cool storage areas unless tempera-,
Yes [ No [ ] ture-sensitive materials are.pregent.

Shut off heq,tjug-tuld'CoOling in
Notes: ..gdrageOliicks, and platforms.

During the cooling seasdn, flush
the building with cool night
breezes.
Close supply registers, turn doWn
thermokats, and turn off heaters
in corridors and lobbit.s.

CHECKP6INT/
Do other practices interfere or aid
efficient operation?

'Yes [ ] No [

Notes:

7

CAPITAL EXPENSE
Adjtcst and balance S'Srstem td
eliminate over-cooling and over-
heating. ,Contributing causes )

include poor zoning, poor distribie
tion, improper.ldcation and con-
trols, or impr on Retain
a qualifie ert to direct this
action.

COkRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Avoid the use of portable heaters,
exce when their 'use allows a,
larger sy o be shut down.
In mild weather, use fans to move
air for a cooling effect.
Turn off non-critical el4 ust fani.
Wear clothing appropriate the
season and weather.

. Reduce internal heat generation as
much as possible during the
cooling season. Some sources of
heat'are people, lights, appliances,
and machinery.

q78
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CHECKPOINT CORRECTIONS

Are HVAC operating hours LOW-COST/NO-COST

observed?
Preheat building so that the

Yes [ 1 No [J teniperafure reaches 65°F bY the
tiriip occupants -arrive. Comple

Notes. - -
warm up during the first half nur
of occupancy.

doo Turn off heai Cluring the last half
,hourofliiiancy.

building is not occupied,
sink dow.ix all mechAnical coo
except whei'quizeclto ma.ifitain

,eniixonn-fttally sensitive equip-
ment, such as compLiters.
Begin Ft-Cooling so that the
interior temperature is 5°F below
the outcde air temperature, but
not below 80°F, by the time
occupants arrive. Complete cool
down du411g the first hour of

Consider closing outside air
(tampers when air handling is off.
Develop after:hours checklists for
custodial staff and other after-
hours personnel.
Schedule maintenarrcewark-----

*ring 'daylight hours if possible.

,

C-9
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2. MAINTENANCE MODIFICATIONS

PUMPS '4

CHEtKPOINi
Do all'pumps operate properly, wifh
no leaks?

Yet [ ] No [ ]

Notes:

' MOTORS

t

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-CO.ST ,

Chick 'packing for wear that
cause,,, leakage,,Repack as neces-,

, -
sary.
Inspect bearings, repair or 'replacé
as necessary.
Keeii bearing lubria'ted in accor-
dance with pump manufacturer's
recommendations.
Inspect drive belts and adjuit fOr
proper tension.
Adjusl pump output to maximum

. .
load requirement.

C ORRECTIONS

e

*

CHECKPOINT LOW-COST/NO-COST
Do all motors funétion properly and Check and correct alignment be-
efficiently? 'twee!? -the' motor and driven

equipment.
Ves [ ] '. No [ .] 'Check wiring connections.

. ,

Keep motors Aksvi
Notes:

:,
.... Eliminate execs e vibration.

1

. . Follow manufacturer's lubrication
. recommendations. ,

4. Replace worn bearings.0

Inspect and adjust tension on
, drive beltsand pdlleys:

...1.....l.. ..1.. '' Investigate and correct causes of
overheating. .

c i
r . Balance three-phdse power sources

.. to motors.-
Check f6r over voltage or low

. . ,
voltage and correcti

,

,

*



( FANS

CHECKPOINT
Do all fans operate properly?

Yes [

Notes:

No [

AIR HANDLINb EQUIPMENT

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Check for exce.ssive noise-and
vibration.
Keepjan blades clean.
inspecf and lubricate bearings as
required.
Inspect and adjust tension on all
drive belts.
Keep inlet and discharge screens
on fans clean.
Inspect fans for proper rotation.

a.

CHECKPOINT CORRECTIO
Is all duct work tight, well insulated; LOW.-COST/NO-CO

t. and functioning properly? Seal leaks with tape or caulk.
Inspect insulation. Repair or
replace as necessary.
Inspect for blockages, such as
-malfunctioning dampers, and,
correct. ;.
Inspect air duct valves in junetion
boxes for leakage. Repair or
replace as necessary.
Clean and replace air filters as
needed.
Inspect damper 'blades and link-

, ages for prop.er operation. Repair
and adjust as necessary. Clean and
lubricate ,on a regular basis.

Yes [

Notes:

NO [

,

*10
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CHECKPOINT
Do dehumidifiers, heating 'coils,.
cooling coils, etc. work properly?
Are they cleaned on a regular basis?

Yes [ .1 No ( j

Notes:

-7

a

....

..

1

-
a

CORRECTIONS
LOWCOST/NOCOST

Clean coils.
'. Inspect electronic air cleaners on a

regular basis and maintain them in
accordance with manufacturer's
recommendations. If excessive
accumulations are found on the,
ionizing and grounding plate sec-
tion, the filter shoula bezeplaced.
Adjust fans and dampers for

) proper operation.
Inspect for leakage around coils
and out of casings: lt-epair as
necessary.
Inspect air inlet and outlet grills.
They should be kept clear of dirt,
debris, and obstructions.
Inspect air washers and evapora-
tive., cooling units for proper
operation. Clean dapper blades
and nozzles as nec ary.
Follow guider s for fan mainte- ,
nance.

,

*
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/
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REFRIGERATION EQUIPMENT

CHECKPOINT

Are all refrigeration controls and
indicators normal?

Yes [. ] No [ ]

Notes:

"W
I

..

,

-

.,

, \

CORRECT1ON$
.. LOW-COST/NO2COST

If bubbles are seen, in' the sight
glass, the system is low on refriger-
ant. Add refriger.ant and inspect,
system for leaks.
Use a leak detector to ch,eck for
refrigerant and oil leaks. Repair as
necessary.
Inspieet liquid line leaving the
strainer. If it is cooler than the
line entering the stiainer, it is
blocked. Clean out lines if
required.
Listen to.the system in'-operation.
Unusual sounds usually indicate
a malfunction. Repair as required. '
Check all gauges for normal
operating pressures and tempera-
tures. Adjust and repair as neces-,
sary. Increased' system pressures
may be caused by dirty con-

. densers. High discharge tempera-
tures may indicate faulty com-
pressor valves. .

Inspect tension and alignment of
all belts and pulleys.
Lubricate motor bearings and
other moving parts in accordance
with the manufacturer's recom-
mendations.
Inspect insulation in liquid and
suction lines. Repair and replace .

as necessary.

,.

,

.

J
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CHECKPOINT
147

Have gas and suction lines on
refrigeration equipment been
inspected for lealp?

Yes [ ] No ]

Notes:

. CHECKPOINT
Does thc evaporative condenser
operate properly? Is it given proper
maintenance?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Notes:

4

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Check fpr refrigerant leaks. Repair
as necessary..
Check moisture-liquid indicsator
Have system repaired if moisture \
is present.
Cheek 1tfrigerant level. Add rdrig-
erant as necessary.
Check lines. Open clo:Ked lines.
Listen for imuktial noise. Correct
any problems.
Check gauges for abnormal temper-
ature or pressure. Correct.
Inspect insulation on liquid and
suction lines. Repair or replace as
necessary.

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

inspect piping joints, and seal
1e.aksz-

Remove dirt from the coil surface.
Inspect and clean inlet screen,
spray nozzles, water distribution
holes, and pump screen.
If mineral deposits are left on% the
coil, have water treated.
'Follow guidelines for fan and
pimp maintenance.

C-14
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CHECKPOINT
Does the water-cooled condensei
operate properly? Isit given proper
maintenance?-

Yes 4 I

Notes:

No { j

,

CHECKPOINT
Does the coniprfssor operate nor-

,. mally, with no leaks?

Yes

Notes:

CORRECTIONS .

LOW-COST/NO-COST
Clean condenser shell and tubes :
with a brush and clean water.
Chemical cleaning, if necessary,
should be accomplished by quali-
fied personnel only after consulta-
tion with, a local water treatment
company.

----C-hcck-baat preistire.

;-
-

4t,

; CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST ,

Obserh compressor operation.
Continuous running pr frequent
stops and starts hiclicath inefficient
cperation.0Correct the cadse(s).
Listen for 'excessive noise. Check
counting. drive coupling and bear-

< ings. IL 4^

Check compressor joints for leak-
age. Seal as necessary, -

11spect 'purge valve for air and
water leaks, Seal as necessary.
Inspect indicators for normal
readings.

4.

r
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CORREeTIONS
ThCSk th e oled . condenser LOW..a.).STMQ;CO4T
-operate pr4erly? If it_ given.pioper; , Xeep fin_ hal .-driie and motor
-maintenance

_

Pip-Po:I-y=4p sci, apa lubricated.
-fittings pn

the tondsnier e_oil Seal any. . .
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CHECKPOINT CORRECTIONS
Do chillers receive proper maiiite- LOW-COST/NO:COST
nance? . Inspect and dean strainer and seal

tank on a regular basis.
Inspect for evidence of clogging.
Chillers should be serviced by
qualified mechanics in accordance
with manufacturer's recommenda-- tions.

lest

Yes [ ]

Notes:

No [ ]

:

CHECKPOINT CORRECTIONS- , . .
Doos absorption eqiitment receive LOW-COST/NO-COST..
pibper niairtienance?. Inspect and dean strainer and seal

tank on a regular basis.
:1/Yes I] No [ ].. ., Lubricate floNi, valves on a regular

basis.
gótes: ;VQBAYW manufacturer's recom---4.----- *.5

T., 4

- mendations for proper mainten-
ance.

at-17,
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CHECKPOINT
Do all through-the-wall and window
units operate properiy? Do

. they receive proper maintenance?

Yes [ ]., No [ ]

- Notts:

HEATING EQUIPMENT

CHECKPOINT
Are boilers in good working order
and receiving proper maintenance?

Yes [ ] No [

Notes:

CORRECTIONS
Low-con/No-ton

, Inspect and clean evaporator and
condenser coils on a regular basis.
Clean air intake louvers, filters,
and controls often. Replace filters
on a regular basis.
Caulk arottnd openings between
the unit and the wall or window.
Check for proper supply voltage
and current. Full input -require-
ments mtist be met to insure
efficient operation.
Maintain individual components in
accordance with applicable guide-
lines and manufacturer's recom-
mendations.,

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO:COST

Periodically insPect boilers for
scale deposits. The rear portion of
the boiler is most susceptible to
scale buildup which can greatly
reduce boiler efficiency. Heavy
scale buildup can damage the
boiler and other equipment.
Inspect the furnace and tubes for
deposits of soot, ash and slag. The
refactory surface on the boiler
should also be inspected. Soot

C48
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CHECKPOINT

Ares koiler controls set' properly
and in good opetring condition?

Yes [ No [

cvNotes: .101 .r.J7

decreases heat transfer and lowers
efficiency. Heavy%oot buildup
over,a short period of time indi-
catesa1pOor fuel-air mixture.
Clean' spot away and adjust
fuel/air ratio as required.
Monitor vent outlet temperature.
Unusually high temperature indi-
cates clogged tubes, which should
be cleaned.
Clean mineral deposits or corro-
sion from gas burners.
Inspect oil strainers on a regtilar
basis. Replace dirty strainers.

. Inspect oil nozzles or cups on a
regular basis. Clean if netcessary.
Treat water to minimize scaling.
Insiie"ct boiler insulation, refractory
masonry, and the boiler zasing
for hat spots and air leaks. Repair
and seal as necessary.

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

If stacks are iiot free of haze,
burner adjustment may be neces-
sary.

_Inspect control linkages for tight- -
ness. Adjust to eliminate slippage
or jerky movement.
Set aquastats at 100°F during_
shut-down.
Replace obsolete or seldom used
pressure vessels:
Install insulation on all units not
already well insulated.
Check and repair ail leaks at all
valves and fittings.

C-19' (
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. CHEC.60INTt

Arecorrect boiler operating pro-
cedures followed:

Yes [ ]

Notes:

No [ ]

Inspect oil pre-heaterg to insure
that oil temperatures are main-
tained in accordance with manu-
facturer's or oil supplier's recom-
mendations.
Inspect coal-fired stokers, grates =

and controls for effiCient opera-
tion. Unburned coal in the ash .
indiates incomplete combustion.
Inspect contacts and relays.
Inspect heating elements on a
regular basis. Replace as necessary.

Check controls for proper opera-
tion and calibration. Adjust as
necessary. -

.Turn off .pilot lights 'during
non-heating seasons and when
building will not be occupied for
long periods.

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Review operating procedures
when more than one boiler is
involved. Itis more efficient to
use one boiler instead of two at
half capacity, because Ifie more
units Used, the greate t e heat
less.
Monitor temperature and pressure
readings on a daily basis. Maintain ,

a so that normal levels can be
established and unusual conditions
can be 4detected and corrected.

, The firing rate should also be
noted.
Make sure that the fire is extin-
'Fished immediately when the
unit shufs down. If the fire
continues io burn, even'briefly,
fuel will be wasted. Repair or
replace solenoid valve to correct
the problem.

C-20
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Check bumei firing period ,for
compliance with specifications. If
the firing period is olit of spec, the
controls arelatilty or need adjust-
ment.

. CORRECTIONS
, LOW-COST/NO-COST

CHECKPOINT Check boiler stack temperature. It

Has the boiler stack output been
should not be mbe than 150°F

analyzed? .
higher than the steam temperature.

. .. - -,if the-hstack tenikrature ii execs- -

Yes [ ] No [ ]
'sive, adjustment of the fuel burner

- and/or tube cleaning is indicated.

Notes:
Flue gas analysis should be per-
'formed on a regular basii. Check
levels of oxygen, carbon monem-
ide and carbon dioxide. Oxygen
concentration should be no more
than 1 or.2 percent. There should
be no carbon monoxide present.
CO2 concentration should be
9-1:0%-for gas-fired units,
11.5-12.8% in units using No. 2
oil, and 13-13.8% units using No.
16 oil. .

. Maintain the lowest possible steam
pressures for supplying the radia-

1 tors.

, .
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CHECKPOINT
Are furnaces and other heaters
cleaned and maintained on a regular
basis? Do all units function prOperly?

Yes [ No [ 1

Notes:

CHECKPOINT
Are radiators, convectors, base-
board, and finned tube u4its
operated and maintained for effi-
cient operation?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Notes: 3-

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Clean heat exchanger surfaces on a
regular basis.
Check and adjust air-fuel mixture
on a regular basis.
Inspect burner coupling's and
linkages for proper fit. Itepair as
necessary.
Inspect casing for air leaks. Seal all
leaks.
Inspect and keep any insulation in
good yep air.
Follow guidelines for fan mil
motor maintenance.

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Move all obstructigns from around
wiits. Air flow is essential for
effkient heat exchange.
Make sure that hot air is vented
away from hydronic units.
Keep heat transfer surfaces clean..

C-22 .,
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CHECKPOINT
,Are all electric heaters functioning
properly? Are units inspected and

a regular basis?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Notes: 9,9

09 4.

CORREMIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Keep heat transfer surfaces clan
and unobstructed.

, . Keep obstructions away from
units to allow proper air flow.
Inspect fans, heating elements,
and controls on a 'regular basis.
Repair and replAce as necessary. '
Check reflectorg on infra-red heat-
ing- units'for proper beam direc-
tiokand reflectance. Clean ,reflec- .

\tors on a regular basis.,
Check for proper operating volt-./
age. Consult marrufacturePs litera-

-3 ture.

CHECKPOINT
Are hot and chilled water,distribu:
tion systems checked on a regular
basis?

Yes [

Notes :

No- [.

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Inspect and test controls for
proper operation. Adjuit, zePair,
or replace as necessary.
Inspect fittings and valves, for
leaks. Seal all leaks.
Check in-lihe instrumentation, for
accuracy and adjust als required.

. Inspect pipe insulation. RePlace
any worn or damaged insulation
after repairing any leaks.
Inspect and clean strainers on a
regular basis.

. Inspect heat exchangers. If alarge
temperature differpnce is noted, it
may indicate problems. Repair
any causes.
Inspect and clean vents on a
regular basis.

9/91
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CHECKPOINT CORRECTIONS
-kre pneumatic compressors inspected LOW-COST/NO-COST

and mainiained properly? Inspect 'fittings and connections
for air, leaks. Seal any leaks.

Yes [ ] No [ ] . Observe compressor operation.
Correct the cause(s) of unusual

.Notes: operation. If the compressor
seems to run excessively, there
may be a pressure loss in the
tank, controls or fittings.
Inspect air pressurg, in supply tank
and supply line pressure replators
for proper limits. Consult =nil-
facturer's literature.
Check belt tension and alignment.
Periodically inspeot filters and 6
replace as necessary.
Maintain motor in accordance
with manufacturer's recommenda-
tion.

CHECKPOINT CORRECTIONS
Are heat pumps maintained and LOW-COST/NO-COST
operated in an efficient manner? Keep air supply and return registers

unobstructed.
Yes ri No [ Check accuracy of thermostats

and recalibrate as necessary.
Notes: Replace filters on a regular basis:.

Follow manufacturer's recom:
mendations for maintenance.
Inspect ducts for air leaks: Seal
leaks with tape 'or caulk.
Inspect compressor ann refrigerant
lines for leaks. Seal° all leaks.

C-24
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CHiCKPOINT
Are all steam p ipes and distribution
controls in proper working order?

Yes [ ] No [

Notes:

CHECKPOINq
' have all steam traps been inspected?

Yes.1-

e Noths:
Ip

'No [

itt

a

,entsnsula;

CORRUTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Inv ect ion on piping and
other distribution compolt .

Repair and replace as necessary.
Check automatic temperature
controls and other controls to,
insure that the system is properly
regulated to meet heat' needs.
Inspect zone shut-off al es so
that steam will not go t unocc-
upied areas.
Inspect all valves and fittings.
Repair all leaks...,

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Inspect steamItraps for proper
operation. Trap failure can cause ,
a marked loss in system efficiency.
Several tests can be used to check
traps:
* Listen to trap to determine if it

Opens and closes when it should.
* Feel the trap on the down

stream side. If it is excessively
hot, it is passing steal, which
can be caused by dirt, excesiive
steam pressure, or a n*Ifunc- ,
tioning trap valve. Irit is
moderately hot, it is passing
condensate, and is functioning
properly. If. it is cold, it is not4r,
functioning at all.

* Cheek for bask pressUre on
downstream side.

* Check temperature of return
lines with. a surfnce pyrometer,
by measuring temperature drop
across the trap. Lack of temper-
ature drop indicates steam blow-

C-25
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CORRECTIONS
CHECKPOINT LOW-COST/NO-COST

Have all enery4quipment and . Notr the location o'f all equipment
a

controls bee located? and controls.
: Locate all environmentally sensi-q

Yes [ ] No [ j tive equipment in a common area
. if practicable:

Notes:

a

)

I
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C. HOT An CHILLED WATER

CHECKPOINT
Are hot water temperatures
correctly regulated?

Yes [ ] , No [ r

,.

1,

Notes: .

I.

tHECKPO]NT
Are,energy and water conservation
practices observed?

1

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Notes:
/

\

s

,

-- ,-
-

Iter

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Check setting on water heaters.
Add a cyclink timer to electric
water heaters to regulate use in
accordance with demand.
If.hot water is circqlated by a
pump, turn pump off when hot
water is not needed.
Regulate water temperature
according to use-105°F for hand
washing and bathing-140°F for

- dishwashing.

CORRECTIONS'
LOW-COST/NOCOST

Place flow restrictors in shower
headi and hot water faucets.
Inspect all pipes, fittings, faucets,
and connectors. Repair any leaks.
Inspect all hot water regulators
and controls. Repair and replace

_

as necessary.
All hot ,water tanks and pipes
should be insulated, especially
if they are in unheated, unin-
sulated space. Add or repair
insulation as necessary.
Replace existing hot water faucets
with spray type or flow restricting
faucets. Consider installing spring-
handled hot water taps, vo

Deactivate water heaters, includ-
ing the pilot lights; when they aie
not needed for an extended
period. ,
Disconnect refriger,ation on water
cooleri.

,

}

,
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IN.

Discontinue treatment of drinking
water if possible.

CAPITAL EXPENSE
Relocate water heaters so they are
adjacent to the point of use.
Consider installing a water heat
recovery system on the air condi-
tioner.

.0

CHECKPOINT CORRECTIONS
Have all tanks, pipes and fittings LOWCOSTINO.COST
been inspected?. Inspect for leaks. Repair as

necessary.
Inspect insulation on tanks and
exposed pipes. Repair or add
insulation as required.

,.- Inspect and test controls for
proper operation. Adjust, repair or
replace as necessary.
Check in-line instruments for
accuracy. Adjust, repair or replace
as necessary. ,

Inspect and clean strainers on a
regular basis.

. Inspect heat exchangers. If a
large temperature difference is
noted, it may indicate air binding,
clogged strainers, or.scale buildup.
Determine cause(s) and correct
Inspect and clean vents on a
regular basis. Clogged vents

, Z restrict air elimination, reducing
System efficiency.

yes [ 1 No [ 1

,H.c...,

Notes:

-,.....--
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D. LIGHTING

1. PATTERN OF USE MODIFICATIONS

CHECKPOINT
Is artifical lighting used in au effi-
cient manner?

Yes [ ] No [ I

Notes:

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Use natural light to the maximum
practicable extent.
Place "lights off" signs near
switches.
Keep windows and skylights clean
to maximize light transmission.
Establish a lighting usage program
which includes atIghting schedule
corresponding to occupancy
patterns. Use only the number of
lights necessary and make sure
that the lights are off when not in
use.
Move desks closer to sQurces of
natural light. Group desks so
diat they can take advantage of
natural light and luminaires. It is
cheaper to move desks than it is to
move lights.
Arrange work so that sidewall
daylight crosses at right angles.

C-29
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2. LUMINAIRE MAINTENANCE
..4-

CHECkPOiNT
Are lamps and fixtures*selected and
maintained for energy' efficiency?

Yes [ No [

Notes:

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NOCOST

Use lower voltage lamps as replace-
ment when light output is aCcept-
able. For example, a 35-watt
fluorescent lamp uses 20% less
energy than a 40-watt lamp.
Keep lamps and reflective surfaces
clean.
Clean walls and ceilings on' a,/
regular basis.
Remove unnecessary lamps and
ballasts.
Replace defective ballasts with the
high efficiency type..
Avoid using "long-life" bulbs.
They are not efficient.
Clean lenses and shielding in
fixtures.
Keep windows clean to maximize
light transmiision.

CAPITAL EXPENSE

Repaint walls with light, reflec-
tive colors.
Replace light fixtures with more
efficient units.
Install automatic lighting
controls.
Install dimmers in classrooms.

C-30
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ILLUMINATION LEVELS

CHECKPOINT CORRECTIONS

Are lighting levels makiained that LOW.COST/NO.COST

are, appropriate for the task and Using a light meter, adjust lighting

energy efficiency? levels by removing lamps and
fixtures as required. Use dimmers

Yes [ No [ 1

Notes:
.

where installed.

CAPITAL EXPENSE
Replace old fixtures with more
efficieht types.
Reprace lamps where they are
operating at 70% of their origin
output, as measured by a li

meter.
Add switches and tim rs, or
photo cells, to provide greater
control over lighting.

Repaint walls using light, reflective
colors.

z
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E. FACILITY UTILIZATION

SCHEDULING

, . " CHECKPOINT
Is facility iise planned for maximum
efficency?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Notes:

01.

CHECKPOINT
Has the interior space of the facility
,been evaluated and adjusted from
the perspective of energy use?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Notes:

a

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COSTS

Schedule cleaning and maintenake
activities during Itylight hours,

t whenever possible.
Consolidate activities to reduce
building usage.
When rescheduling is not possible,
use lights and equipment only in
areas where personnel are working.
Reduce thermostat settings to 500
F during the heating season, when k
the building is unoccupied.
Turn off all air conditioning units
whenever the building is unoccu-
pied.

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Adjutt schedules so rooms are in
continuous use.
Eliminate tasks and instructional
elements that consamo excessivz
amounts of energy'.
Turn off' he'ating and cooling
system, dr turn off registers in

pied areas if nothing in,
Oat .space will be 'aciversely
affected.
Evaluate instructional programs
add schedule room 'use to reduce

s energy consumption.
Examine the tasks. and instruc-
tional elements of curriculum
programs, and,..incoriiaate energy

I lessons.
Reduce heating and cooling ,

d.s of unoccupied areas
with propriate control systems.

.
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If 2. OCCUPANT HABITS

CHECKPOINT
Have all personnel been instructed to
implement specific conservation st,

measures?

ires [] No [].

Notes: r

CHECKPOINT.
Are all personnel, aware: cif ..tie
importancp of conserv-mg 'energy? .

Yes [-]

Notes: ' t
, .

No ]

4

CORRECTION'S
LOW-COST/NO-COST

Instruct staff about specific con-
servation measures by distributing
checklists. - (See Appendix C.)
Post thermostat temperature set-
ting reminders.
Instruct staff to keep windows
and doors closed while heat or air
conditioning is on.

0

CORRECTIONS
LOW-COSTINd-COST

Offer in-service training to instruct;
personnel about the impigtince or
conserving energy,
Use placards-1nd signs to remfrid
personnel about conservation
techniques.
Keep the building occupants
informed about the energy conser-
vation,guidelines.
InstituteApreventive maintenance
training program.

C-33
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RECOMMENDED'EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

,*

If an energy emergency is declared, every schoCil distrfct should considetthe
following actions. Some of these actions require suspension of State Board
Regulations, Florida Statutes, or Federal Regulations. Proper authority must
be granted before these actions can be implemented.

Stage I - Moderate Energy Emergency 3
*

Facilities *

4)Serve cold lunches and breakfasts only.

Avoid serving site-prepared lunches.

N

MP

Limit all extracurricular air-conditioned, heated, lighted events.
,.

Taal shutdown on evenings, weekends, and hdlidays.when unoccupied,
except for freeze protection.

.' Turn on air-conditioning one half hour after beginnAng.of school and
off one half hour before closing, if the temperature isabove 800.

Set thermostats at 78-80°F for cooling; 65-80°F for heating.
." ^

Redjice lighting to 50 foot candles in all areas.

'

..

Eliminate hot waier showers. 1

\

Reduce (mechanical) outside air ventilation to,4 cfm.

Transportation .....*,-

"Eliminate transportation of less than 2 miles.
i

Eliminate non-instructional transported fiqld trips.
i

Limit transported instructional field trips.

,.

1

Liiiiit all out-of-town exi.racurricular activities in districts with fiveor
morc schools. ....

.

I
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Transport students to the nearest appropriate school center.

Increase diStances between bus..stops.

Restrict out-of-county travel dnd curtail in-county travel.

Transport school petsonnel on school buses on a space-available basis.

Calendar and Instruction

Restrict driver's education to classroom training.

Establish plan for 4=day school wee)c wittvextended hours.
V

Waive 180-day rule for a 300 minu,te day and plan for a 250 minute
day (hold FTE harmkss).

Consolidate programs in central centers.

Curtail adult and community education classes to points Yvhere
energy efficiency is acriterion and limit summer and adult school to
compensatory, promotions programs.

Schedule vacations ,so entire buildings can be Plosed. Schedule,closings
dui:ing periods of high energy need.

.
Provide in-seivice energy emergency training for school staff.

Place greater emphasis on energy conservatiK in the instructional
program.

Stage II - Serious Energy Emergency

Facilities

',Reduce lighting to 30 foot candles or less.

Reduce medhanicai ventilation to 3 cfm.

Eliminate air conditioning in schools. with operational windows.



Transportation

Suspend court-ordered busing for desegration.

Eliminate-all-transported-fjeld-tripst

Establish a minimum load per unit based on fuel efficiency.
?

65

Establish a ride-sharing prograni for students, parents andtfaculty.
1.....

Calendar and Instruction

Declare a 4-day school week.

Reduce instructiOnal day to 250 minutes.

Eliminate adult and community school programs.

Eliminat energy-intensive programs.

Establisfi comprehensive high schools.

Centralize in-service programs. Use ITV and group leaders.

Establish a "hold harmless" on all FTE funding.

Guidelines for Building Shutdown

; Locate all mechanical, gas, oil, and electric equipment a nd appliances.
Disconnect all electric items aJl&make sure pilot lights ire extinguished

on gas and oil burners.

irepare all equipment and appliances for storage in accordance with
manufacturer's recommendations.

Insure that all items have been removed from refrigerators and freezers.
If somejicns in laboratory refrigerators can not be Moved ;afely,

con Kier disposal, following proper procedures.

Remove water from all water-carrying systems, including radiators
'on standbY generators and other equipment if freeze protection has

not been provided.
/
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Close an s e all windows altU doors;

Disconnect all emelgency lights so tilat they wilaot burn needlessly ,

and deplete ,their battery charge.

Throw main powerswitchesoff.
rbr

:mai

Place any remaining fuel sUpplie's (Oil arid bottled gas) undei lock
'key. Consider.ranoving all remaining supplies to a central location to

, prevent loss. . ,

,
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ASHRAE Handbook of Fundarnvntals, 1972. New York: itherispan Society
of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers, Inc., ,1974.

Ihis handbook explains the functiOn and design of all types of HVAC
systems. It includes information that will be helpful when testing, balancing,
and maintaining HVAC systems.

Available from the Florida State Library: Clap number 697 AME.

111 Baron, Stephen L., P.E., Ed. Manual of Energy Saving in Existing Buildings
and Plants, Vol. 1. Facility Operation and Maintenante. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979.

This book expla ins the energy management process in the industrial setting.
Many of the operating procedures covered in this b6ok are applicable to
schools because the energytusini-systems are often identical to those installed
in industrial or commercial facilities. it*

Available from the Florida State Universitylibr
B84 B37.,

Dervin, Ronald.and Carol Nic
Michigan: Structures Publishin

: Call number TJ1635

7.`

to Cut Your Enetry Bills. FarmiNton,
mpany, 1979.

This little book is oriented toward thihomeowner. Out many of the suxes-
tions contained in if are very useful in the schoOl setting. Many of them have
been included in this handbook.

Available from the Florida State Ioibtary: Call number 644 DER.+

Dubin, Fred S. and Chalmers G. Long, Jr., Energy Conservation Standards.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978.

4

This -wotrk discusses various standards in, the area of building design, climate
control and lighting as they relate to energy conservation. It may be reviewed
before evaluating plans for new construction or remodeling projects.

4,

Available from the Florida State ikiiversity Library: Call number TJ163.5
'1384 D79.

4
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Dumas, Lloy'd J., he Conservcition Response. New York: D.c. Heath and
Co., 1976.

This book examines the conservation response, e.g., the ways in.whia institu-
tions, including government and industry, must respond to energy shortages
and environmental crises. It would make excellent reading for advanced high
gchool social studies classes..

Available -from the Florida State LiVary: Call number 621 DUM.

Haines, Yacowy., ed. Energy Auditing and Conservation. Washington,
D.C.: Hemisphere Publishing Corporation, 1980.

This-book describes the energy auditing process. It may be reviewed by
the members of the energy, auclit teams so that they may better, understand
the method and goals of an Energy Audit.

Available frbin the Florida State University Librany: Call number TJ163.5
V6116, 1979.

Here Comes The Sun, 1981. Houlder, Colorado: Joint Venture, Inc., 1975.

This little book examines a series of very innovative solar designs conceived
by a group of architects and visionaries. It makes interesting reading.
-should be of interest to high school 'art and architecture teachers and
students.

Available from the Florida State University Library: Call number T117413
J64, 1975.

Jones, Philip G. "...To Help Your School Cope With The Energy Crisis",
The American School Board, Vol. J61, No. 1 (January 1974), p. 30.

'This article 'points out the need for schools to take steps to cope with
4111 the energy crisis. When this article was written, energy management wa's

a brand new concept, but it still indicis the necessity of planning and,
management to cope witn enetgry shortag ,

E-2
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'ID Landsberg, Dennis R. and Ronald Stuart. Improving Energy Efficieny in .

Buildings. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1980.

This book describes strategic/ for improving energy efficiency through
retrofit and energy-efficient new design.

Available from the Florida State University Library: Call number TJ163.5
B84 L36.

---------- --

Roose, Robert W., P.E., ed. Handbook of Energy Conservation for Mechani-
cal Systems in Buildings. New_ York: Van Nostrad Reinhold Co., 1978.

This technical manual describes how energy can be conserved by modifying
mechanical systems and implementing improved.maintenance practices. This
book should be useful to buildinyuperintendents and engineers.

Available from the Florida State University Library: Call number 696
HAN.

s

Smith, Craig B., ed. Efficient Electricity Use. New York: Pergamon Press,
Inc., 1976. /
This enormous book covers all phases of electrical use. It includes standards
and procedures for improving the efficiency of all sorts of electrical items.
The sections on lighting should be very helpful when lighting modifications

. ,
are to be analyzed.

4
*

4.

DOCUMENTS
1

The following documents were reviewed, during the preparation of this
handbook. Many of them include plans developed by school districts and
other states for energy management programs. The best features of these
plans were incorporated in this handbook. Copies may be available from
the publishing organization.

\
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Broward County Energy Conservatton Program. Tallahassee: State of Florida,
Department of Education, Office of Environmental Education, 1976.

Broward County Energy Conservation Progranft Broward County School

Board, 1978. ' ......'

t

Comprehensive Program and Plan for Federal Energy Education Extension
and Information Activities. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Energy,

Assistant Secretary for Conservation and SolaT Applications, Office of
State and Local Programs, Office of State Grants Program, 1978.

Draft Contingency Plan for School Districts. Tallahassee: State of Florida,
GoVernor's Office, Office of Emergency Planning. (Unpublished).

'
Energy Conservation. Clay County Public Schools, 1979-1980. 45

Energy Conservation and Heating Handbook. Raleigh: State of North
Carolina, Office of the Controller, Division of Plant Operation of the North

/ Carolina State Board of Educati 974.

Energy Conservation and Management Plan. Okaloosa County. School Board,

1980.

Energy Conservation and Management Program for the Superintendentl
Office,.Brantley County Schoof System. The Southeast GeorgiaArea Plan-

ning and Development Commission, Management Services Division, 1977.

. .
-,

Energy Conservation, Lee County Public Schools. Tallahassee: State of
Florida, Department of Administration, State Energy Office, 1978-79.

Enerky Conservation Plan. Madison County Public School Board, 1979.

Energy Conservation. Seminole County School Board, 1978.

An Energy Conservation Handbook for Orange County School District.
Orlando, Florida: Orange County, 197.9.

Energy CoAfervation Plan. Sumter County School Board, 1979-80.

Energy Management. Jacksonville: Duval County Public Schools (First

Draft).
fr

I
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Energy Management. Miami: Dade County Public Schools.

Energy Management for School Administrators, Columbus, Ohio: Ohio
Department of Education.

I,

Energy Management Handbook for Public Schools (First Draft). Tallahassee:
State of Florida, Department of Administration, State Energy Office,
1978.,

Energy Management Plan. Indian River County School Board, 1980.

Energy Management Plan. Montgomety: State of Alabama, Department of
Education, Bulletin No. 24, 1980.

Energy Management'Plan of the Holmes County Public Schools. Tallahassee:
State of Florida, Department of Education, Office of Environmental Educa-
tion.

,

Energy Management Plan of the Liberty County Public Schools. Tallahassee:
State of Florida, Department of Education% Office of Environmental Educa-

4
TP tiOn.

Florida Energy Conservation Manual. Tallahassee: State of Florida, Depart-
ment of General Services, Division of Building Construction and Property
Management. .

. 1 .

Florida Life Cycle Analysis Manual. Tallahassee: State of Florida, Depart-
ment of Gcncralkervites, Division of Building Construction and Property
Management:

Interim Florida Energy Emergency Contingency Plan. Tallahassee: Governor's
Energy Office (Unpublished).. -

The Local Energy Program Manual for SchoOl Administrators. Raleigh:
North Carolina Department of Education, 1980. ...

Making Cents of Your Energy Dollar. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Encrgy, Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Solar Applications, Instifu-
tignal Building Grants Program Division.

c

Managing Brevards Energy. Brevard County School Board, 1980.
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North Carolina Department of Educatiqn Energy Conservation Plan. Raleigh:,
North Carolina Department of Education, 1976.

1 ..Okeechobee County School System Energy Conservation Plan. Okeechobee
County School Board, 1978.

4

PaIM Beach County Utility Managemeint Program. Palm Beach, Florida: Palm
pBeach County, 1977.

SEED: Schoolhouse Energy Efficiency Demonstration. Houston: Tenneco,
Inc., Public Affairs Dep ent.

South Carolina Energy kanagement Policy. ND.
4

The State Educational Agency and Energy Conservation in Educational
Facilities, Colorado. Building Systems Information Clearinghouse. Educa-

. 1.tional Facilities Laboratories, Inc., November 5, 1974.. .

System Sava Through,Energy Management. Palatka, Florida: Northeast
Florida Educational Consortuim.

Texas Energy Conservation Program: Schools. N.D.

Total Energy Management. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce.
N.D.

.. Total School Energy Management Program. Washington, D.C. U.S Depart-
ment .of Energy. N.D.
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This handbook 'Cm been arranged so that-the Energy Management Coordi-
nator may distribute selected portions among the school system's personnel.
The following index identifies some of ihe &pia covered by the handbook
that would be addressed by different individuals. Because the structure of
the energy management program will vary from district to district, and some
individuals may perPorm more than one function, the following index may
be used as a guide for identifying those portions of the handbook that
should be revie ed bcr personnel from the various functional areas.

CURRICULVM DIRECTOR Page No.

Development of.Mission Statement 1-3--1-5,
4-3

Participation on-Energy Management Committee 1-2

Participation on Energy Management Teain r 1-5 "

*Planning 4-1--4-6,
"4'40-4-17

Impiementáti, on 4-17-4-22

Monitoring,and Evaluation 4-22:4-23 .
A

Energy E ucation 5-1--5-8
?.

Emergency Contingency Measures 6-1--6-6,
Pendix p

. -3.

4

.. F-1

4.

I.
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FACILITY MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL Page No.

Development of Mission Statement 1-3--1-5,
4-3

Participation on Energy Management Committee 1-3

Participation on. Energy Management Team 1-5

Implementatign of Immediate Action Checklists Appendix B
(B-11--12)

Completion of Building rofile 2-1,
Appendix A

Inventory an ription 2-2

Energy Usepata Collection P 2-2--2-8

' Data Analysis, Energy Use Index 2-8--2-10,
Appendix A

.
Completion of Energy Audit 4 6--4-10,

Appendix C

Planning 4-1-4-6.
.. 4-10-4-17

Implementation 4-17-4-22

Monitoring and Evaluation 4-22-4-23

/0

fit
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FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL Page No.,
N.

Development of Mission Statement
4-3

Participation on Energy, Management Committee 1-2

Participation on Energy Management Team 1-5

linplementation of Immediate Action Checklists Appendix B
(B43--B-15)

Completion of Building Profile 2-1,
Appendix, isi\:*

Inventory and Descrip-tion 2-2,
Appendix A,

Completion of Energy Audit 4-6--4-10,
Appendix C

PARENTS Page No.

Development of Mission Statement 1-31-1-5

Participation on Energy Management Committee 1-3

Participation on Energy Management Team 1-5

Iniplementation of Immediate Action Checklists Appendix B .

(B-20)

F-3
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PRINCIPALS Page No.

Development of Mission Statement 1-3--1-5,
4-3

Participation on Enp-gy Management Committee . ,., 1-2

Participation on Energy Management Team 1-5.
Implementation of Immediate Attion Checkfists 2-1,

. 2-11-2-12,
Appendix B

Operational Practices 3-10-344

Completion of Building Profile
,

2-1,
J.

Appendix A
Inventory and Description 2-2

Energy Use Data Collection 2-2--2-8

Data Analysis, Energy Use Index 2-8-2-10,
Appendix A

Completion of Energy Audit
,

, 4-6-4-10,
Appendix C

, Planning 4-1--4-6,
4-10--4-17

i Implementation 4-17--4-22

, Monitoring and Eialuation i-22-4-23.,

..-
Enetgy Education 5-1--5-8

Emergency 6ontingency Measures 6-1--6-6,
Appcndix D

. 41.
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PROCUREMENT DIRECTOR Page No.

Development of Mission Statement 1-3--1-5
4-3-

Participation on Energy Management Gommittee 1-3 .

Participation on Energy Management Team 1-5

OPerational Practices 3-26-334

Planning t, 4-1--4-6,
I 'N .4-10-4-q ,

rpkmentationi
i

'4-17'--4-22

' 4-22-4-23'---------__,
Monitoring.and aPahfatio n

/

STU ENTS Page No.

Devel pment of Mission Statement' 1-3--1-5,
4-3

pation oJ igy Management Compittee

Participation on Energy Management Team 1-5

.4 Implementatiorwf Immediate Aqion Checklists Appendix 13
v.

f
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S.

SUPERINTENDENT Page No.,

Development of Mission Statement ,. ; 1-3-1-5,
:' ,, 4-3

Participation on Energy Management Committee ,. ' 1-2

arti4p4ion on Energy Management Team a. . , 1-5

eratIorial Practices 3-1--3-38

Planning 4-1--4-6,
4-10-4-17

Irnplement4tion 4-17-4-22

...Monitoring and Evaluation 4-22-4-23

Energy Education 5-1--5-8

Emergency Contingency Measures 6-1-6-6, r

I Appendix D



TEACHERS Page No.

Development of Mission Statement 1-3-1-5,
4

4-3

Participation on Energy Management Committee 1-2

Participation on Energy Management Team 1-5

IMplementation of Immediate Action Checklists Appendix B
(B-3B-101 .

Operational Practices 3-10-3-14

Energy Education 5-1-5-8

v
\_

TRANSPORTATION DIRECTOR Page No.

D'evelopment of Mission Statement 1-3--1-5

Participation on Energy Management Cornmittee

Participationton Energy Management Team
t

1-6

Impfementation of Immediate Action Checklists Appendix B
(B-16B-18)

Operational Practices 3-14--3-26

*arming 4-1--4-6,
4-10-4-17

IXementati'on

Monitoring and Evaluation

4-17-4-22,

4-22-4-23

Em rgency Contingency Measures 6-1--6-6,
Appendix D

F-7
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SCHOOL DISTRI,CT CON;PACT PERSONS

FOR ENERGY EDUCATION

Superintendents

ALACHUA ,

Dr. Walter L. Sickles
1817 E. University Ave.
Gainesville 32601
(904)373-5192

BAKER

Tim Starling
392 S. Boulevard East
Macclenny 32063
(904)259-6251

BAY

Pete Holman
P. 0. Drawer 820
Panama' City 32401
(904)769-1431

BRADFORD

Thomas L. Casey, Jr.
582 No. Temple Ave.

-ti Starke 32091
(904)964-6800

BREVARD

Robera. Blpbaugh
1260 S. Florida Ave.
Rockledge 32955
(305)631-1911

,

11.

Curikplum

.:

Dr. Joseph Wood ''' ..- '' --/

1817 E. University Ave.
Gainesville 32601
(904)373-5192

-

Tim Starling44
P. 0. Box 465
Macdenny 32063
(904)259-2351

i

Harvey H. Casey
1855 Liddon Rd.
Panama City 32401
(904)769-1431

Jerry McGriff
Bradford High
Starke 32091
(904)964-8732

Dave MurfaY
474 S. Florida Ave.
Ockledge 32955
(605)631-1911

Management

Gerald R. Manuel
1817 E. University Ave.
Gainesville 32601
(904)373-5192 .

-
Michael Yarbrough
392 So. Boulevard E.
Macdenny 32063
(904)259-6251

William J. Slocumb
P. 0. Drawer 820
Panama City 32401
(904)769-1431

Lennard B. Register
582. N. Temple Ave.
Starke 32091
(904)964-6800

John W. Fletcher
1260 S. Fla. Ave.

Titusville 32780
(305)631-1911

4
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BROWARD ,
f

Dr. William T. Mc Fatter,
P. 0. Box 5408
Ft. Lauderdale 33310
(305)765-6000

CALHOUN

Howard Johnson
425 E. Central Ave.
Blountstown 32424
C904)674=8733

CHARLOTTE

James B. Lawless
1016 Education Ave.
Punta Gorda 33950
(813)63Q-2121

CITRUS r
4

Roger Weaver
1507 W. Main St.
Inverness 32650
(904)726-1931

CLAY

Jesse Tynes, Jr.
P.O. Box 488 -

Green aove Springs 32043
(904)284-3041

-

_COLLIER

Dr. Thomas L. Richey
3710 Estey' Ave.
Naples 3394Z
(813)774-3460

Dr. Paul Bethune
5440 Plantation Road .

,Plantation 33317
(305)765-639,7

.
Dr. Andrew Ramsey
626 N. Main
Blountstown 32424
(904)674-8734

Mary Nell Gunter
1016 Education Ave.
Punta Gorda 33950
(813)639-2121

,

, John H. Headlee
1507 W. Main Street
Inverness 32650
(904)726-1931

Walter L. Brock
P. 0. Box 488
Green Cove Springs 32043
(904)284-3041

/

Donald Thompson
3710 Estey Ave.
Naples 33942
(813)774-3460

..

i
. Xenneth Russ .

3810 N.W. 10th Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale 33309
(305)765-6000 ,

If'
,

Frank Guiford
425 E. Central Ave. G-20
Blountstown 32424
(904)674-8733

Leon P. Darsey
10-16 Education Ave

% Punta Gorda 33950
(813)639-2121

Charles P. Hayes
1507 W. Main St.
Inverness 32650
(904726-1931

Joseph Elliott
900 Walnut Street
Green Cove Springs 32043
(904)284-3O41

kobert C. Wilson
3710 E§tey Ave.
Naples 33942
(813)774-3460
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COLUMBIA

Dr. Silas Pittman :*Dr. Rose Smitil Dr. Otis Houston
P. O. Box 1148 P. O. Box 1148 P. 0:Box 1148
Lake City 2055 Lake City 32055 L*e City 32055
(904)752-0787 (904)752-7812 (904)752-078'7

DADE'

Dr. Leonard Britton
1410 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami 3'3132
(305)350-3268'

DEsofo
a.

Harriet Ehrhard
'1410 N.E. 2nd Ave.
MiaMi 132
(305)350-3506

.-.

... hn R. Gambrel Dennis Koch Dennis Koch
P. 0. Drawer 1460 P. O. Drawer 1460 P. 0. Drawer 1460
Arcadia 33821 . Arcadia 33821 Arcadia* 33821

(813)494-4222 . (813)49442.22 (813)4544222
I.

Edward C. Kenny
1410 N.E. 2ud Ave.
Miami 33132
(305)350-3275

`1.

_DIXIE

H. Allen Harden
P. 0. Box G
Cross,City 32,628
(904)498-305

DUVAL

Herb Sang
1325 San Marco Blvd.
Jacksonville 32207
(904)633-6350

ESCAMB IA

Bill Rains
Box 3-B
Cross City 32628
(904)498-3770

N. Dr. William Frar
1325 San Marco Blvd.
Jacksonville 32207
(904)633-6170

4

' Lloyd Jones
Box K
Crass City 32628
S904)493231.

Donald Bulat
Mge. Custodial Service
3704 Liberty St.
Jacksonville 32206
(904)633-6034

Charles Stakes Roy L. Hyatt A. J. Schultheis I

P. S. Box 1470 207 E. Main St. \'' 215 W. Garden St.
PensacOla 32597 , Pensacola 32051 ' Pensacola 32501
(904)432-6121 (904)438-1140 (904)432-6121

.. .

. .
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1
FLAGLER

Richard Wells
P. 0. Box 755
Bunnell 32010
(904)437-3327

kalph Miller.
: P. a. Box 755

Bunnell 32010
(904)437-3327

FRANKLIN

Robert J. Darii
P. 0. Drawer 70
Apalachicola 32320
(904)653-8835

GADSDEN

Grintlle E. Bishop
P. O. Box 818
Quincy i32351
(904)627-9651

GILCHRIST

Ray E. Thomas
P. O. Box 67
Trenton 32693
(904)463-2331

*GLADES

Lester Mensch
P. 0. Box 459
Moore Haven 33471

- (813)946-0323

GULF

Catherine Floyd
P. 0. Box 70
Apatachicola 32320 -1

(904)653-8134

Dr.Jacob'E. Till
P. O. Box 818
Quinct 32351,
(904)627-9651'

Carl Williams
P. 0, Box 67

. Trenton 32693
(904)463-2196

B. Walter Wilder
P. 0. Box 969
Port St. Joe 32456
(904)229-6124

Jahn Holbrook
P. 0. Box 97
Moore Haveu 33471
(813)946-2941

Laura A. Geddie
P. 0. Box "G"
Plit St. Joe 32456
(904)229-6124

Coy Harris .
P. O. Box 355
Bunnell 32010
(904)437-3327,

J. Hunter Page
P. P. Drawer 70
Apalachicola 32320
(904)653-8835

Pugh Yourig
P6). Box 818
Quincy 32351
(904)627-9651

. Raymond Avery
P. 0. Box 67
Trenton 32693
(904)463-2331

Eugene Roux
P. 0. Box 459
Moore Haven' 33471
(813)946-2941

Harrell E. Holloway
P. 0. Box 969
Port St. Joe, 32456
(904)229-6124

G-4
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HAMILiON

FreEls D. Greene
131a. pox 105-9
Jasper 32052
(904)7924228

James B. Coc
P. 0. Box 1059
Jasper 32052 .

(904)792-1228I )

HARDEE

John E. Terr'ell John W. Maddox
P. 0. Box 757 P, O. Box 757
Waychula 33873 Wauchula 33873
(813)73-9058 (813)7a3-6776

HENDRY

James C. Edwards
P. 0. Box 787
LaBelle 33935
(813)&75-0606

HERNANDO

Dr. James K. Austin
919 U.S. 41 North
Brooksville 33512
(904)796-6761

HIGHLANDS

Billy C. Cason
426 School St.
Sebiing 33870
(813)382-1121

HILLSBOROUGH

Dr. Raymond Shelton
P. O. Box 3408
Tampa 33601
(813)223-2311

Linda Ta.yds
475 E. Osceola Atile.

Clewiston 3344-0
(813)675-0606

Roger R. Landers
919 U.S. 41 North
Brooksville 33512
(904)796-6761

Richard R. Farmer
426 School St.
Sebring 33870
(813)382-1121

Michael Mullins
707 E. Columbus Dr.
Tampa 33601
(813)228-8666

J. Charles Jones
P. O. Box 1059
Jasper 32052
(904)792-2849

Hilton Williams
P. 0. Box 757
Wauchula 33873
(813)77S-6776

James C. Edwards, Supt.
475 E. Osceola Ave.
Clewiston 33440
(813)675-0606

Roger R. Landers
919 U.S. 41 North
Brooksville 33512
904)796-6761

Walt Shirley
426 School St.
Sebring 33870
(813)382-1121

Stanley J. Domal
P. 0. Box 3408
Tampa 33601
(813)272-4112

G-5
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HOLMES

Johnnie J. Collins, Jr.
201 N. Oklahoma Sf.
llonifay 32425_
(904)547-3822

INDIAN RIVER

Dr. James A. Burns
P.CLBoxj2648
Ntek:o-Yeach 32960
(30a)567-7165

JACKSON

Robert E. Childs
P. 0. Box 809
Marianna 32446
(904)526-2573

JEFFERSON

Desmond M. Bishop
P. 0. Box 499
Monticello 32344
(904)997-3562

LAFAYETTE

Randall Hewitt
P. O. Box 58
Mayo 32066
(904)294-1351

LAKE

Carl Pettitt
201 W. Burleigh Blvd.
Tavares 32778
(904)343-3531

-,

Mrs. Frances Fleming
201 N. Oklahoma St.
Bonifay 32425
(904)547-3426

Dr. Jackson McAfee
P. 0. Box 2648
Vero Beach 32960
(305)567-7165

Thomas Melvin
P. 0. Box 809
Marianna 32446
(904)526-2573

Orvis Day
P. 0. Box 499
MonticellO 32344
(904)997-3562

Delores Ceraso
Box 107
Mayo 32066
(904)294-1616

Jack Davis
201 N. Oklahoma St.
Bonifay 32425
(904)547-2761

Tildon Davis
P. 0. Box 2648
Vero Beach. 32960
(305)567-7165

Joan Patterson
P. 0. Box 809
Marianna 32446
(904)526-2573

Steve Foland
P. 0. Box 499
Monticello 32344
(904)99,/-3562

Hal Thomas
P. 0. Box 58
Mayo 32066
(904)294-1351

J. Leon Hamilton Nolan,Huffer
. 201 W. Burleigh Blvd. 201 W. Burleigh Blvd.
Tavares 32778 Tavares 32778 .

(904)343-3531 (904)343-3531
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LEE

Ray V. Pottorf William Hamm'ond
2055 Central Ave._ 5456 Parker Ave.
Ft. Myers 33901 Ft. Myers 33901
(813)3$4-1102 (813)334-19)33

'LEON
,

Charles Cod& 'Daphne Kallenborn
2757 .W. Pensacola St. 2757 W. PensacoleSt.
Tallahassee 32304 Tallahassee 32304
(904)576-8111 (904)576..8111

LEVY

Francis itowell
P. 0. Box 128
Bronson 32621
(904)486-2151

LIBERTY

Jerry M. Johnson
P. 0. Box 428
Bristol 32321
(904)643-2275

MADISON

Randall M. Buchanan
P. 0. Box 449
Madison 32340
(904)973-4081

MANATEE

Dr. William Bashaw
P. 0. Box 9069
Bradenton 33506
(8k3)746-5171

Dr. Frank Reeves
P. 0. Box 128
Bronson 32621
(904)486-2138

Ferrell yahlquist
P. 0. Box 428
Bristol 32321
(904)643-6553

Imojean Smith
Madison Middle School
Madison 32340
(904)973-2208

Richard L. Prickett
2055 Ccntral Avg.
Ft. Myers 33901
(813)33431102

John Chason, Jr.
2757 W. Pensacola St.

Tallahassee 32304
(904)576-8111

Sid Arrington
P. O. Box 128
Bronsoli 32621
.(904)486-2912

A

4011

Jerry M. Johnson, Supt. -
P. 0. Box 428
Bristol 32321
(904)032275

Wayne Coody
P. 0. Box 449
Madison 32340'
(904)973-4081

Robert B. Kitzmiller
P. 0. Box 9069
Bradenton 33506
(813)746-5171

Robert Forney
P. 0. Box 9069
Bradenton 3350,6
(813)746-5171
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MARION

H. Leon Rogers
P. O. Box 670
Ocala 32670.
(904)732-8041

MARTIN

V. James Navitsky
P. 0. Box 1049
Stuart 33494
(305)287-6101

'MONROE

Armando Henriquez
P. 0. Drawer ,I430
Ke/Xest 3t040
(165)296-6523,

NNSSAU

1

b

Wiley C. Kerlin
P. O. Box 670
Ocala 32670
(904)732-8041

Eugene & Debus
500 E. Ocean Blvd.
Stuart 33494
(305).287-6400. # 22

Betty Cox
242 White St.
Key West 43040

. (305)294-1379

Craig Marsh
209 Cedar St.
FernanAina geaCh 32034
(904)261-5761.

OKALOOSA

'MaX Bruner, Jr.
Okaloosa aunty Courthouse
Crestview 32536
(904)682-5102 .

OKEECHQBEE

Dr. Andrew J. Knight
100 S.W.Fifth Ave.
OkeechpbeC 33472
(813)763-3157

Lewis Bean
209 Cedar St.
Fernandina Beach 32034
(904)261-5761

-IN*,
,Joe W. Stanton

120 Lowery Place, S.E.
Ft. Walton Beach 32548
(904)244-2161

,.-
Dr:Rick Fey
100 S.W. Fifth Ave.
Okeechobee 33472
(813)763-31,57 '

)

t

JiM Revell
P-0_11ax._,EN

. . Ocala 32670
, (904)732-8041

i

' John C. Gray `
500 E. Ocean,Blvd.
Stuart 33494
(305)287-6400 #113 :

i

Kerry Highsmith,
310 Fleming St.

.- Key West 33040
(305)296-6523

L. F. Higginbotham
269 edar St.
Fernandina Beach 32034
(904)225-5343

James L. Riley
120 Lowrey Place,' S.f.
Ft. Waluin Beach 548
(04)244-2161

..,

Lee Dixon
100 S.W. F,ifth Ave.
Okeechobee 33472
(813)763-3157

,
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ORANGE

*4-
James L. Schott
P. 0Box 271
Orlpdo' 32802
(305)422-3200

OSCEOLA

Leon T. Hobbs
P. 0.4Bbx 370
Kissimmee 32741
(305/847-3147

PALM BEACH

Thomas J. Mills
3323 Belvedere Rit:
West Palm Beach 33402
(305)683-,0050

PASCO

Thomas E. Weightman
2609 U.S. 41 N.
Land 0' Lakes 33539
813)9.96-3600-4

Dallas Maddron Larry K..Boyd
P. 0. Box 271 772 Elwell St.

(305)422-3200 , (305)894-8421 .

William Coffman
P. G. Box 370
Kissimmee 52741
(305)847-3147

Dick Berryman
1901 N.W. 16th St'.'
Belie Glade 33430.
(305)683-0050 #388

. 0-^

Ct

Di& Endres,-
2609 U.k. 41
Land ' es 33539

996-3600

Paticia Strickland
P. 0. Box 1948. .

Kissimmee 4741,
(305)8473147

PINELLAS

Dr. Gus'Sakkis
P. 0. Box 4688
Clearwater 33518
(813)442-1171

POkF.

Clem ChurchWell
P. O. Box 391
Bartow 33830
(813)534-1511

Beggs
205 4th St. S.W.
Largo 33540
(813)58-9951 .

Evelyn Hughes,
P. O. Box 391
Bartow 33830
(813)534-1511

Robert Alles
3325 Belvede,re Rd.
West Palm Beach 33402
(305)683-0050 0261

DJøhn I4ng
2609 Lk& 41 N. /
Land 0' Lakes 35539
(813)996-5600

Alleji Mortimer
P. 0. Box 4688
Clearwater 33518
(813)442-1171

Marvin Jackson
P. 0..Box 391
Bartow 33830
(813)534-1511
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PUTNAM
*4

,C. L. Overturf, Jr.
P. 0. Box 797
Palatka 32077
(904)328-1458

ST. JOHNS
A.:4o

W. Douglas Hartley
P. O. Box 500
St. Augustine 32084
(904)829-6464

ST. LUCIE

Norman Behling
. 2909 DeTaware Ave.

Ft. Pierce 33450
(305)464-8220

SANTA ROSA

Bennett C. Russell.
P. O. Box 271
Milton 32570 -
(964)623-3663

SARASOTA

Dr. James Fox ,
2414 Hatton St.

' Sarasota 33577)
(813)953-5000

SEMINOLE

Robert W. Hughes
202 E. Commercial Ave.
Sanford 32771 .,
(305)322-1252 .

Bill Odom
P. O. Box 797
Palatka 3207-7
(904)328-1456

David Toner
P. 0. Box 500
Sv. Augustine 32084
(904)829-6464

Jack Roberts
310 Preston Court
Ft. Pierce 33450 .

. (305)464-3051

Dan Sheppard
P. O. Box 271
Milton 32570
(904)623-3663 ,

JoAnn Wagner
4409 Sawyer Road
Sarasota 33583,
(81'3)924-1365

Mrs. Bette Pah'ner
1211 S. Mellonvilk Ave.
Sanford 32771
(305)322-1252

1

SidneyH. Dunn
P. 0. Box 797
Palatka 32677
(904132,82156

L. P. M9Elroy'
P. O. Box 500
St. Augustine 32084
(904)829-6464

Robert Satchwill
2909 Delaware Ave.
Ft. Pierce 33450
(305)464-8220

Dr. Wyman Jones
P. O. Box 271
Milton 32570
(904)623-3663

Bernie Cox
3600 Bahia Vista St.
Sarasota 33580 "
(813)953-5000

4

Hugh Carlton
1211 S. Mellonville Ave.
Sanford 32771
(305)322-1252
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SUMTER

f

Joe Strickland .
P. O. Box 428
Bushnell 33513
(904)793-231,5

SUWANEE

Prank Stankunas
224 W. Parshley St.
Live Oak 32060
(904)362-2'252

TAYLOR .

Robbins R. Woodell
P. 0. Box 509
Perry 32347
(904)584-2209

U,NION

-,
James a Cason, III
55 S.W. 6th St.
Lake Butler 32054
(904)496-3551

VOLUSIA

Raymond G. Dunne
P. O. Box,2118
Deland..)3'2720
(904)734-7190

WAKULLA

Dr. Willarn E. Wlialey
P. O. Box 98
Crawfordville 32327'
(904)926-7131

I

. Pat Chavis
. 0. Box 428

Bushnell 33513
(904)793-2315

Maryin Johns
Warrefi & Church Street5
Live Oak 32060 t

(904)362-2252

Al Jokela
400 Clark St.
Perry 32347
(904)584-6635

1

Jim Edwards
P. 0. Box 428
Bushnell 33513
(904)793-2315. . .

Laurie E. Duval
224 W. Parshley St.
Live Oak 32060
(904)362-2252

Jim Bowden
P. 0. Box 509
PerrY 32347
(904)584-2209

11.

..<

Marie Woodley
1000 S. Lake Ave.
Lake Butler 32054
(904)496-3551

Al Bouie
P. O. Boii. 1910
Daytona Beach 32015

/(904)
.,

I

Apirea B arr e t t
P. 0. Box 98
Crawfordvile 32327 .

(904)926-7131

Thomas G. Mobley
55 S.W. 6th Sti.
Lake Butler 32054 )

(904)496-3551

41
Gerald D. Krahm
P. O. Box 2118
Deland 32720
(904)734-7190

Doug Quigg .

P. 0. Box 98
4 Crawfordville 32327

(904)926-7131

t
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WALTON ( ,

,
Teddy R. DeShazo
Walton Cpunty Courthquse
DeFuniak Springs 32433
(904)892-3141

WASHINGTON

Charles Adams
206 N. 3rd'St.
Chip ley 32428
(904)638-7222

c

ilh

,

1p

t

D. DwanBishop
Sloss Avenue
DeFuniak Springs' 32433
(904)892-3214

J. B. Ward
Box 647
Chip ley.. 32428
(904)638-7222

I.

,

, /

,

i

David R. Johnson
Walton County Courthouse
DeFuniak Springs
(904)892-3141

Dr. Hugh Ba1boni
206 N. 3rd St.
Chip ley 32428 ,

(904)638-7222

,

32433
,
-
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County Contacts For Energy Education Materials And Assistance

County Utility Contact Phone. No. County Utility Contact Phone No.

Alachua GVL Mary Ann Smith 904/374-2833 Lee FPL J A Myrick 813/334-1301
FPC O.W Paulsen 904/454-1406 Leon TAL 'John Bramlett 904/599-8345

Baker FPL Paul Kalv 904/259-2201 Levy FPC J.L Troke 904/796-5136
Bay GPC Charlie Bryant 904/%763-7251 Liberty GPC Charlie Bryant 904/763-7251
Bradford FPL Marvin Whiteside 904/328-3471 Madison FPC B.E Wilson 904/97 3- 2I238

Brevard FPL B E. Tea_yer 305/636-7411 Manatee PPL A.L Putnam 813/745131
Broward FPL Tame Arenson 305/765-3004 PRC William Mülcay 813/773-4116
Calhoun BLN D W Kelly 904/6745488 Marion FPC C.W Keele 904/480-2389
Charlotte FPL R W Coleman 813/639-8735 J L Collum 904/288-3101
Citrus FPC W D. Ward 904/795-3145 G W. Harper 904/591-1761

L p Hurley 904/726-2461 Martin FPL G. Van Curen 305/287-5400
Clay GCS William Snow 904/284-5621 Monroe KEY Tom Kelly 305/294-5272
Collier FPL R L. Fraser 813/262-1255 Nassau FPL Paul Kalv 904/259-2201
Columbia FPL Y M. Dunn 904/752-4400 Okaloosa GPC Jim Davis 904/244-4772
Dade FPL Sue Steele 305/442-5199 Okeechobee FPL Marvin Ariants 84,3/763-5514
De Soto FPL Homer Latham 813/494-1511 Orange FPC Ann MayriaId" 305/646-8266

PRC William MulCay 813/773-4116 OUC Donald Meyers 305/423-9100
Dixie FPC J L Troke 904/498-3834 Osceola PRC William Mulcay 813/r73-4116
Duval JEA Clyde Montgomery 904/633-4830 Palm Beach FPL BO Freer 305/686-7700
Escambia GPC Hugh Fones 904/434-8246 Pasco'(East) TEC ED McNally 813/567-5101

Flag ler FPL Roger Eatman 904/257-2000 (West) FPC H E Milton 813/849-3242
Franklin FPC C G Petteway 904/653-8827 Pinellas FPC Brock Lucas 813/866-4376
Gadsden GPC Charlie Bryant 904/763-7251 Polk TEC Rodney DeHaan 81 3/294-4 171

Glictirist FPC J L Troke 904/463-2363 FPC T.J Hicks, Ill 813/635-2765
Glades GLD A C Houston 813/946-0061 J.L Davis 813/422-4928
Gulf 1GPC Charlie Bryant 904/763-7251 PRC William Mulcay 813/773-4116

FPC JA Cdx 904/227-1210, ,putnam FPL Marvin Whiteside 904/328-3471

Hamilton FPC W S Smile 904/792-1372 St. Johns FPL H W Rowlett 904/829-6453
Hardee FPC J R. Bent 1313/375-2251 St. Lucie FPL H Scnindehetti 305/461-0590

PRC William MulCay 813/773-4116 FTP John Fradd 305/464-5600

Hendry FPL J A. Myrick 813/334-1301 Santa Rosa GPC Hugh Fones 904/434-8246

Hernando FPC T R Galloway' 904/796-5136 Sarasota FPL ft Kerlikoske 813/953-7123

Highlands SEB J H. Phillips 813/385-0191 Seminole FPL Scott Burns 305/322-5381

PRC William Mulcay 813/773-4116 FPC (Vacant) 305/831-1007

Hillsborough TEC Ann Ketchum 81,3/8791i111 Sumter FPC (Vacant) 904/748-1511

PRC William Mulcay 813/773-4116 Suwannee FPL Arnold Smith 904/362-2226

Holmes GPC Charlie Bryant 9041,763-251 Taylor. FPC R.W Creson 904/584-3966

Indian River FPL H Schindehette 305/461-0590 Union FPL Y.M Dunn 904/752-4400

Jackson GPC Charlie Bryant 904/763-7251 Volusla FPL Roger Eatman 904/257-2000

Jefferson FPC W M Anderson 904/997-3535 FPC O.R Martin 904/734-3770

Lafayette SUW Arnold Smith , 904/362.2226 Wakulla FPC G.E. Colvin 904/926-3101

Lake FPC J B. Law 904/394-3892 Walton GPC Jim Davis 904/244-4772

B G. Spikes 904/W-4136 Washington GPC Charlie Bryant 904/763-7251

BLN - City of Blountstown
FPL - Florida Power & Light Co

FPC - Florida Power Corporation

FTP - Ft pierce Utilities Authority
GCS City of Green Cove Springs

GLD - Glades Electric Coop

GPC - Gulf Power Company
GVL - Gainsville/Alachua CO

Regional Utilities Board

JEA Jacksonville Electric Authority

KEY - City of Key West Utility Bpard
OUC - Orlando Utilities

G-13
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PRC - Peace River Electric Coop -
SEB - Sebring Utilihes
SUW Suwannee Valley Electrid Coo
TAL - City of Tallahassee

TEC - Tampa Electric Co
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigeration,
and Air-Conditioning Engineers.

BALLAST A device used for starting fluorescent and
other'tYpes of lamps.

BUILDING PROFILE . A description of all facilities in a school
district by energy. use and consumption
charaetenstics (EUI).

BTU British Thermal Unit. A standard measure of
energy that allows coniparison f two different
energy sources. One BTU is the amount of
energy required,to raise the mean temperature
of one pound of water one degree F.

BUILDING ENVELOPE The outer shell of a building consisting of the
.roof, wills, windows, doors, and floors
exposed to the outside.

CAULKING A flexible substiance applied to cracks sur-
rounding doorsitnd wriTdows to minimize the
leakage of air and waie.-

CHILLER A refrigeration device used to transfer heat
from a fluid (such as water in a chilled water
system) to another fluid.

COIL , A he'at exchanging devke Which usually'
contains an arrangement of finned tubes.

CONDENSER A heat exchanger that removes heatsfrom a
vapor, changing it to a liquid state.

COOLING LOAD The amount of heat that must be removed
from a building by a coolintsystem as a result
of heat gain into the building.

2 3
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COOLING TOWER A device that cools water by evaporation,

DAMPER

DECAT

DEGREE DAY

DWAND FACTOR
,

*.

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

DRY BULB
TEMPERATURE

DUCTS

ENERGY

ENERGY
CONSERVATION

t,

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
PROCESS

A gate-like deyice that controls the volume of
air passing through a duct, outlet, or inlet.

Drivers Education Conservation Awareness
Training Program.

The difference between the mean daily
temperature and 65°F. For example: if thei
mean temperature is 800, the difference
between 80 and 65,is 15;or 15 degree days
for the one day" period. Degree days are
calculated for monthly and annual periods by

e U.S. -We--a-ther Service.

The 'ratio between the demand placed on a
system and its rated Opacity.

A system of ducts, blowers, and other devices.

The temperature taken when the.thermometer
is not in contact with water and is not affected
by radiated heat.

Channels or passageways through which ail is
delivered in HVAC systems.

The work that a system is capable of doing.

Any activity that results in the reduction of
energy consumption in any energy-using
system or device.

A management te,phnique for arriving at the
most energy-efficient operation of a facility
or 'facilities. k

H-2
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EA - ENERGy AUDIT

ENERGY AUDITOR

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE

ENEAGX MANAGEMENT
COORDINATOR

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Any organized, detailed review of a facility
and its energy-using systems that identifies
immediate low-cost/no-cost measures and
recommends items for a detailed engineering
study (Technical Analysis).

Individual certifiecrby the Governor's Energy
Office or possessing particular expertise in the
area of energy-consuming systems.

A committee formed at .the district level tb
direct the energy management effort.

The individual in charge of the district's
energy management efforts.

TEAM A group of individuals who are responsible for
energy management at the school level.

ENERGY USE INDEX
(EUI)

EVAPORATOR

FOOTCANDLE

HEAT GAIN

An indication of energy consumption of a
facility expressed in BTUs per square foot per
year. EUI equals the total energy consump-
tion in BTUs divided by total number of
square feet of conditioned space of a facility.

A heat exchanger that adds heat tZliquid,
crerting it to a gas.

A measure of light outp . One footcandle
equals the light output of a standard candle at
one foot.

The amount of heat gained by a space from
all sources. Also, the amount of heat that must
be removed to maintain coMfort.
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HEAT LOSS The 'amount of heat that must be added to

maintain comfort. Also the cooling effect of
the outdoor climate on a building. '

1

HEAT PUMP A refrigeration device that is capable of
reversing its cycle so that it may heat or cool
a space.

...

HEATING LOAD The amount of heat that must be supplied to
a building to account for the total heat loss
dpe to conduction, convection, radiation,
infiltration, and ventilation.

HVAC Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning.

IES Illuminating Engineer's Society..

INFILTRATION The invasion, of outside air into the interior..,
spaces of a building.

IMMEDIATE ACTION
CHECKLISTS Low-cost/no-cost actions for sliecific groups

of personnel within the school system that
can be taken immediately to begin saving
energy.

KILOWATT HOUR (KWH) The amount of energy consumed when 1,000.
watts of electrical power are dissipated overe
period of 1 hour. 1 KWH = 3,413 BTU.

LIFE-CYCLE COST The total cost of an item or system Over its
life span, including initial Cost, operating
costs, and maiTance expense.

LIGHT METER A device that measures light energy. It
operates .by using a photovoltaic or similar
cell to convert radiant energy to_clectrical
energy.

at
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LUMEN A unit of luminous flux used to measure light
output.

LUMINAIRE A lighting unit designed to produce a specific
lighting effect. Luminaires m-ay be simple or
complex. The term is usually applied to
outdoor lightipg fixtures, or to units designed
for a special purpose.

MISSION STATZMENT/
GOAL A school board's adopted statement of

support, commitment an'd redicction goal of
the school district's energy consideration
program.

NECPA

PEAK DEMAND

National Energy Conservation Policy Act. A
federal act establishing programs to assist
various institutions.in analyzing and funding
for energy conservation activities.

Ile highest power demand experienced by a
system./A large power demand that generally
exists for a short period of time.

POWER FACTOR Ratio of volt-amperes to voltage.

PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE A system of planned maintenance, performed

at regularly scheduled intervals.

R-VALUE A measure of the resistance of heat flow
through a material.

,

=,- RADIATOR A thcfmal unit for distributing heat which\ thconsists

of a system of tubes connected to a
:hot water or steam source; e heated tubes
>,

nemit eat by radiation and convection to heat
a given space. ..

H-5
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REGISTER A combination grill and damper assembly
covering an opening on a HVAC duct.

,
RELATIVE HUMIDITY The.moisture, content of air expressed as a

percentage of saturation.

SUPPLY AIR Air delivered to a HVAC system. Supply
conditions should offset the building's heating
or cooling loads..

TASK LIGHTING Specifically lighting an area to meet the
requirement of a particular job or task while
eroducing redticed lighting levels in the
surrounding areas (usually not less than 42 to
1/3 of the task lighting level).

TA - TECHNICAL
ANALYSIS A detaiThd engineering study of measures

identified by an Energy Audit. These activities
will require capital expenditure for iTplemen-
tation. The TA identifies cosn and payback
periods for the proposed corrections. "

UNIT VENTILATOg A thermal unit,containing a-coil, dampers,
fan, fi1ters, and motor. Its Principal function
is to ventilate while providing some condition-
ing.

WEATHERSTRIPPING A gasket installed between mating surfaces on
doors or windows to minimize the leaka.ge 'of
air.

WET-BULB
TEMPERATURE The lowest temperature obtained by evaporat-

ing water in air without adding or removing
energy. The temperature taken with -a
thermometer whose bulb is enclosed in a wet
sock. The wet-bulb temperature is a means of
determining the humidity of the air.
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.., Executive Office of the Governor
- Robert Grahanl, Governor
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Governor's EnergylOffice
Lex Hester, Director_

James Harvey, Assistant Direct'

I.

1
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Division of Operations and Contract Management
Feinando Recio, Deputy Director

.,,

Project Team

Tom Barnum
Norman Feder
Patti-Jo Franklin
James Mengel
Mary Lou Stursa

\,
lnquiries :(904)488-6764
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